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Genevieve Horsley
Albert Phillipps
Year 4
Jemima Atkinson
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Mojubafoluwa Akinyeye
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Maddison Woodcock
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Imogen Atkinson
Year 4
Daisy Tomlinson
Year 5
Charlotte Fern
Year 6
Esther Olby
Year 7
Eva O’Donnell
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Tamsin Schofield
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Guy Savory
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Max Wilson

NETBALL PRIZE
Esther Payne
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Arthur Wilcox

GIRLS’ CRICKET PRIZE
Matilda Butterworth

BUTTERWICK CUP FOR 
GIRLS’ ATHLETICS
Matilda Butterworth

PROCTOR CUP FOR 
BOYS’ ATHLETICS 
Frederick Browne

BOYS’ TENNIS PRIZE
Benjamin Rankin

GIRLS’ TENNIS PRIZE
Matilda Butterworth

BOYS’ SWIMMING PRIZE
Larkin Armstong

GIRLS’ SWIMMING PRIZE 
Ruby Spiegel

TABLE TENNIS PRIZE
Hiromichi Yagi

SHOOTING PRIZE
Jonathan Weir

CONTRIBUTION TO 
JUNIOR BOYS’ SPORT
Zacharias Kemp

CONTRIBUTION TO
JUNIOR GIRLS’ SPORT
Henrietta Holden

BRASS PRIZE
George Baker

CHOIR PRIZE
Louis Horsman Carpenter

PERCUSSION PRIZE
Benjamin Rankin

EILEEN THOMAS PIANO PRIZE
Sean Godden

ORGAN PRIZE
Louis Horsman Carpenter

Singing Prize
Ruby Spiegel

STRING PRIZE
Milan Herathge

WOODWIND PRIZE
Sophie Langton

JUNIOR CONTRIBUTION TO
SCHOOL MUSIC
Edie Curtis 

ST CECILIA AWARD FOR 
MUSICAL ACHIEVEMENT
Rose Taylor

CHALLENGE CUP FOR 
OVERCOMING ADVERSITY
Alana Lewis

THE PARENTS’ ASSOCIATION
PRIZE FOR CROSSWAYS
Tatiana Couch
Alice Teesdale

THE PARENTS’ ASSOCIATION
PRIZE FOR KENWYN
Leonides Kemp
Trent Stoltz

PARKER PRIZE FOR KINDNESS
Anna Paynter

MCCOMBIE AWARD FOR 
ALLROUND CONTRIBUTION 
TO SCHOOL LIFE
Max McEwen

HEAD’S PRIZE
Head Boy
Max McEwen

Head Girl
Matilda Butterworth
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Headmistress’s Welcome
Welcome to the latest edition of our Gresham’s Prep School
magazine! I hope that this gives you a taste of the many wonderful
achievements and experiences our children have enjoyed over the
last twelve months. I would like to express my sincere thanks to all of
the contributors and especially to the editor, Samantha O’Leary, who
has worked tirelessly to put together her seventh edition of the
magazine; it is wonderful for us all to have this splendid record of 
our story.

The academic year 2018 – 19 was a year of change: alongside the
positive prospect of new pupils, new members of staff and new
initiatives was coupled a simultaneous sadness at returning to School
without our dearly loved colleagues Mrs Quick and Mr Olby. In tragic
circumstances, all at Gresham’s Prep School demonstrated strength
and spirit, pulling together to take the School forward and to share
every precious moment life gives us together. After my first year of
being Head, I cannot thank Mr Quick enough for everything he and
Mrs Quick did to build this uniquely special school community. I have
no doubt that what you find in the following pages will demonstrate
all that is fantastic about Gresham’s; I feel very privileged to be a part
of it. We are a busy, happy and kind community and whilst it is quite
incredible to reflect upon how much our children cram into each day,
there is still very much a sense of the relaxed quality of a true country
prep school about our campus.

Amongst the many highlights of the year was receiving the news of
former pupil Sir James Dyson’s incredibly generous donation of a
multi-million pound, state-of-the-art STEAM building. This led to
much excitement about the work which will be going on in readiness
for the opening of this new facility on the Senior School site, which is
planned for the Michaelmas Term of 2021. Speech Day provided a
superb opportunity to celebrate, to say goodbye to all of our leavers
and to thank Mr Quick for his years of service to the School. We
welcomed OG’s Connie and Ed Birch as our guest speakers; my thanks
to them for their inspirational and entertaining words.

As I look ahead to the coming academic year, I cannot wait to see 
how our current cohort will surprise, astound and amuse us all. 
I hope you enjoy this window onto our recent past as much as we 
are all enjoying experiencing the adventures to be chronicled in the
next edition!

Editor’s Welcome
It can hardly be that another year has flown by with so much
happening both inside and out of the school. Residential trips were
available to all for the first time and they were much enjoyed by all
those that went on an adventure. Building projects and
improvements continued and the school enjoyed a facelift in many
areas. The walls continue to reflect the amazing art work that is
produced by the pupils and ensure that it is a vibrant place to be. 
This year we have said a very special goodbye to James Quick who is
responsible for much of the dynamism that can be found at the 
Prep School today and we know that his legacy will live on for years 
to come. There are many former pupils who can honestly say that
their lives were shaped in their formative years by the kindness and
patience shown to them by James. 

I hope you enjoy this year’s edition of your magazine. Happy reading.

How did it catch me?

Dresssing down for lunch

Who left the top off
the superglue?

0           
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George
Baird
George (AKA
Tigger) literally
bounced into
Gresham’s three
years ago and
proved to have
the enthusiasm
necessary to
make a
tremendous
success of
teaching in a
prep school. He came as a teacher of History and
Geography but clearly his contribution to school life was
not to end there. His love of sport was to be a recurring
theme. Through dogged erosion of resistance he made the
entire staffroom become involved in World Cup fever
which then manifested itself into a charity football
tournament and he could often be seen whipping up
business for his Premiership football predictor, despite
several members being uncertain as to what they had
signed up to. He also loved golf and would often be seen
swinging his imaginary club at impromptu moments
whilst avidly following The Masters. Tennis, hockey, rugby,
cricket…all received the Bairdy approach; unbridled
energy and dedication which rubbed off on even the most
reluctant of squad members until they found themselves
believing they were playing for England and World Cup
glory rather than a routine practice session on a wet day in
Norfolk. He unashamedly promoted the prowess of his
teams and their results and revelled in the thought of an
unbeaten season through all three major sports over the
year until St Faith’s pricked his balloon an inflicted a
wounding defeat upon them… but he and the boys rose
again to fight another day.

This approach continued into his role as house tutor in
Kenwyn. He enjoyed a special rapport with the pupils who
recognised and appreciated his willingness to get involved
in a game or activity at the drop of a hat. He could often be
seen leaping about in his shorts wearing a fluorescent
headband and urging others on. His unfettered enjoyment
of life is his greatest quality and one that will surely benefit
those under his care in his new post at King’s Wimbledon.
We wish him well and look forward to hearing of
adventures in London.

Michaella Stone
Michaella has been a super addition to Gresham’s Prep
School. She arrived as a Graduate Assistant having studied
Medieval History at Edinburgh University, bright, fresh and
bursting with great ideas. It quickly became apparent that
she was someone who was 100% committed to all that she
did, a wonderful team player and unfailingly cheerful and
positive.

Lizzie Ashcroft
Lizzie Ashcroft has been an inspiration to language
learners over the years that she has taught at Gresham’s.
Latterly, as Head of French, she introduced and ran the
highly popular and successful French trip that many Year
8 pupils cited as a highlight of their time at the Prep
School. Her determination to keep Modern Languages at
the very heart of the curriculum ensured that pupils
received excellent lesson allocation and her thorough
grounding and high standards began a lifelong love of
languages for many of her former pupils.

She was for many years a successful games coach of
several girls’ teams and in winter could be seen in an
implausible variety of layers topped off with a jaunty hat
in order to keep the east winds at bay. Conversely in
summer, the now famous beachwear could make an
appearance either in the classroom, with natty white
peddle pusher trousers or with outfits that would grace
the pitches in the
blazing sun.
Fashion is an
enduring theme
when thinking of
Lizzie. Who can
forget her
leggings? We
have had Union
Jack leggings for
the jubilee, Harry
Potter leggings,
not to mention
ones covered in
dog paws. Lizzie’s
favourite day has
always been a
themed dress day and she has treated us to some
dazzling displays over the years often with exotic
accessories to top off the look perfectly.

Everything that Lizzie commits to she does with energy
and vigour. As joint Head of Reith, she initiated raffle
tickets for merits and happily gave out prizes for winners
and as a tutor, her creativity knew no bounds. Tutees were
given cacti to nurture, daffodils in the spring, dog walks
and a birthday cake rota ensured treats on special days.
Her NERF gun hobby was wildly oversubscribed; the
weekly sound of gun magazines being loaded and
clicked into place could only mean one thing; hordes of
determined NERF gun enthusiasts were about to storm
the school grounds with Lizzie in full Mission Impossible
mode.

The most familiar image of Lizzie is that of her carrying at
least five overloaded baskets, bursting with an array of
items, but most importantly a foiled wrapped bacon
butty and a mug of coffee leaping from a whizzy car and
hurrying to her classroom. She is a true Gresham’s Girl;
unfailingly kind, warm and caring. We will all miss our
Madame Fabuleuse and wish her luck and happiness in
her move to Kent. Bon Chance!
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James Quick 

In September 2003, James Quick arrived to take over from
Tony Cuff as Headmaster. He came with his wife, Kim, and
four daughters Jessica, Rachel, Polly and Daisy. James was
very familiar with the private school system, having been a
pupil at Cheltenham College Junior School, Elstree School
and then a boarder at Rendcomb College where his father
was Headmaster. After reading Economic History at
Durham University, James decided Education was where his
future lay; he was Housemaster at St Edward’s, Oxford
before coming to Gresham’s Prep and the experience
gathered there stood him in good stead for his time at GPS.  

A great many things in place at the School now – and often
ones we tend to take for granted, because they make so
much sense – were initiated by James. A solid and rigorous
Tutor system was introduced, giving each pupil that special
link with a member of staff as first port of call in good and,
occasionally, bad times. Pupils were given a voice in the
School Council, which as its first task had the opportunity to
be very involved in creating the now much established
Gresham’s Code. Pupils were also tasked with creating the
Green Committee; all this very much put the emphasis on
the pupil which is very much what James felt was of the
utmost importance. The Library was extended, the
adventure playground and willow domes installed as was a
bed and breakfast for local insects who wished to board.
Drama facilities were hugely improved, Crossways and
Kenwyn got their much needed and very smart extensions
and, to everybody’s relief, the car park was extended. Under
James’ leadership, Year Three became part of the Prep
School, a challenging but successful proposition.

Communication with parents became much more
prominent under James’ aegis with weekly newsletters and
website updates. Charity fundraising events became a
regular event as did links with the local community and
primary schools; the annual Cross Country Championships
now attracts over 1000 pupils.  

Common Entrance was replaced with an internal end-of-
year assessment. IWBs were introduced in the School
although it is probably fair to say that internet technology
wasn’t James’ strongest point!  A Senior Leadership team
was formed with staff appraisals and lesson observations a
regular feature. 

Again with the emphasis on individual pupils, James was
keen that there should be alternatives available for those
pupils who for whatever reason could not play the regular
sports which resulted in the alternative sport programme.
Boarders’ outings were improved and it became possible
for pupils to board from one night to termly. 

In all these areas, James was unobtrusively but very
successfully supported by Kim. Her ability to make the most
ambitious plans come to fruition was legendary and she
dealt with many of the minutiae of school such as uniform,
never one of James’ favourites! She was hugely involved in
the Year 8 post-exam programme, Summer Fête, Christmas

Fayre, making these occasions the very best and the most
fun they could be for the pupils.

James’ greatest quality was his care for each individual
pupil; each child mattered and he never, ever gave up on a
child – his patience was legendary. He was calm and
measured in his approach and many parents, pupils and
members of staff benefitted from his advice.  He will be
remembered for many things (not least his Christmas suit..,
much admired by the pupils).His philosophy was:

To run a school where children could be themselves and
where individuality is respected.

Children should be happy and have fun in the school
environment and we should celebrate difference and
diversity as well as excellence and achievement.

Gresham’s should believe every child can make a valuable
contribution and overall it should be vibrant and inclusive. 

His philosophy was rewarded with an ‘Excellent’ rating in all
nine categories in our last Inspection; testament to his
dedication to the School and to the fact that he inspired his
staff to work to and believe in his principles.

Somehow, James found the time to, occasionally, do
something other than be Headmaster. He found that
running gave him time to think and, being an under three
hours marathon runner, must have given him plenty of time
to ponder and hatch new ideas! The School didn’t ever
stand still under his leadership. Needless to say, his
marathon running raised a considerably amount of money
for various charities. 

With Kim’s health deteriorating over the last few years and
her tragic early death just over a year ago, the resilience and
support for each other in the Quick family have been
inspirational and will undoubtedly sustain James in his new
home. 

The Quick years have seen many changes, all for the benefit
of the pupil, and we hope James will look back with pride in
all he achieved. The entire Prep School community wish him
the very best for the future.
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What do you like doing
in your spare time?
I love watching England
play rugby so the RWC is
just heaven for me (at
the moment).  I’m
hoping that I will enjoy
watching England
breeze through the
Quarter-final in the next
match.  Also must
mention Japan, they are
great to watch at the
moment.

Tell us a little known
fact about yourself.
I am fearful of sharks (thanks a bunch Steven Spielberg).

Felicity Williams
What were you doing before you joined Gresham’s
Prep School?
For the past 4 years I
worked as a sports
coach at Beeston Hall
School.

What do you like doing
in your spare time?
In my spare time I enjoy
playing hockey for
Norwich City Ladies 1st
team. In the summer I
play cricket for
Swadeston Ladies and
also represent Norfolk
Ladies Cricket team. I
have recently become a
keen road cyclist and
enjoy exploring Norfolk countryside. I also love spending
lots of time with my friends and family. 

Tell us a little known fact about yourself.
I have an identical twin sister. 

John Ewart
Mr Ewart joins us as the
new Kenwyn resident
house tutor and games
coach.

Tiana Schurmann and 
Will Thacker
Will and Tiana join us from Geelong College Australia as our
Gap Assistants for this year.

25 Years’
Service
This year, Senior
Master Nick
Thomas
completed 25
years at
Gresham’s Prep. 

Baby
News
Kaye and Stuart
Heal welcomed
the arrival of a
baby son, 
Reggie who was
born on the 14th
of November
2018 weighing
6lb 2oz.
Congratulations!
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She decided to
embark on her
teacher training
during her
second year here,
and she
blossomed into a
fantastic teacher.
She was
incredibly
instinctive with
the children; they
adore her and
seem to want to
work hard for her.
As well as having
fantastic knowledge, she is also wonderfully creative in the
way she teaches; history came alive in her hands. She was
always happy to become embroiled in an academic debate
about a variety of topics and would passionately argue her
case; medieval history was her first love, but she had a
naturally inquisitive nature and enjoyed all aspects of the
subject. In addition to all of this, we will all also remember
her for being highly efficient and organised; who else could
have brought the Harry Potter activity to life in such a
meticulous and detailed way? 

Michaella has achieved a huge amount in her time here,
and has so much to be proud of (despite remaining
delightfully modest). She will be hugely missed at
Gresham’s but undoubtedly has a very bright future ahead
of her and we all wish her the best of luck in her new job at
Bancroft’s School.

Nicki Kennedy
Nicki joined the music department to bring her expertise as
a professional Soprano with a prestigious career to the Prep
School choirs. Under her guiding hand, the choir numbers
grew and developed a wide repertoire. The Chapel choir
sounded marvellous each week and her experience on the
stage was invaluable to all that she taught as she also had a
discerning eye for detail in terms of posture and stage
placement. She offered individual music lessons too and
those pupils undoubtedly benefited from her wide
experience. We wish her well in Guernsey.

Laura Turnbull
Fresh from Geelong College in Australia, Laura proved to be
an instant hit with the girls in Crossways who appreciated
her kind and friendly manner. She was a whizz on the
netball courts and her patient coaching was much admired.
Whilst in Britain, she took advantage of the proximity to the
rest of Europe and spent her holidays travelling and
exploring new places. However, she will be most missed by
the shopkeepers of Norwich as her favourite pastime was
to go to the city and spend! We wish her every success at
university back in Australia.

Lloyd
Stephenson
What were you doing
before you joined
Gresham’s Prep
School?
My role before joining
Gresham’s was as Head
of Mathematics at a
prep school in South
West London. I taught
mathematics, games
and non-verbal reasoning to pupils in addition to
preparing them for 10+ and 11+ assessments for a variety
of selective senior schools.

What do you like doing in your spare time?
During term time I enjoy spending time with my wife and
baby girl visiting new and favourite places in Norfolk.
Outside of term time I enjoy running, golf, travelling and
supporting the (not so) mighty Lincoln City Football Club.

Tell us a little known fact about yourself.
I have run the Oslo, Amsterdam and London marathons
raising money to support the RNLI.

Andy Powell
What were you doing
before you joined
Gresham’s Prep
School?
I worked as a lead
Offshore Geologist on a
variety of drilling, survey
vessels, and jack up
platform rigs worldwide.
I was conducting and
supervising site
investigations for major
oil, gas, and engineering operators. I then decided to
change careers and teach. I did a PGCE in Secondary
Geography at UEA.

What do you like doing in your spare time?
In my spare time I enjoy spending time with my wife and
twin boys. I also enjoy carp and pike fishing, walking my
Labrador Nelson, and sailing the Norfolk Broads.

Tell us a little known fact about yourself.
I have survived an earthquake, a tropical storm, and a
Somali pirate attack!

Ed Steed
What were you doing before you joined Gresham’s
Prep School?
Spending most of my time coaching Sports at Langley
Prep School at Taverham Hall, Langley main School and
Holt RFC.
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Imogen Atkinson
My favourite subject is Art because I
like crafts.

The best thing about Year 3 was
Kingswood because it was fun.

My role model is Taylor Swift.

Three words to describe me are: kind,
friendly and musical. 

Teddy Bevington
My favourite subject is DT because I
like making things.

The best thing about Year 3 was
Kingswood because I like sleepovers.

Three words to describe me are:
grumpy, energetic and small.

Henry Coutanche
My favourite subject is Art because I
like drawing.

The best thing about Year 3 was the
Year 3 and 4 show. I enjoyed it.

My role model is Jack Harrison.

Three words to describe me are: funny,
kind and nice.

Alfie Cox
My favourite subject is Art.

The best thing about Year 3 was going
to West Stow and seeing all the things
in the museum. 

My role model is Jamie Oliver.

Three words to describe me are: funny,
kind and cheeky.

Rosie Fern
My favourite subject is Art because it’s
fun and I love it.

The best thing about Year 3 was going
to the Pantomime because it was very
fun filled and I like watching plays.

My role model is Ariane Grande.

Three words to describe me are: fun,
loyal and kind. 

Jack Harrison
My favourite subject is History
because we learn about people from
history.

The best thing about Year 3 was the
trip to West Stow.

My role model is my Dad.

Three words to describe me are: nice,
happy and funny. 

Nicholas King
My favourite subject is Art.

The best thing about Year 3 was when
I got over 1m 10cm in high jump. 

My role model is Jamie Anderson.

Three words to describe me are:
strong, fast and funny.

Olly Matthews
My favourite subject is Art because I
love making things.

The best thing about Year 3 was
Kingswood because I enjoyed
orienteering. 

3T Mrs Andrews
My role model is Ben Stokes the
famous cricket player.

Three words to describe me are:
energetic, strong and helpful.

Albie Phillipps
My favourite subject is DT because I
like building models.

The best thing about Year 3 was
Kingswood because I liked all the
activities.

My role model is Albert Einstein.

Three words to describe me are: tall,
bright and happy.

Abi Royall
My favourite subject is Art because
you get to do lots of arty things

The best thing about Year 3 was the
Kingswood trip because we got to
do lots of fun things.

My role model is Mimi.

Three words to describe me are: kind,
helpful and fun.

Tom Woodhouse
My favourite subject is Maths
because I get my answers right.

The best thing about Year 3 was
Kingswood because I slept really
well.

My role model is Liam Cooper.

Three words to describe me are:
strong, sporty and kind.
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Mimi Andrews
My favourite subject is Art/DT. 

The best thing about Year 3 was
going to the Pantomime because it
was so funny. 

My role model is my Mum.

Three words to describe me are: kind,
lovely and funny. 

Charles Clabon
My favourite subject is Art 

The best thing about Year 3 was
games with the Sports Teachers. 

My role model is my Dad. 

Three words to describe me are: Kind,
fast and I care. 

Bill Curtis
My favourite subjects are Art, Maths,
English, ICT, DT and Italian. 

The best thing about Year 3 was
going to Kingswood.

My role model is my Dad.

Three words to describe me are: silly,
funny and kind.

Sophie Detnon
My favourite subject is English 

The best thing about Year 3 was
going to Kingswood. 

My role model is my sister, Lucy.

Three words to describe me are: kind,
hardworking, crazy!

Zac Dyer
My favourite subject is Science.

The best thing about Year 3 was the
trip to Kingswood. 

Three words to describe me are:
stamina, small, likes reading.

Bryony Hiles
My favourite subject is Games.

The best thing about Year 3 was the
trip to Kingswood because there was
lots of activities.

Three words to describe me are: crazy,
friendly, helpful.

Jack Hollingsworth
My favourite subject is Games. 

The best thing about Year 3 was the
Charity Football match.

My role model is Alison Becker.

Three words to describe me are:
sporty, helpful, kind.

Genevieve Horsley
My favourite subject is Dance. 

The best thing about Year 3 was going
to the Cambridge Athletics event.

My role model is Alex Danson,
captain of the English hockey team.

Three words to describe me are:
sporty, friendly, fun.

Toby Laidler
My favourite subject is Drama. 

The best thing about Year 3 was
going on trips.

My role model is Nicholas.

Three words to describe me are:
strong, fast, funny.

Hugo McNamara
My favourite subject is DT.

The best thing about Year 3 was
going to Kingswood.

Three words to describe me are: cool,
smart, genius.

Michael Sayer
My favourite subject is Maths
because it is fun. 

The best thing about Year 3 was
going to Kingswood.

My role model is Michael Phelps,
Olympic swimmer.

Three words to describe me are:
sporty, kind, strong.

3S Mrs Heal
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Jemima Atkinson
The highlight of my year was going
into a sink hole at Brancaster.

I have really improved my Music
Theory and writing in more detail.

My favourite thing to do is play on
the log swing with my friends.

Xander Braithwaite
The highlight of my year was going
to Brancaster.

I have really improved my social skills
by thinking before I speak.

My favourite thing to do is playing
outside with my friends.

Xan Cholmondley 
Xan left during the year. Good luck at
your new school, Xan!

Matthew Christophi
The highlight of my year was the
school fete, the trip to Banham Zoo
and Brancaster.

I have really improved my high jump.

My favourite thing to do is rolling
around in the mud at Brancaster.

Elsa Edwards
The highlight of my year was the trip
to Banham Zoo and Brancaster.

I have really improved my reading.

My favourite thing to do is play zoos
and going on the log swing.

George Janes
The highlight of my year was the trip
to Banham Zoo.

I have really improved my art skills.

My favourite thing to do is play on
the X Box.

Lachlan McLean
The highlight of my year was the trip
to Banham Zoo.

I have really improved my creative
writing.

My favourite thing to do is any kind of
sport.

Megan Olby
The highlight of my year was the trip
to Banham Zoo.

I have really improved my cricket.

My favourite thing to do is read.

Piera Plater

The highlight of my year was the trip
to Brancaster.

I have really improved my sport.

My favourite thing to do is Athletics
and going on holiday to hot countries
with my dog.

Toby Rogerson
The highlight of my year was all of the
trips and being with my friends.

I have really improved my
handwriting.

My favourite thing to do is having fun
with my friends.

Sofia Sweeney
The highlight of my year was the trip
to Brancaster.

I have really improved my spelling.

My favourite thing to do is dance and
act.

Claris Tansley
The highlight of my year was going to
Brancaster.

4Q Mrs Fairbairn-Day

I have really improved my Maths and
English skills.

My favourite thing to do is play with
my friends.

Clementine Todd
The highlight of my year was the trip
to Brancaster.

I have really improved my spelling.

My favourite thing to do is having
sleepovers with my best friends.

Katy Turner
The highlight of my year was the trip
to Banham Zoo.

I have really improved my confidence
in all areas of school life.

My favourite thing to do is Art.

Wilfred Dyter
The highlight of my year was the trip
to Castle Rising.

My favourite thing to do is play cricket
in the nets.

I have really improved my hand
writing.
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Archie Ashcroft
The highlight of my year was going to
Brancaster because I loved covering
myself in mud and sliding in the creeks. 

I have really improved my handwriting
in English.

My favourite thing to do is games
because I get outside and play.

Tristan Booty
The highlight of my year was charity
football because I did not let a goal in.

I have really improved my handwriting.

My favourite thing to do is to play
football at break with my mates.

Isaac Brun
The highlight of my year was Charity
football because I liked playing with my
friends. 

I have really improved my bowling in
cricket.

My favourite thing to do is read in the
library and play football in the tennis
court.

Toby Carter
The highlight of my year was Charity
Football.

I have really improved my football skills.

My favourite thing to do is play cricket.

Ollie Cholmondley 
Ollie left during the year. Good luck in
your new school, Ollie!

Lucy Detnon

The highlight of my year was Banham
zoo I liked the low flying birds the most.

I have really improved my map reading
in Geography.

My favourite thing to do is having
sleepovers with my friends.

Maja Edwards

The highlight of my year was mud
sliding in Brancaster.

I have really improved my creative
writing.

My favourite thing to do is playing with
my friends on the adventure
playground.

Lyrico Higashi

The highlight of my year was the trip to
Banham Zoo.

I have really improved my Science.

My favourite thing to do is shopping at
Smiggle or Claire’s accessories.

Lily James

Lily returned to Norway during the
year. We will miss you, Lily!

Emilia Law

The highlight of my year was getting
very muddy in Brancaster.

I have really improved my ability to
write independently.

My favourite thing to do is cycling with
my family.

Morgana Mousley
The highlight of my year was rafting at
Brancaster.

I have really improved my Maths.

My favourite thing to do is Art.

Inka Plater
The highlight of my year was going to
Brancaster especially the coastal safari.

I have really improved my football
skills.

My favourite thing to do is watch
football.

Henry Rowe
The highlight of my year was raft
building at Brancaster.

I have really improved my cricket skills.

My favourite thing to do is throw the
ball for my dog.

Mila Sweeney
The highlight of my year was mud
sliding at Brancaster.

I have really improved my creative
writing.

My favourite thing to do is Art.

Irene Tansley
The highlight of my year was the
coastal safari at Brancaster.

I have really improved my Geography.

My favourite thing to do is read the
book Wings of Fire.

Harry Taylor
The highlight of my year was going to
Brancaster.

I have really improved my hand
writing.

My favourite thing to do is playing
with the lawn mower and cutting the
grass.

Daisy Tomlinson
The highlight of my year was rolling
around in the mud at Brancaster.

I have really improved my Maths.

My favourite thing to do is cuddle my
dogs Tudor and George. They are
Great Danes.

4P Mrs Gill
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Alec Alston
The highlight of the year was going to
Mount Cook and also being captain of
the U10A Rugby team.

The cool new thing I have learnt this
year is how to get along better with
some people!

If I could swap places with anyone, it
would be Eddie Jones because he gets
to manage a seriously cool group of
players!

James Browne
The highlight of the year was going to
Mount Cook.

The cool new thing I have learnt this
year is how to bowl in cricket.

If I could swap places with anyone, it
would be my brother!

Tilly Brucki
The highlight of the year was going to
Mount Cook.

The cool new thing I have learnt this
year is how to conquer my fear of
heights. 

If I could swap places with anyone, it
would be Donald Trump because he has
serious amounts of money.

Arabella Carloss Legge
The highlight of the year was going to
see the seals at Blakeney point. 

The cool new thing I have learnt this
year is how to play Cricket.

If I could swap places with anyone, it
would be Noel Fitzpatrick because he is
a really cool vet.

Edie Curtis
The highlight of the year was going to
Mount Cook and doing the team
challenges.

The cool new thing I have learnt this
year is how to get better at drawing.

If I could swap places with anyone, it

5Q Mr Baird
would be the Queen of England
because she has Corgis.

Lucas Edwards
The highlight of the year was being a
cadet for a day!

The cool new thing I have learnt this
year is learning how to march and
dress up in camouflage like a cadet.

Alice Green
The highlight of the year was going to
Mount Cook. 

The cool new thing I have learnt this
year is how to tie ropes. 

If I could swap places with anyone, it
would be Piggy French because she
won Badminton Horse Trials.

Henry Howland
The highlight of the year was going to
Mount Cook and particularly the zip
wire.

The cool new thing I have learnt this
year is how to bat properly.

If I could swap places with anyone, it
would be no-one because I am
awesome.

Austin Lucas
The highlight of the year was spending
half a week with the Year 6’s because I
had a good time!

The cool new thing I have learnt this
year is Kenya and Japan which are
awesome countries.

If I could swap places with anyone, it
would be with Raheem Sterling
because he won the league and he is
rapid!

Charlotte Morton
The highlight of the year was going to
Mount Cook.

The cool new thing I have learnt this
year is that the Great Plague was gross.

If I could swap places with anyone, it
would be Andy Murray because I love
tennis!
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Phoebe Betts
The highlight of the year was going to
Mount Cook because I did Yoga with
Bronte.

The cool new thing I have learnt this
year is high jump.

If I could swap places with anyone, it
would be Malala because she is happy
and fights for women’s rights.

Will Bracey
The highlight of the year was getting
into the A team for Cricket. 

The cool new thing I have learnt this
year is to do the Dele Alli celebration.

If I could swap places with anyone, it
would be Harry Kane because he has
a lot of money and he is generally a
legend!

Anna Harrington
The highlight of the year was going to
Mount Cook because the zipwire was
great fun.

The cool new thing I have learnt this
year is Spanish.

If I could swap places with anyone, it
would be Mrs Witton.

Ted Kenyon
The highlight of the year was going to
Mount Cook because the food was
really good.

The cool new thing I have learnt this
year is how to spin bowl.

If I could swap places with anyone, it
would be Kylian Mbappé.

Alexander King
The highlight of the year was going to
Mount Cook.

The cool new thing I have learnt 
this year is how to make a water wheel
in DT.

If I could swap places with anyone, it
would be anyone!

5P Mrs Witton
George Laidler
The highlight of the year was playing
rugby.

The cool new thing I have learnt this
year is about Kenya in Geography.

If I could swap places with anyone, it
would be Matt Ritchie.

Annabella Rolfe
The highlight of the year was going to
Mount Cook. 

The cool new thing I have learnt this
year is Spanish.

I would not like to swap places with
anyone!

Bronte Thorpe
The highlight of the year was going to
Mount Cook.

The cool new thing I have learnt this
year is Spanish.

I would not like to swap places with
anyone!

Charles Walton
The highlight of the year was going to
Mount Cook.

The cool new thing I have learnt this
year is how to enjoy long distance
running.

If I could swap places with anyone, it
would be Sadio Mane.

Drew Wilson
The highlight of the year was going to
Mount Cook.

The cool new thing I have learnt this
year is Spanish.

If I could swap places with anyone, it
would be Messi.
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Charlotte Bowden
The highlight of the year was going to
Mount Cook with all of my friends, and
going on hockey tour. 

My favourite place to be at school is on
the tennis courts and cricket pitches.

My greatest achievement this year was
being selected for Norfolk U11 Cricket
squad.

Yssy Delahaye
The highlight of the year was going to
Mount Cook Activity Centre. 

My favourite place to be at school is the
Crossways TV room.

My greatest achievement this year was
getting into the U11B team for netball.

Percy Dyter
The highlight of the year was the IAPS
Skiing Championships.

My favourite place to be at school is on
the rugby pitch. 

My greatest achievement this year was
being awarded a Drama Scholarship.

Hetty Holden
The highlight of the year was going to
Mount Cook and going on hockey tour. 

My favourite place to be at school is in
the art block and on the sports fields. 

My greatest achievement this year was
being selected for Norfolk U11 Cricket
squad.

Hermione Iles
The highlight of the year was going to
Mount Cook Activity Centre.

My favourite place to be at school is on
Crossways lawn.

My greatest achievement this year was
making more friends.

Morris Janes
The highlight of the year was the
hockey festival. 

My favourite place to be at school is on
the rugby pitch.

My greatest achievement this year was
moving up into the U11A team for
hockey, having never played before.

Mya Law
The highlight of
the year was the
amazing trip to
Derbyshire in the
Michaelmas Term.

My favourite place

to be at school is Crossways.

My greatest achievement this year
was learning how to play the guitar.

Jorja Lillico
The highlight of the year was going to
Mount Cook with my friends.

My favourite place to be at school is
Crossways or the art room.

My greatest achievement this year
was finding one of my best friends,
and not ‘stressing’ about things.

Katherine Purslow
The highlight of the year was the Wind
in the Willows. 

My favourite place to be at school is
spending time in Crossways and on
the sports fields. 

My greatest achievement this year
was being made captain of the U11A
netball team.

Cameron Ransom
The highlight of the year was having
‘Happy Birthday’ sung to me, twice, in 
the hall. 

My favourite place to be at school is in
the art room.

My greatest achievement this year
was breaking my arm!

Charlie Reynolds
The highlight of the year was going to
Mount Cook.

My favourite place to be at school is
on the hockey pitch.

My greatest achievement this year
was winning the regional IAPS hockey

6P Mr Smith

tournament with the U11A team, and
qualifying for the Nationals.

Oliver Robertson-Widdowson
The highlight of the year was the IAPS
Skiing Championships.

My favourite place to be at school is on
the tennis courts.

My greatest achievement this year was
saving a short corner in the match
against Millfield at the IAPS Nationals.

Frances Rowe
The highlight of the year was going to
Pleasurewood Hills with the boarders
and Mount Cook. 

My favourite place to be at school is any
of the sports fields, especially the tennis
courts. 

My greatest achievement this year was
finishing exams alive, and getting into
all the ‘A’ teams for sport.

Dylan Royall
The highlight of the year was the Mount
Cook residential trip.

My favourite place to be at school is in
Kenwyn.

My greatest achievement this year was
learning how to steer a kayak.

Emily Shine
The highlight of the year was getting
back from Brazil and seeing all my
friends.

My favourite place to be at school is on
the adventure playground. 

My greatest achievement this year was
doing well in my French exam.
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Arthur Butterworth
The highlight of the year was going on
the zip wire at Mount Cook.

The cool new thing I have learnt this
year was to finish better in hockey. 

If I could swap places with anyone, it
would be Joe Root because is he is
really good at batting and he is the
England test match cricket captain. 

May Davies
The highlight of the year was Mount
Cook and Tutor Christmas Party. 

The cool new thing I have learnt this
year is archery.

If I could swap places with anyone, it
would be Laura Renwick the horse
rider.

Charlotte Fern
The highlight of the year was 
Mount Cook. 

The cool new thing I have learnt this
year is archery. 

If I could swap places with anyone, it
would be Maddie Hinch because she is
the England hockey goalie and I would
love to play for England.

Corin Hiles
The highlight of the year was Mount
Cook.

The cool new thing I have learnt this
year is the Moose Alpaca song. 

If I could swap places with anyone, it
would be Elon Musk. 

Amelie Horsley
The highlight of the year was doing a
header in football.

The cool new thing I have learnt this
year is a Tomahawk in hockey. 

If I could swap places with anyone, it

5R Miss Stone
would be Hollie Pern Webb because she
plays hockey for England.

Daniel Molife
The highlight of the year was going to
Mount Cook. 

The cool new thing I have learnt this
year is was learning how to ‘lap’ at
Mount Cook. 

If I could swap places with anyone, it
would be Dan TDM because he is rich
and is a funny YouTuber.

Evie Morris
The highlight of the year was Tutor and
beating Year 8 at football.

The cool new thing I have learnt this
year is hockey. 

If I could swap places with anyone, it
would be my Dad. 

Erin O’Donnell
The highlight of the year was beating
the Year 8 boys at football with Memo
and Spam.

The cool new thing I have learnt this
year is to do a walk over.

If I could swap places with anyone, it
would be Lily Owsley because she is one
of the English hockey defenders. 

Alastair Simpson
The highlight of the year was Mount
Cook. 

The cool new thing I have learnt this
year is how to play cricket. 

If I could swap places with anyone, it
would be nobody because I like being
myself. 

Jack Whyatt
The highlight of the year was Mount
Cook.

The cool new thing I have learnt this
year is long division.

If I could swap places with anyone, it
would be Tfue. 
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Lexie Cubitt
The highlight of the year was the Strictly
at Gresham’s.

My favourite place to be at school is in
the dining room eating a doughnut!

My greatest achievement this year was
taking part in the hurdles: facing my fear
and overcoming it!

Cerys Dentry
The highlight of the year was playing
Toad in The Wind in the Willowsbecause I
portrayed a character very different
from myself.

My favourite place to be at school is
Crossways because it is bright and
colourful and I can read peacefully
there.

My greatest achievement this year was
getting the Academic and Drama
Scholarships because of the stiff
competition.

Eloise Edwards
The highlight of the year was Mount
Cook because it was really fun.

My favourite place to be at school is the
dining room.

My greatest achievement this year was
being a stoat in the play.

Charlie Eke
The highlight of the year was scoring
five boundaries in four overs in a cricket
match.

My favourite place to be at school is on
the hockey pitch.

My greatest achievement this year was
63% in my history exam.

Bella Harrison
The highlight of the year was going to
Mount Cook, Derbyshire because it was
really fun and a great experience.

My favourite place to be at school is on
the sports field playing cricket and in
Crossways.

My greatest achievement this year was
going to IAPS with the A team because
it was amazing!

Poppy Isaac
The highlight of the year was going to
Derbyshire because it was a fun time.

My favourite place to be at school is on
the tennis courts and the astros playing
hockey.

My greatest achievement this year was
getting an award of merit in History
and hockey.

Zach Kemp
The highlight of the year was winning
against Town Close at cricket.

My favourite place to be at school is on
the rugby pitch as I like tackling.

My greatest achievement this year was
winning the Hockey IAPS tournament
at Framlingham School.

Esther Olby
The highlight of the year was the
residential trip to Mount Cook because
we got to try new things.

My favourite place to be at school is
Crossways because it is so colourful and
nice.

My greatest achievement this year was
taking my tracksuit off in games
because I normally get really cold.

Freddy Rash
The highlight of the year was going to
Derbyshire.

My favourite place to be at school is the
lunch hall.

My greatest achievement this year was
getting three Grasshopper stamps in
one day.

Fergus Robb
The highlight of the year was scoring 38
runs in a cricket match and winning the
game.

My favourite place to be at school is the
cricket pitch because I love the game.

6R Mr Laycock My greatest achievement this year was
getting 82% in my science exam.

Harry Seldon
The highlight of the year was playing
Rat in The Wind in the Willows.

My favourite place to be at school is The
Brearley Room because it is unique.

My greatest achievement this year was
being in the cricket festival.

Ben Weir
The highlight of the year was playing
Mole in The Wind in the Willows.

My favourite place to be at school is on
the football pitch because I love
football.

My greatest achievement this year was
getting 98% in the Maths exam.

Sam Woodhouse
The highlight of the year was
performing as a stoat in The Wind in the
Willows.

My favourite place to be at school is on
the rugby pitch.

My greatest achievement this year was
winning the Hockey IAPS tournament
at Framlingham School.

Alfie Yousef
The highlight of the year was going to
Derbyshire.

My favourite place to be at school is on
the cricket pitch because I am good at
bowling.

My greatest achievement this year was
playing Badger in The Wind in the
Willows.
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Zinnia-Claire Booty
The highlight of the year was joining the
school.

My favourite place to be at school is my
English classroom because I always felt
a sense of comfort and I am relaxed.

My greatest achievement this year was
settling in to the school because
moving schools is hard and settling in
even harder.

Sebastian Chapple
The highlight of the year was going to
Mount Cook.

My favourite place to be at school is the
cricket square.

My greatest achievement this year was
clearing 1.30 metre in the high jump.

Isobel Coutanche
The highlight of the year was when I got
my exam results back because I did well.

My favourite place to be at school is in
Crossways and outside because they
both have a nice atmosphere.

My greatest achievement this year was
making the Bedford athletics team and
being in the A team for cricket as I enjoy
sport.

Lila Davies
The highlight of the year was finishing
my exams.

My favourite place to be at school is
Crossways because it is friendly.

My greatest achievement this year was
getting in to the Cross-Country team.

Cara Halsall
The highlight of the year was learning to
handstand walk.

My favourite place to be at school is the
playground because it’s really fun going
on the monkey bars.

My greatest achievement this year was
flossing on the big zip wire line in
Derbyshire.

Isak James
Isak left during the year to return to
Norway. Good luck; we will miss you,
Isak!

Chloe Kydd
The highlight of the year was having
Mrs Ashcroft as my tutor because she
made it so we have cake every chance
we get.

My favourite place to be at school is the
playground because it is where I can
play with all my friends.

My greatest achievement this year was
being in the A team for all three sports.

Dan Lawrence
The highlight of the year was snow day.

My favourite place to be at school is the
art room.

My greatest achievement this year was
helping a lot of my friends when they
needed support.

Luke MacIntyre
The highlight of the year was our trip to
Derbyshire.

My favourite place to be at school is the
science labs because of the experiments
we do.

6Q Mrs Ashcroft My greatest achievement this year was
making new friends.

Jemima Morgan-Evans
The highlight of the year was Emily
Shine coming back.

My favourite place to be at school is
Crossway’s lawn.

My greatest achievement this year was
going to IAPS for cricket. I am also great
at tennis.

Isla Mousley
The highlight of the year was going to
Derbyshire. 

My favourite place to be at school is
Crossways.

My greatest achievement this year was
getting an award of merit in netball.

Mathilde Phillipps
The highlight of the year was going to
Derbyshire. Getting through to the
cricket IAPS and going to Bedford for
Athletics.

My favourite place to be at school is the
lunch hall because the food is really
good.

My greatest achievement this year was
getting the academic scholarship.

Emilia Pinkstone
The highlight of the year was having
Mrs Ashcroft as a tutor.

My favourite place to be at school is
Crossways as I feel safe there.

My greatest achievement this year was
going on the big zip wire in Derbyshire.

Charlotte Randell
The highlight of the year was Emily
coming back from her lovely trip to
Brazil and going to Mount Cook.

My favourite place to be at school is
Crossways and outside because
Crossways is a happy place to be and
outside is where you play with your
friends.

My greatest achievement this year were
my exam results as they were better
than I thought they would be.

Toby Roper
The highlight of the year was Mount
Cook.

My favourite place to be at school is in a
history lesson.

My greatest achievement this year was
getting a Grasshopper award.
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Beatrice Carloss Legge
The highlight of the year was the
Geography trip to Blakeney, the poetry
race when my tutor group came first,
the two-day play and being a reading
mentor!

My silliest moment was on the
Geography trip when I got ice cream all
over myself. 

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my loveable toy squishy
which is at home that I got at the Tutor
Christmas party. 

Max Coubrough
The highlight of the year was getting to
Nationals in Long jump!

My silliest moment was eating a
brownie!?!

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my fish ‘Ninja Nick’.

Acer Kingsbury 
Acer left during the year. Good luck in
your new home and school!

Alice Marjoram
The highlight of the year was when I
ran the 200m at Bedford.

My silliest moment was the dominoes

lesson in DT because I kept knocking
over the dominoes. 

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my puppy, Belle. 

Eva O’Donnell
The highlight of the year was Mrs Nash’s
running dictation assembly. 

My silliest moment was making domino
runs in DT.

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my bank account so I could
buy everything back!

William Ringer
The highlight of the year was getting a
high percentage in my Physics exam.

My silliest moment was getting put in a
bin by Jack K!

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my bed!

Monty Rolfe
The highlight of the year was hockey.

My silliest moment was me and Spencer
in cricket.

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my chicken!

7Q Mrs Horsley
Reva Spiegel
The highlight of the year was the
Christmas dinner and disco.

My silliest moment was the crazy
bottoms walk, the running dictation
assembly that Mrs Nash did, the
dominoes lesson that we did in DT and
many more...

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be the people that I spend most
of my time at school with, my friends. 

Deeren Tarkpessi
The highlight of the year was rugby.

My silliest moment was the poetry
relay.

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my family.

Rose Taylor
The highlight of the year was our Year 7
production.

My silliest moment was when I forgot
that it was Red Nose Day and turned up
in normal school clothes.

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be a piano....of course!

George Wilson
The highlight of the year was when
Max was lifted up by Alex W in the play. 

My silliest moment was when we did
Mrs Nash’s poetry relay race. 

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my two dogs Boris and Buster. 

Sam Wong
The highlight of the year was playing
sport with my friends.

My silliest moment was when I forgot
to bring my shin pads for my away
hockey match. 

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be to stay in the A team for
rugby. 

Maddi Woodcock
The highlight of the year was the
bushcraft make up afternoon that was
on my birthday. 

My silliest moment was in DT when we
were making domino runs and we kept
on accidentally knocking ours down. 

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my friends (I don’t own them
but I wouldn’t want to lose them). 
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Katie Bragg
The highlight of the year was being
selected for the U13A cricket team.

My silliest moment was drop kicking
the cricket stumps.

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my phone.  

Bruno Brownjohn
The highlight of the year was scoring
5 goals in a hockey match.

My silliest moment was the 7P rubber
chicken war.

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my asthma inhaler.

Louis Carroll
The highlight of the year was hiding
my diary so Mrs N couldn’t collect my
merits.

My silliest moment was not ducking
when I saw that cricket ball coming
towards my head.

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my Lego.

Spencer Chaplow
The highlight of the year was the
Finborough rugby tournament.

My silliest moment was forgetting
my spikes when I went to Bedford.

If I could only keep one possession,
it would be my football.

James Christophi
The highlight of the year was the
leapfrogging tutor walk for charity.

My silliest moment was getting a
demerit for putting 2 pencils up
my nose.

If I could only keep one possession,
it would be my brain cell.

Valentin Felke
The highlight of the year was mov-
ing up to top set Maths.

My silliest moment was getting
9x8 wrong.

If I could only keep one 
possession, it would be my 
calculator.

7P Mrs Nash
Augustine Gedge
The highlight of the year was going
bowling with the boarders.

My silliest moment was getting a
demerit for swinging on my chair in
Latin.

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my boogie board sketch pad. 

Ellie Matthes
The highlight of the year was being
given the nickname ‘Fishie’ by my
friends.

My silliest moment was mucking
about in the rain with my friends.

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be mini pencil.

Alex Morrissey
The highlight of the year was coming
third in the Finborough rugby
tournament.

My silliest moment was when I did a
solo in whole school music with
Freddie.

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my dirt bike (motor cross).

Emily Morton                  
The highlight of the year was going to
hockey IAPS.

My silliest moment was leapfrogging
over the rest of the tutor group.

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my art book.

Matilda Rowe
The highlight of the year was the
rubber chicken catapult fight in tutor.

My silliest moment was realising that I
have had no silly moments.

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my dog.
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Sacha Beraud
The highlight of the year was art!

My silliest moment was hitting the
wicket in a cricket match.

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my sketchbook.

Freddie Betts
The highlight of the year was the
Hockey Festival.

My silliest moment was buying (and
eating!) a whole pot of coleslaw from
‘Nelson Fries 4U’ at hockey festival.

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my Baby-G.

Georgina Bohn
The highlight of the year was finding
some amazing book series in the
library.

My silliest moment was hitting
Bronwyn on the head with a book!

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be a Kindle.

Evelyn Bowden
The highlight of the year was playing in
the A team for hockey.

My silliest moment was slipping over
on Crossways field – very muddy!

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my dog and my rabbit.

Fleur Brooker
The highlight of the year was Bushcraft.

My silliest moment was losing my
football over a fence.

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my teddy, Simbah.

Inez Clarke
The highlight of the year was high
ropes at the Senior School.

My silliest moment was kicking Fleur’s
football over a fence.

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my glasses.

Caelan Godden
The highlight of the year was awarded
a certificate for improvement in hockey.

My silliest moment was the chubby
bunny challenge at lunch.

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be a piano.

Tara Gray
The highlight of the year was winning

house music!

My silliest moment was Mr Thomas
admiring my ‘Twilight’ themed revision
folder.

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my pets (4 rabbits/ 2
chickens/ 1 hamster/ 1 Dalmatian –
couldn’t possibly choose between
them!)

Sammy Harrold
The highlight of the year was most
merit certificate in 7S.

My silliest moment was falling over on
the astro during a match!

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my dog.

Milan Herathge
The highlight of the year was a play in
2 days.

My silliest moment was picking up
Slytherin horcruxes as part of the Harry
Potter evening, even though I was a
Ravenclaw.

If I could only keep one possession, it

7S Mrs Li-Rocchi
would be a piano.

Arthur Janes
The highlight of the year was charity
football.

My silliest moment was trying to eat a
whole doughnut in one go at lunch!

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my life!

Rory Richardson
The highlight of the year was playing
for the 1st team for cricket.

My silliest moment was building the
tallest skyscrapers ever out of Kapla in
the art room without checking for low
flying sculptures!

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my tortoise.

Faith Royall
The highlight of the year was boarding
for Bushcraft catch-up!

My silliest moment was getting a
tennis ball stuck in my racket!

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my laptop.
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Mojubafoluwa Akinyeye
The highlight of the year was going to
the Hockey Nationals with my hockey
team.

My silliest moment was when I slapped
Mr Thomas really hard in Tutor Group
without realising it.

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my phone.

Edgar Alston
The highlight of the year was throwing
24.00m in discus.

My silliest moment was being pressure
washed by Jack Kooreman.

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my dog.

Jacky Chung
The highlight of the year was
everything to do with boarding.

My silliest moment was when I saw a
spider in the bath in the washroom and
I ran away screaming.

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my phone.

Jack Fields
The highlight of the year was lobbing
the GK from a short corner in the
Indoor Tournament at the Hockey
Festival.

My silliest moment was when I tried to
climb over the neighbour’s fence to get
a ball and I was caught by Mr Horsley.

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my golf clubs.

Robbie Fitzsimmons
The highlight of the year was being
selected in the U13B hockey team.

My silliest moment was stubbing my
toe playing football at break and
ending up on crutches for 3 days.

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my signed England rugby
shirt.

Jack Kooreman
The highlight of the year was winning
the final rugby match of the season
against RHS by one try in the last
minute

My silliest moment was having a
wrestle with Mr Baird in the boarding
house and beating him!

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my shotgun.

Sophie Langton
The highlight of the year was playing
in my first netball match after being
off games for the entire hockey term.

My silliest moment was when I scored
two own goals in the Charity Football
afternoon.

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my toy rabbit.

Skye MacIntyre
The highlight of the year was the
Bushcraft trip.

My silliest moment was when Alice
scared us in our dorm and we had to
sleep with the door open.

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my dog.

Amelia Parsons
The highlight of the year was the
disco following the Christmas Dinner.

My silliest moment was my numerous
‘fresh air’ kicks during the Charity
Football competition.

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be Tilly.

Will Sayer
The highlight of the year was when I

7R Mr Thomas

came 2nd in the IAPS Swimming
competition, competing against all Year
8s.

My silliest moment was when Milo was
singing a song during cricket to put
Milan and I off.

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my iPad.

Bronwyn Wagg
The highlight of the year was going on
the High Ropes in the Senior School
woods.

My silliest moment was when I picked
up the ball during a match in the
Charity Football competition and then
realising that I had no idea what to do
next!

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my pony.

Ben Williams
The highlight of the year was going on
the High Ropes in the Senior School
woods.

My silliest moment was when Arthur
threw my shoe onto the roof of the
changing room and we had to then get
it down.

If I could only keep one possession, it
would be my gaming chair.
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George Pinkstone
The highlight of the Prep School has
been the French trip.

My greatest achievement to date has
been jumping off the zip wire at the
Senior School!

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be my favourite book from the
library: ‘The Hunger Games’.

My favourite memory is sleeping
outside during Bushcraft.

Tonkao Prasongsuksan  
The highlight of the Prep School has
been using the Art room and creating
things.

My greatest achievement to date has
been going on hockey tour.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be Maria!

My favourite memory is spending time
with my friends.

Harry Purslow 
The highlight of the Prep School has
been Bushcraft.

My greatest achievement to date has
been getting into the school shooting
team.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be the friends that are leaving to
go to other schools next year.

My favourite memory is the Year 8
programme.

Oliver Rankin 
The highlight of the Prep School has
been the Year 8 programme.

My greatest achievement to date has
been finishing the exams.

If I could take one thing with me, it

would be friends that I have made.

My favourite memory is when I was
invited on rugby tour.

Freddy Temple 
The highlight of the Prep School has
been jumping in the water at Hautbois!

My greatest achievement to date has
been coming 1st in the IAPS skiing.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be both of my dogs.

My favourite memory is the French trip.

Jonny Weir 
The highlight of the Prep School has
been the Year 8 programme.

My greatest achievement to date has
been joining the school shooting
squad.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be the D and T room.

My favourite memory is seeing Mrs
Vare floss……

Max Wilson 
The highlight of the Prep School has
been going to Hockey Nationals in the
Lent term

My greatest achievement to date has
been being selected for A team sport
for each term this year.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be my friends.

My favourite memory is when Ed was
startled by a pheasant on Cricket tour
and let out a high pitched scream.
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The last two years have been anything
but dull! After spending most of Year 7
dressing up in improbable wigs and
managing to hide in impossibly small
boxes and spaces in order to ambush
me on my way to tutor period, they
matured into a group who provided
fascinating company for a variety of
reasons! How can we forget the
‘Weirwolf’? The silent assassin and
most feared and deadly member of
8P? Jonny was renowned for his
ability to command respectful silence
when he broke his. We had a TV star in
the form of our amazing skier, Freddy.
We happily basked in reflected glory
when he appeared on Ski Sunday. We
also secretly wanted to know how his
hair was never out of place despite
always wearing a helmet... mysterious.
Hair was to be a theme this year as
there was the disappearing face of
Jack as the fringe became longer and
longer and longer as he became ever
more embroiled in creating his
fantastic caricatures for his art
portfolio. Meanwhile, Milo also
sported some new hairstyles as the
year progressed and he entertained
us all with his antics. Luca joined us
and quickly became a popular
member of Year 8 with a dazzling
white smile; was he using Tipp-Ex to
achieve that? 

Tonkao will be remembered for her
cheeky jokes and incredible work
ethic which also produced some
fabulous artwork. Erin shone in
various ways this year and she took on
a key role in the Senior Play which
took us back to the 1980’s with bold
knitwear…On that note, George also
found that he was happy in a variety
of costumes and his greatest role in
the tutor group was to play the
straight man. No-one ever knew if he
was being serious or not. Harry was
the ultimate cook, having brought in
the most delicious lemon cake ever
for the tutor group to sample. Despite
us all dropping heavy (and not so
subtle hints), he could not be
persuaded to bring in another. Oliver
had hidden talents; his axe throwing
ability was second to none and he
could probably bring down a bison at
500 metres… you have been warned!

Esther was the doyenne of Ladies’
cricket and will be remembered for
her great kindness and thought for
others. Will was our ‘Billy the Fish’ as he
seemed to be turning into an aquatic
creature as his hair was never dry due
to seemingly constant swimming!
Over the year he probably swum the
equivalent of the channel twenty
times. Lastly, Max spent most of the
year in some form of sports kit or
other as he whizzed around rugby
pitches, hockey pitches, cricket pitches
and athletics fields. Phew!  

All in all, you have all been great
company and I am sure you will go on
to achieve great things in your chosen
fields. Good luck to you and
remember your time at the Prep
School fondly.

Mrs O’Leary

Jack Beeson
The highlight of the Prep School has
been going to Hockey Nationals in the
Lent term.

My greatest achievement to date has
been getting my hockey colours.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be my art book.

My favourite memory is scoring six
goals in a hockey match against
Bishop’s Stortford.

Will Braithwaite 
The highlight of the Prep School has
been going to Sheringham and
swimming in the freezing cold sea
with all my friends.

My greatest achievement to date has
been getting a new personal best in
swimming.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be all my friends.

My favourite memory is sitting on the
fields and chatting.

Milo Buxton
The highlight of the Prep School has
been creating the zebra dance in Year
5.

My greatest achievement to date has
been going to IAPS hockey in Year 6.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be Mr Thomas!

8P Mrs O’Leary

My favourite memory is playing
football on the fields with my friends.

Luca Galnares Radich
The highlight of the Prep School has
been playing cricket.

My greatest achievement to date has
been winning the football league.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be the friends I have made.

My favourite memory is being with my
friends in the boarding house.

Erin Lowe
The highlight of the Prep School has
been sharing the time with all my
friends.

My greatest achievement to date has
been going to Millfield for hockey
nationals.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be Tilly so she doesn’t leave!

My favourite memory is Tatty falling
over a plastic bag in the Year 8 room
whilst trying to stop me leaving the
room.

Esther Payne 
The highlight of the Prep School has
been the French trip.

My greatest achievement to date has
been getting into Norfolk cricket

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be Tilly!

My favourite memory is when Ruby hit
Spike accidently on the head with a
spoon.
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would be Emma.

My favourite memory is boarding.

Max McEwen
The highlight of the Prep School has
been cricket tour.

My greatest achievement to date has
been being Head Boy.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be my phone.

My favourite memory is imitating Mr
Baird on Speech Day.

Ruby Spiegel
The highlight of the Prep School has
been being Nancy in Oliver! The
musical.

My greatest achievement to date has
been swimming at the Nationals.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be Tilly!

My favourite memory is flipping a
spoon onto Spike’s head!

Felix Wilson
The highlight of the Prep School has
been walking to Sheringham.

My greatest achievement to date has
been tomahawking a top corner goal
in hockey.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be a football.

My favourite memory is being with
my friends.

Soren Young
The highlight of the Prep School has
been getting a scholarship.

My greatest achievement to date has
been avoiding being thrown out the
window!

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be a tiger onesie.

My favourite memory is English
lessons with Miss Harvey.

on Saturdays.

My greatest achievement to date has
been doing the academic and music
scholarships and getting them.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be my best friends.

My favourite memory is boarding over
the weekends and going to
Pleasurewood Hills.

Benita Kirovska
The highlight of the Prep School has
been the Year 8 programme.

My greatest achievement to date has
been my English results.

If I could take one thing with me, it
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8Q are a tutor group I will not forget.
They are a lively, unique and
characterful bunch who have certainly
kept me on my toes over the past two
years! I shall miss: Luke speeding across
the school fields on his bike; Phoebe
stumbling into Room 11 laden with her
Mum’s amazing cakes; Larky telling me
a hilarious anecdote whilst begging me
to make Prep illegal; Freddie striding in
sporting a new haircut and the latest
news; William jogging into tutor period
late after a basketball session; Soren
spouting ‘What if?’ scenarios and
chuckling at his latest fascinating
factoid; Mario telling me ‘The weather is
not like this in Spain’ ; Louis bursting in
with several bags and instruments fresh
from playing the organ; Benita’s wise
words and positivity; Felix’s witty quips;
Ruby perfecting her red carpet
entrance ready for stardom and Max
playing role of translator and the only
one who laughs at my bad jokes. I wish
them all the very best of luck in the
future. Room 11 will not be the same
without you; thank you for being an
awesome tutor group!

Miss Harvey

Larkin Armstrong
The highlight of the Prep School has
been surviving!

My greatest achievement to date has
been IAPS swimming.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be Soren!

Phoebe Bevington
The highlight of the Prep School has
been the Year 8 Programme.

My greatest achievement to date has
been doing a scholarship.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be my phone.

My favourite memory is the French trip.

Freddie Bowden
The highlight of the Prep School has
been playing second team cricket.

My greatest achievement to date has
been getting a good haircut.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be Mr T.

My favourite memory is when Max fell

8Q Miss Harvey

head first into stinging nettles.

Luke Caistor
The highlight of the Prep School has
been kayaking at Hautbois.

My greatest achievement to date has
been getting an A in RS.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be my friends.

My favourite memory is our French
trip.

William He
The highlight of the Prep School has
been basketball.

My greatest achievement to date has
been beating Sean and Brandon 2 on
1 at basketball.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be a basketball.

My favourite memory is playing with
Mario.

Mario Hernandez
The highlight of the Prep School has
been the Year 8 programme.

My greatest achievement to date has
been surviving sharing a dorm with
Soren and George Baker!

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be my friends.

My favourite memory is playing
football.

Louis Horsman Carpenter
The highlight of the Prep School 
has been playing the organ in chapel 
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been breaking two bones in three
months.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be my friends. 

My favourite memory is playing
football with all my friends, apart from
when I broke my arm!

Fernando Rios Lopez-Trigo
The highlight of the Prep School has
been playing football most lunch
breaks.

My greatest achievement to date has
been a Grasshopper in Biology.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be my friends.

My favourite memory is when in one
of my first preps after school, in
Kenwyn, Arthur and I started laughing
and we threw water everywhere!

Seb Schofield
The highlight of the Prep School has
been getting a badge for being a
reading mentor and tutor group
mentor.

My greatest achievement to date has
been getting into the Senior School
swim squad.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be the food!

My favourite memory is becoming
friends with Tom in my year.

Hazel Simpson
The highlight of the Prep School has
been coming back from France and
seeing all my friends again.

My greatest achievement to date has
been receiving an Art scholarship with
my best friend Anna!

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be all of my friends.

My favourite memory is when I went
on the French trip with Anna.

Trent Stoltz
The highlight of the Prep School has
been all the cricket tours I’ve been on.

My greatest achievement to date 
has been not conceding a goal on 
the Hockey IAPS and then going on 
to win.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be the friends I’ve made.

My favourite memory is playing
sport with friends and really
enjoying it.

Alice Teesdale
The highlight of the Prep School has
been going on the zip wire in the
school woods.

My greatest achievement to date
has been becoming a house prefect.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be my friends.

My favourite memory is seeing Maria
and Teresa after half term then
Teresa pushed Maria out of the way.

Luca Vittiglio
The highlight of the Prep School has
been co-captaining the Reith
football team.

My greatest achievement to date
has been getting an A in Spanish.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be friends.

My favourite memory is meeting my
friends.

Alexander Westley-Warne
The highlight of the Prep School has
been meeting my friends.

My greatest achievement to date
has been learning to ski on the
school ski trip.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be all my friends. 

My favourite memory is Speech 
Day 2017 because it was my first
Speech Day.
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Thomas Halsall
The highlight of the Prep School has
been playing in the U13 rugby team.

My greatest achievement to date has
been completing the Year 8 exams.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be my friends.

My favourite memory is the whole of
the Year 8 hockey season.

Teresa Hernandez Parias
The highlight of the Prep School has
been coming back every year.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be my friends.

My favourite memory is when the
boarders went to Norwich and Alice
got stressed because we were all
losing each other. 

Alana Lewis
The highlight of the Prep School has
been getting good grades and going
on the tallest zip wire in Norfolk.

My greatest achievement to date has
been getting into the Senior School
house that I wanted.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be all of the teachers.

My favourite memory is our amazing
tutor group.

Anna Paynter
The highlight of the Prep School has
been the help and support my friends
and teachers have given me here
throughout the years.

My greatest achievement to date has
been getting the Art scholarship,
which I have been preparing for the
whole time since Year 6.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be the Art room because of the
colour and vibrant expression Mrs Li-
Rocchi puts into it.

My favourite memory is the time
when my Harry Potter friends, Ruby,
Will, Hazel and Larkin, and I pretended
to be students in Hogwarts and
played a version of tag using a Harry
Potter spell for water.

Ben Rankin
The highlight of the Prep School has
been being in the 1st team for rugby.

My greatest achievement to date has

8R Mrs Fenn
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around in the boarding house.

Jamie Granville
The highlight of the Prep School has
been the Year 8 programme.

My greatest achievement to date has
been getting a Sports Scholarship.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be my friends as I am moving
schools.

My favourite memory is when my
‘friends’ mopped up a puddle in our
tent with my clothes when we were
camping.

Leo Kemp
The highlight of the Prep School has
been putting a bucket on Mrs
Braithwaite’s head.

My greatest achievement to date has
been getting a Drama Scholarship.

If I could take one thing with me, it

would be Moose (Mr Horsley’s puppy).

My favourite memory is being capsized
by Teddy D, then getting back on the
kayak at Hautbois.

Guy Savory
The highlight of the Prep School has
been all of my sporting teams.

My greatest achievement to date has
been being Captain of the 1st Rugby
Team.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be my best friend.

My favourite memory is beating
Taverham 8-1 and making an unbeaten
rugby season.

Charlotte Tipling
The highlight of the Prep School has
been playing sport with my friends.

My greatest achievement to date has
been taking lots of wickets in the
cricket season.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be all of my friends.

My favourite memory is the hockey
festival.

Samuel Wedgwood
The highlight of the Prep School has
been the summer fete.

My greatest achievement to date has
been my exam results.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be all of the sweets from the
summer fete.

My favourite memory is tripping up on
the beach on the French trip.

Hiromichi Yagi
The highlight of the Prep School has
been learning to play rugby.

My greatest achievement to date has
been getting an A* in Maths.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be breakfast.

My favourite memory is having fun
with my friends in Kenwyn and when
boarding.
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It is with genuine sadness that I bid
farewell to all of the wonderful
people in 8S. The girls in this group
have stuck by each other and been
amazing. Eliza was welcomed last
September with open arms by
Charlotte and Tilly, and her ready
smile and positive approach meant
she slotted in with ease. All three girls
have a lovely sense of humour and
have been very long suffering of the
noisy, card flicking boys with whom
they have been surrounded, and
have had to jostle with for position at
the white board. It has been an
absolute privilege to witness each of
you blossom and accomplish so
much, and yet you are all wonderfully
modest and supportive of each other. 

Boys, I may not have a single intact
set of playing cards left, and few
board markers, but I shall miss you
and my arrivals in the morning to
whatever cartoons you left me on the
board the night before. Hiro, you
have come such a long way – I hope
you are as proud of yourself as we all
are of you. Joe, Jamie, Fred and Leo –
the sleepy gang (you have all spent
much time with your heads on the
desks), and yet you have all also
achieved so much and done
brilliantly this year. Spike, we have all
enjoyed sharing your ups and downs
(which are mostly snooker related)
and the humour you bring with you
wherever you go will be sorely
missed. Guy, you definitely win the
prize for taking the best care of your
vegetable plant (not that the
competition was strong) and this is
testament to what a fine and
determined young man you are. Sam
and Teddy, you are both quietly
brilliant – keep aiming high!

I hope you are all taking lots of
positive things away with you from
your time at the Prep School (not just
how to play happy families!) and
wish you all the absolute best of
everything for the next, exciting
chapter of your lives. Please do keep
in touch – you will be missed.

Dr Betts

Eliza Allen
The highlight of the Prep School has
been all of the sport.

My greatest achievement to date has
been my exam results.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be my friends.

My favourite memory is the Hockey
Festival and the French trip.

Joe Baker
The highlight of the Prep School has
been scoring the winning flick at the
Hockey Festival.

My greatest achievement to date has
been scoring 8 wickets on tour.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be breakfast from the boarding
house.

My favourite memory is putting a
bucket over Mrs Braithwaite’s head in
our movie.

Fred Browne

The highlight of the Prep School has
been the cricket tour.

My greatest achievement to date has
been getting the school record for the
300m.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be friends that are going to
different schools.

8S Dr Betts

My favourite memory is mopping up a
puddle with Jamie’s clothes.

Matilda Butterworth
The highlight of the Prep School has
been spending time with my friends.

My greatest achievement to date has
been breaking the area and school
records for triple jump.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be the friends I have made here.

My favourite memory is the French
Trip.

Spike Cook
The highlight of the Prep School has
been becoming a School Prefect.

My greatest achievement to date has
been getting a Drama Scholarship.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be my high-vis jacket

My favourite memory is putting a
bucket on Mrs Braithwaite’s head.

Teddy Dyter

The highlight of the Prep School has
been the Rugby tour

My greatest achievement to date has
been doing well in my exams.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be Hiro.

My favourite memory is messing
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If I could take one thing with me, it
would be my pencil case.

My favourite memory is going on the
French trip.

Maria Sanchez Perez
The highlight of the Prep School has
been boarding and the Year 8
programme. 

My greatest achievement to date has
been being in the cricket team.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be my friends.

My favourite memory is coming back
to Gresham’s again and making new
friends.

Tamsin Schofield
The highlight of the Prep School has
been the Sheringham beach trip. 

My greatest achievement to date has
been getting grade 5 in singing.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be Mr and Mrs Fields.

My favourite memory is when a bird
pooped on Tatty’s head!

Edward Todd
The highlight of the Prep School has
been going to the beach.

My greatest achievement to date has
been my exam results.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be my ego! 

My favourite memory is making new
friends.

Arthur Wilcox
The highlight of the Prep School 
has been Ed Jay being scared of 
one of Mr Thomas’ stories on cricket
tour.

My greatest achievement to date 
has been an unbeaten season in
Rugby.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be a rugby ball because I
wouldn’t get bored.

My favourite memory is finishing 5th
at the National IAPS hockey
championships.

been the Year 8 Programme.

My greatest achievement to date has
been getting into the sports teams.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be friendships.

My favourite memory is the French trip.

George Morton
The highlight of the Prep School has
been the Hautbois trip in the Year 8
Programme. 

My greatest achievement to date has
been winning bronze in the IAPS skiing
championships.
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Charlotte Allen
The highlight of the Prep School has
been the Year 8 Programme.

My greatest achievement to date has
been being awarded hockey colours.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be Crossways.

My favourite memory is going to the
high ropes in the woods with all my
friends.

George Baker
The highlight of the Prep School has
been boarding.

My greatest achievement to date has
been staying up all night on a school
night.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be my entire brain.

My favourite memory is Mr Thomas
welcoming me as a boarder.

Brandon Chu
The highlight of the Prep School has
been playing 1st XV Rugby.

My greatest achievement to date has

been my Year 8 exam results.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be the people.

My favourite memory is going to a
Chinese restaurant.

Tatty Couch
The highlight of the Prep School has
been the drama productions each year.

My greatest achievement to date has
been being awarded netball colours.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be Crossways.

My favourite memory is when I was
running to Mr Fields and I tripped over
my PJ trousers and flew across the
room.

Sean De Senna Fernandes Godden
The highlight of the Prep School has
been the Hautbois camping trip.

My greatest achievement to date has
been getting four A’s in the Year 8
exams.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be my friends.

8T Mr Horsley
My favourite memory is playing
basketball with my friends.

Ralph Ellis
The highlight of the Prep School has
been playing A team rugby.

My greatest achievement to date has
been being taller than Leo by the end of
Year 8.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be food to eat.

My favourite memory is coming 5th in
the National IAPS hockey
championships.

Ed Jay
The highlight of the Prep School has
been the cricket tour to Yorkshire.

My greatest achievement to date has
been getting two half centuries for the
1st XI.

If I could take one thing with me, it
would be the cricket squad.

My favourite memory is the cricket tour.

Skyla Manning
The highlight of the Prep School has
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Another Great Year In Crossways

Crossways House continues to be an incredibly special
place for Katie and I and we feel incredibly lucky to have

the job that we do – and here is just a few reasons why!

Regular contact with all the girls throughout the day
makes for such an unpredictable and exciting part of

our job. From Year 3 to Year 8, they are equally special!

On the sports field our girls continue to excel. Awesome
swimming / netball / cricket – as well as  Tilly and

Mojuba’s National Athletic medals and the U13 hockey girls
going to Nationals

Staff! What a team we have! 2 brilliant matrons, super
gaps and a team of incredibly dedicated cleaners – we

take you all for granted, but thank you ladies!

Scholarships  - we are always so proud of those who put
themselves forward whether to the Senior School or

another destination – well done to all who took part in this
process!

Wow! The enthusiasm and laughter and joy from our
younger girls fills the house with happiness! Mrs Gill –

what an amazing junior school you produce!

At the end of the day, the Gresham’s Code says ‘Be Kind’ –
The Crossways girls of 2018-19 are kind – and we are so

proud of them!

You boarders! Anna P / Alice / TK / Skyla / Benita / Mojo /
Bea / Evie / Anna / Arabella – what a wonderful group

you are and we both think the world of you all!

Sharing.  Thanks to the Horsleys and team Kenwyn – 
they are running a very successful ship and we love

spending time with them as a family and the wonderful
Kenwyn boys!

Hobbart’s team! Food is such an essential part of
boarding life and I cannot thank Garry and his team

enough for always going the extra mile in looking after 
us all!

Occasional / flexi boarders – it is so lovely to have a
community of girls who stay at different times

throughout the week – they change the dynamic in a
positive way.

Unsung heroes include Mrs Braithwaite and Mr Hyatt –
both of whom are huge supports and advocates of

what we are trying to achieve with out boarding – thank
you both!

Stone – it would be wrong of me to not mention our
super house tutor Michaella who is heading off to

Bancrofts School – they are very lucky to be getting her, she
is a super teacher

Extreme thanks from Katie and I to all our amazing House
Staff / Cleaners and in particular the girls! What an

incredible lot you are! We know how lucky we are to have
you all in Crossways!

Crossways

TUTOR GROUPS
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Kenwyn
It has been a wonderful year in Kenwyn with huge
numbers of boys joining the full-boarders for flexi nights
throughout the year. The dormitories are a really dynamic
and fun place to be and everyone who has been a part of
the life of Kenwyn has thoroughly enjoyed it. We have
made full use of the school’s facilities with basketball,
indoor football, badminton, squash and swimming being
regular Friday night activities. We have been up to the
school woods and enjoyed the ropes courses as well as it
being an amazing venue for games of manhunt. The
weekend activities programme has been fun and we have
had plenty of time to enjoy the North Norfolk coastline
too. Kenwyn has provided its own fair share of facilities.
Table tennis, pool, table football, card and board games
not to mention the adventure playground, tennis courts
and football pitch have all provided moments of high
drama and excitement! 

The short-stay students who visited us this year have
brought a fantastic sense of fun and joy that has
enhanced boarding significantly. We wish them a fond
farewell and hope to see them soon. Thank you Mario,
Luca, Sacha and Antoine. Year 4 have been fantastic. Ollie
and Xan were joined by Lachlan in January. They have
been simply brilliant alongside regular flexi boarders Isaac,
Tristan, Xander, Toby, Wilfie and George. They are amazing
lads who just know how to live life to the fullest. The junior
dorm captain, Daniel, has shown great leadership for a
Year 5 and regularly enjoyed the company of Charlie, Ted,
Will, Arthur, Alec and Luke. It has been great to have so
many Year 6 boys join them, trying out boarding for the
first time and coming back for more next year. Year 7
veterans, Jack and Robbie, were joined by the fantastic

cohort of Sam, Deeren, Milan, Valentin and Jacky. There
was always a fun and exciting tournament or game on
hand with these boys around and with the addition of so
many flexi-boarders, notably Alex, Max, Arthur, Augustine,
Jack and Edgar, Kenwyn was guaranteed to be a vibrant
and busy place. With these boys around leading the
house from September, I know it is going to be another
exceptional year. 

So finally to the wonderful Year 8 leavers. Trent and Arthur
have been exceptional Heads of Kenwyn who have led
the house in a positive and fun way. They have been ably
assisted by William, George, Soren, Hiromichi, Brandon,
Teddy and Fernando. The house is a safe and exciting
place to be thanks, in no small part, to their inclusive and
mature approach. Thank you so much from all the staff in
Kenwyn. Thank you also to the regular Year 8 flexi-
boarders; Freddie, Max, Jamie, Luca and Louis. You have all
been great company and I hope you all enjoy your new
boarding houses. My thanks, as always, go to Garry
Hobart and his catering team who look after us so well.
Thanks also to the domestic staff, Danny, Fran and
Hannah, who keep Kenwyn looking ship-shape and a
place the boys can be proud to call their home from
home. A massive thank you to all the duty staff. Mrs
Boesen, Mrs Barrows and Mrs Buckmaster (collectively
Mrs B!) who have been amazing matrons. Mr Thacker and
Mr Watson for being so dependable. And finally a special
thank you to the irrepressible Mr Baird who is leaving us.
His energy and dynamism have made working and living
in Kenwyn such fun. He will be greatly missed and
everyone in Kenwyn wishes him the best of luck at his
new school.

TUTOR GROUPS
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Highlights included a very entertaining, Will Braithwaite (Ted)
whose tongue becomes painfully stuck to a freezing
lamppost and the Godfather-like arrival of the school bullies
(Scott Farkus and Grover Dill) beautifully acted by Ben Rankin
and Arthur Wilcox. Randy’s long-suffering teacher, Miss
Shields was a source of much comedy too, most notably in
her whimsical day dream sequence where Anna Paynter’s
infectious energy and ability sparkled on stage.

There were many glorious rib-tickling moments: the burnt
turkey leaving the oven ceremoniously to the sound of
Carmina Burana; the neighbours’ reactions to the leg lamp;
the bizarre Christmas tree sellers; the tragic burial of the lag
lamp and Randy’s Mother’s revenge and who could forget
the Christmas meal in the Chinese restaurant with hilarious
singing/break-dancing waiters! Sounds of the 80s filled the
Hall and many a toe-tapping parent could be seen enjoying
the timeless soundtrack! 

This production was a joy to direct. From start to finish the
cast laughed and worked hard. They saw this very much as a
team effort and what a fantastic team effort it was.  Each
and every cast member lit up the stage. Back stage the team
were crucial in making the magic happen... windows open,
getting tables on stage, helping Max wriggle out of a pink
rabbit onesie... the list goes on.  Mr Watson and Miss
Chapman ran the backstage with true professionalism and
a great sense of humour. Mr Laycock’s skill saw a stunningly
lit set and his ever-famous sense of calm practicality was
much needed.

It always amazes me how everyone pulls together and a
production can, sometimes, feel like a family working
together. This was one of those productions. I feel very
blessed to have worked with such gifted, warm-hearted
and fun young people. Watch this space Hollywood...
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Senior Play 2019

‘A Christmas Story’

The cast of A Christmas Storywere what one might call a
‘stellar’ cast. They were effervescent, determined and hugely
talented. It seemed it was about time the Senior Play
brought some festive cheer rather than Dickensian tragedy
or the Bard’s wit, so an adaptation of the cult 1970s US film,
A Christmas Storywas a perfect fit for such a spirited and
comic cast. 

The next task was to dream up an inventive set... so, a very
rough and sketchy vision came to mind of a giant advent
calendar that opened as the play progressed. Mrs Li-Rocchi
and Mr Laycock are two people I know I can count on to
indulge such crazy ideas and my goodness, they
transformed the cattle-shed Hall into a magical Christmas
wonderland complete with glitter, Christmas tree and
thousands of fairy lights. 

Young Ralphie (fantastically played by Max McEwen) is a 12
year old boy who, like any other child at Christmas, is

desperate to get the present of his dream... a Red Ryder
BBgun. His parents (played by the exceptional Spike Cook
and Erin Lowe) have other ideas and it seems his Dad is far
more interested in the arrival of a huge plastic lamp shaped
in the form of woman’s leg than anything to do with
Christmas. Ralphie’s little brother, Randy, (hysterical Leo
Kemp) struggles to eat any meal and a hilarious scene plays
out where he is encouraged by a dazzlingly straight-faced
Erin, to eat his food ‘like a little piggy!’ The family unit were
simply superb delivering expert comic timing and a
wonderful sense of savouring each moment. The story of
Randy’s struggles were most ably narrated by Old Ralphie
played by George Pinkstone who sat on stage throughout
the entire performance. His talent for comic timing and
tremendous diction led the audience on a wildly
entertaining ride.

The scenes set in the school were especially effective.
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Junior Play 2019

The Wind in the Willows
Kenneth Graham’s much loved story of the adventures of four friends was brought to life by Years 5 and 6. Mole (Ben Weir),
breaking away from his home to explore further down the river with his new friend Ratty (Harry Seldon), encounters the
irrepressible Toad (Cerys Dentry) and the irascible Badger (Alfie Yousef) and finds himself caught up in escapades that would
have been unimaginable weeks earlier. Toad, imprisoned for stealing a motor car, finds Toad Hall occupied by the Wild Wooders
led by the Weasels, the chief of whom is particularly dastardly (Zach Kemp) ably assisted by his henchman (Fergus Robb) and
once Toad has effected an escape from prison disguised as an ‘attractive’ washerwoman all the friends hatch a plan to remove
the interlopers from the Hall and restore the ancestral pile to its rightful owner.

Toad manages naturally to attract the attention of the police and the fury of others such as the barge woman (Lexie Cubitt)
who kindly offered Toad a lift. The train driver (Oliver Robertson-Widdowson) was moved to attack those in pursuit of his
locomotive on the grounds that they might be in favour of motor cars. The net seemed to be closing on Toad, but not before
Toad Hall was liberated from the Wild Wooders in a daring raid by the four friends.

Throughout the performance, there were wonderful characters to enjoy; from the Otters to the outraged motorists who were
relieved of their shining motor whilst enjoying a pub lunch. The numerous creatures occupying the riverbank added much to
the production with their charm and energetic performances whilst the Wild Wooders with their air of menace and
determination to thwart the plans of Mole, Ratty, Toad and Badger looked the part. 

To add to the performance was a wonderful set designed and built by Peter Laycock and painted by Sophie Li-Rocchi. An array
of costumes from the Otters’ Victorian bathing suits to the Wild Wooders’ gangster style outfits gave each character a distinct
personality and added to the visual enjoyment of the show. Kenneth Graham’s story is timeless as this production proved.
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Cast:

‘A Christmas Story’
Old Ralphie                    George Pinkstone
Ralphie                            Max McEwen
Randy                              Leo Kemp
Mum                                Erin Lowe
Dad                                  Spike Cook                                            
Miss Shields                   Anna Paynter
Ted                                   Will Braithwaite
Flick                                  Trent Stoltz
Ben                                   Milan Herathge
John                                 Louis Horsman Carpenter
Esther Jane                     Charlotte Allen
Heather                           Eliza Allen
Mike                                 Larkin Armstrong
Joanna                             Charlotte Tipling
Lisa                                   Tamsin Schofield
Josh                                  Freddie Betts
Jeanette                          Alana Lewis
Meg                                  Mojubafoluwa Akinyeye
Susan                               Sophie Langton
Katherine                        Tatty Couch
Oliver                              Robbie Fitzsimmons
Jess                                  Evie Bowden
Annie                               Faith Royall
Chrissy                             Matilda Rowe
Scott Farkus                   Arthur Wilcox
Grover Dill                      Ben Rankin
Delivery Man                Arthur Janes/Deeren Tarkpessi
Mr Daily                          Deeren Tarkpessi
Mrs Daily                        Amelia Parsons
Christmas tree seller   George Morton
Christmas tree seller’s 
grandparent                  Freddie Bowden/Larkin Armstrong
Mrs Peterson                 Ruby Spiegel
Jack Peterson                Max Coubrough
Polly                                 Skyla Manning
Security                          Milo Buxton
Elf 1                                  Soren Young
Elf 2                                  Felix Wilson
Elf 3                                  Guy Savory
Santa                               Luca Vittiglio
Waiter 1                          Jack Fields
Waiter 2                          Ben Williams
Waitress                          Bronwyn Wagg
Waiter 3                          Rory Richardson
Waiter 4                           Fernando Rios Lopez-Trigo
Bad Guy Bert                 George Baker
Bad Guy Gert                Edward Todd
Mrs Glow                        Tilly Butterworth
Mr Glow                          Luke Caistor
Mrs Boodle                    Beatrice Carloss-Legge
Fireman                          Guy Savory
Policeman                      Rory Richardson

HIGHLIGHTS PERFORMING ARTS
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HIGHLIGHTS PERFORMING ARTS

Cast

The Wind in the Willows 
Mole                            Ben Weir
Rat                               Harry Seldon
Toad                            Cerys Dentry
Badger                      Alfie Yousef
Otter                           Mathilde Phillipps
Albert                         Percy Dyter
Portly                          Hetty Holden
Gypsy                         Sebastian Chapple
Rabbits                       Jorja Lillico, Ted Kenyon, Lottie 
                                     Bowden, George Laidler, Poppy Isaac, 
                                     Corin Hiles, Alice Green, Tilly Brucki
Hedgehogs               Phoebe Betts, Isla Mousley, Cameron 
                                     Ransom, Charlotte Morton
Squirrels                   Jemima Morgan - Evans, Charlotte 
                                     Randell, Alexander King             
Mice                            Erin O’Donnell, Annabella Rolfe, Lucas 
                                     Edwards, Edie Curtis, Amelie Horsley
                                     Charlotte Fern
Chief Weasel             Zach Kemp
Weasel Norman       Fergus Robb
Weasels                      Eloise Edwards, Cara Halsall, Charlie 
                                     Eke, Toby Roper, Morris Janes, Charles 
                                     Walton, Austin Lucas, Will Bracey
                                     Daniel Molife, Arabella Carloss-Legge
Stoats                         Hermione Iles, Esther Olby, Sam 
                                     Woodhouse, Luke MacIntyre
Ferret Fred                Katherine Purslow
Ferret Gerald            Charlie Reynolds
Fox                               Mya Law
Parkinson                  Jack Whyatt
Motorist Rupert      Freddy Rash
Motorist Monica     Emilia Pinkstone
Magistrate                 Isobel Coutanche
Clerk of the court    Ysolde Delahaye                          
Gaoler’s daughter   Chloe Kydd
Washerwoman        Frances Rowe
Train driver               Oliver Robertson-Widdowson
Policeman                 Dylan Royall
Barge woman          Lexie Cubitt

0           
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Years 3 & 4

Julia Donaldson Evening
The popular works of Julia Donaldson were the inspiration
for Years 3 and 4 as they put together a splendid evening of
favourite tales from Room on the Broom to What the
Ladybird Heard. The fabulous costumes and make-up
added to the thrill of performing on the Auden stage which
was a riot of colour and movement with accomplished
performances from all.
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HIGHLIGHTS PERFORMING ARTS

Year 7

Twelfth Night
Over the course of two days, Year 7 learnt and rehearsed an
abridged version of one of Shakespeare’s best loved plays,
Twelfth Night. The performance in the Auden Theatre was
polished and confident and much enjoyed by the audience
of family and friends.
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HIGHLIGHTS MUSIC
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The start of the year was buzzing with enthusiasm as our
young musicians returned from the summer break.
Several new ensembles were created and theory clubs
were well supported.

Some highlights of the term were some superb
performances in our termly Informal Concerts across the
age groups and our ‘Autumn Concert’ in Holt church
which saw many of our new ensembles take to the stage
for their first performances. Many thanks are due to the
wonderful team of visiting music staff who coach our
pupils throughout the year.

TOWN CLOSE ORCHESTRAL DAY
Several of our promising instrumentalist travelled to
Town Close to take part in an orchestral workshop.
Joined by children from Town Close, Norwich School and
Norwich High they had a great time learning five pieces
of music including extracts from the Four Seasonsby
Vivaldi and Rock Around the Clock! They performed a
short concert to conclude the afternoon and the
standard was very good, especially as they had had less
than two hours of rehearsal. 

The Carol Service at the end of term showed the choirs
off, including the Staff choir, and was a lovely way to end
the term.

HOUSE MUSIC
A fantastic afternoon’s entertainment was provided by
our three Houses in the much awaited House Music
Competition. Each House performed a programme
including an instrumental group item and a ‘Big Song’.
What a show this turned out to be with Woodforde
taking the acclaimed trophy for 2019. Congratulations to
all the children and staff and a big thanks to our judge
Mr Mark Jones for his thoughtful adjudication.
Congratulations too to the winner of the Individual
Competition, Louis Horsman Carpenter’s organ playing
took the main trophy with excellent performances from
many other budding young musicians.

NORFOLK COUNTY MUSIC FESTIVAL
In March, four of our clarinettists performed at the
Norfolk County Music Festival achieving top awards for
both their solos and group pieces. Congratulations to
Rose Taylor, Augustine Gedge, Sophie Langton and Edie
Curtis.

MUSIC SCHOLARSHIPS
Congratulation to Louis Horsman Carpenter and Sean
Godden for gaining Music Scholarship awards to the
Senior School.

INFORMAL CONCERTS
These are a termly treat as several of our musicians
entertained parents and friends with a superb ‘Informal
Concert’ in Fishmongers’ Hall. The audiences were treated to
a wide range of solo and small group performances
including piano, clarinet, guitar, trombone and cello solos, a
cornet duet and a wide collection of 
solo and group songs performed by 20 of our pupils. A real
showcase of the musical talent Gresham’s Prep is lucky
enough to have.

Not to be outdone, Years 3 and 4 gave their Informal
Concert in the music room and showed once again the
wealth of talent in those two years.

Music

0           
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HINDOLVESTON CONCERT
A rather wet summer evening didn’t dampen the spirits
of our musicians who gave a wonderful concert to a very
appreciative audience at St George’s
Church, Hindolveston.

Brass, strings, woodwind, piano and voices were all
represented in a varied and exciting programme. 

BRAZIL DAY
The carnival spirit was clearly evident when pupils were
introduced to some Samba music as part of the Prep
School Brazil Day celebrations. Some interesting dance
moves were introduced, ably accompanied by one of our
percussion ensembles led by percussion teacher Mr
Simon Limbrick.

MUSICAL PICNIC
The Jiminies performed at the joint annual Musical Picnic
at the Senior School. The audience was entertained
royally and had the opportunity to eat popcorn, meet
Mystic Meg and enjoy picnics in the beautiful grounds
around the Britten Building on a beautiful sunny
evening.

CHAPEL
Chapel services are always uplifting and this term we
have had some different presentations as well as
listening to our superb Chapel Choir under the direction
of Nicki Kennedy. The term started with a wonderful
service as our own choristers were joined by the Senior
School choir. It was lovely for our trebles and sopranos to
experience sing full SATB music. Another new venture
included all children in Years 2 to 6 performing Michael
Hurd’s uplifting ‘Jonah-man Jazz’. They worked very hard
in preparation for this and it made for a very special
service. 

We have been fortunate enough to have
Louis perform organ pieces in the service
and he also performed in a duet of
Handel’s Arrival of the Queen of Sheba on
piano with Rose Taylor. Our final
Leavers Service is always emotional
and this year we say goodbye to not
only our Year 8 choristers but to Nicki
Kennedy, who has done amazing work
with the choirs at Gresham’s Prep over
the last two years. 

‘UPBEAT’
The Music department welcomed young musicians from
Sheringham and Stibbard Primary Schools, the Belfry in
Overstrand and Beeston Hall School to spend an
afternoon making music. There was hardly room to
move in the School Hall as children of varying standards
playing string, brass, wind and percussion instruments,
came together to perform excerpts from Elgar’s Pomp
and Circumstance, I Dreamed a Dream, and A Million
Dreams. The children treated parents at the end of the
afternoon to a short concert which showcased their hard
work.  

PIANO SHOWCASE
Several of our very talented pianists performed in the
Auden Theatre, alongside children from Pre-Prep and
Senior schools in our annual Piano Showcase. It was a
fantastic experience for the children to play on the big
Model D Steinway piano and the standard of all the
performances was very high. These children have
obviously put a lot of work into their music making and
the results speak for themselves.

POPPY CAFÉ
Another termly event enjoyed by performers and
audience is when some of our Year 8 singers perform a
short concert at the Poppy Cafe in Holt. This was very
much appreciated by the audience, who were able to
join in with some old favourites such as Amarillo and 
Blue Moon.
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her visit and brought out the detective in us all. 

Poetry Workshops
There were opportunities to write poetry with the
help of published poets.

Book Exchange
The annual book exchange proved as popular as
ever.

The BIG Read

The school came together to take part in the BIG
Read in the hall.

Blind Book Date

Mystery introductions to new books that one
might never have read.

Author visit, Matt Dickinson ‘Everest and
Beyond’
Everest conqueror, Matt Dickinson came to talk to
pupils about his ascents of Everest and the perils
faced by climbers today. He also offered insights
into the challenges posed to the Himalayas by
climate change and human activity.

Y  N E W S
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HIGHLIGHTS LIBRARY NEWS

Did You Know?
This year, over 3000 books were issued and Year 7
were the top borrowers.

There are 6379 books in the library and the library
stock is worth over £58,000.

Our top five favourite authors are: Jeff Kinney,
David Walliams, Rick Riordan, and Michael
Morpurgo. The most popular books are: Wonder,
52 Storey Tree House, Head Kid, World’s Worst
Children and The Wimpy Kid series.

Harry Potter Evening
Watch out, Muggles! A top wizarding evening
was enjoyed by Harry Potter fans. Wands were
waved, potions were potted, spells were spun and
the sorting hat selected true wizards from half-
bloods. A magical adventure for all.

World Book Day
What a fantastic array of characters came to
school on World Book Day! 

Author Visit, Dr Hartley: DNA Detectives
Dr Hartley combined science with literature on

L I B R A R  
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HIGHLIGHTS CHARITY

Charity
Events
Over the year, a variety of exciting initiatives raised
an impressive total of £7,490.13. 

The Michaelmas term events included Christmas
Jumper Day, Odd Socks Day and the Reverse
Advent Calendar that raised money for the Cromer
Food bank.

Lent term fun included Red Nose Day and a special
sponsored walk with an emphasis on walking in as
weird and wild a way as possible. The money from
the walk was for Kim’s Garden to provide a tranquil
space in the school grounds for pupils to enjoy.

By the Summer term, the much anticipated Charity
Football Matches led to ‘Fever Pitch’ Gresham’s Prep
style and the annual Summer Fete run by Year 8
was a tremendous success raising in excess of
£1000 in two hours.
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HIGHLIGHTS  RESIDENTIAL TRIPS

Year 8  French Trip
The channel was crossed and the near continent was
explored as Year 8 embarked on an adventure to France.
They honed their language skills on unsuspecting market
stall holders and crammed an astonishing amount of
culture and sightseeing into their trip. The next time that
you eat a croissant, spare a thought for Year 8 who learnt
that there was more to this French traditional pastry than
you might think as they attempted to make their own. Bon
Appetit!

Year 7  Bushcraft
Ready for nights under makeshift shelters, beside fires of
scavenged wood with feasts of foraged food, it transpired
that the elements were against Year 7 and they were forced
to curtail their Bushcraft trip due to high winds and rain.
However, they were given an opportunity to try out high
ropes and climbing towers nearer home once the weather
improved with some hair raising results!

Year 6  Derbyshire
In the Michaelmas term, Year 6 headed to Derbyshire and
completed teamwork challenges and adventures.

Year 5  Mount Cook
Mount Cook was the destination for Year 5 which proved to
be a tremendous success. Some were able to demonstrate a
fantastic head for heights on the challenges they faced,
particularly on the high ropes.

Residential Trips

          



HIGHLIGHTS  RIDGWAY

The wild beauty of Scotland and remote location of
Ridgway played host to a group of pupils this summer. 
They scaled hills, combed beaches and conquered lochs
and experienced how to fish and forage for their supper
and survive in this potentially hostile environment 
by spending a night alone to fend for themselves 
during their adventure. 

Ridgway
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HIGHLIGHTS  RESIDENTIAL TRIPS

Year 4  Brancaster
Year 4 enjoyed a wonderful opportunity to
explore the coast in detail. They had to
construct and launch their own rafts, the
results of which inevitably involved a good
soaking! They also collected an enormous
amount of rubbish, which helped them to
understand man’s impact on the natural
world and our social responsibility to protect
it. A coastal safari and an opportunity to
become unfeasibly muddy without anyone
telling them off was the icing on the cake of
this trip!

Year 3  Kingswood
For many of Year 3, this was their first
residential trip and they enjoyed plenty of
team building and some fantastic dens were
constructed too.
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Year 7 Trip to Norwich Castle and Cathedral
Investigating the power of the Church in medieval
England and seeing the legacy of the Norman
Conquest was the focus for Year 7’s trip. 

‘Of Mice and Men’ Year 8 Trial
Based on John Steinbeck’s classic novella, Year 8
held a trial of Lennie in order to hear all the
evidence and to come to a verdict in this most
tragic of cases.

Science Activities
The Science department took part in a variety of
exciting activities including Salter’s Chemistry at
the UEA , Science quizzes and the annual Year 6
Science Fair at school where stallholders invited
pupils to take part in experiments and
investigations.

          

HIGHLIGHTS

The classrooms were buzzing with activity and the
opportunities to acquire more knowledge, test it or
experience new places and academic pursuits were
as widespread as ever.

House General Knowledge Competition
This year’s hotly contested competition was won
by Woodfords’s Junior team and Borrow scooped
the cup for the Seniors. 

German Carnival and Lanterns
Year 4 decorated masks for their celebration 
of German carnival and made lanterns for 
St Martin’s Day.

Adventures In and Out
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A Murder Mystery from the Maths department
Correct answers to Mr Fields will receive a prize.

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Instructions

CLUE 1 CLUE 2

Murder Mystery Suspect Profiles

CLUE 3 CLUE 4 CLUE 5

This message is not in
code - you just have to
work out how to read it!

 

 

 

  

 

HIGHLIGHTS  MATHS

          

HIGHLIGHTS  ADVENTURES IN AND OUT

The Roman Banquet
Togas and sandals were the expected dress at the Year
6 and 7 Roman Banquet as a delicious array of foods
were on offer. No edible dormice though!

Year 7 Geography Trip 
Coastal processes were investigated by Year 7 as they
looked at the formation of a spit at Blakeney Point
and the sea defences at Sheringham. An ice-cream
was the reward for all their hard work.

Brazil Day 
As part of their study of Brazil, Year 6 enjoyed a variety
of activities from Samba dancing to drama in the style
of Augusto Boal. There was a football match at
lunchtime and a drumming workshop. The rest of 
the school dressed up too as part of their fundraising
for Sightsavers. Emily Shine produced a marvelous
assembly with a slideshow after her recent travels 
in Brazil.
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HIGHLIGHTS CREATIVITY
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The Annual
Art and

DandT Show

The show highlighted the work 
done by all the pupils throughout 

the year with some particularly 
impressive work form those 

that had attempted an 
Art Scholarship. 
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HIGHLIGHTS POST YEAR 8 EXAMS PROGRAMME

Post Exam Programme
The Mousetrap
Year 8 were treated to The Mousetrap in St Martin’s
theatre. In its 67th year Agatha Christie’s famous stage
play was an atmospheric ‘whodunnit’ with much
speculation during the interval about who was the
murderer. The secret is safe though.

Hautbois
Wet, wild and windy – no, not Year 8 but the weather.
However, they were undaunted. Low ropes, tree climbing,
kayaking and rafting held no fear for our intrepid
campers as they enjoyed the range of activities on offer
at Hautbois. They returned damp but not dispirited from
their outdoor adventure on the Broads.

Walk to Sheringham
The walk to Sheringham takes pupils through some of
north Norfolk’s most scenic countryside and we trekked
across Kelling Heath and followed the path to meet
Weybourne station where a steam train was idling. We
then pushed on along the cliff path to Sheringham and
after lunch had a refreshing dip in the 
rather chilly sea.
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Low Ropes and Zipwire
Not for the fainthearted!

Operation Grasshopper
Based on the Jack Higgins’ books, Mrs Nash devised a
challenge to invade the Norfolk coast….the rest is
classified!

Dragons’ Den and the Summer Fete
Having pitched ideas to the Dragons, Year 8 were awarded
money to use to ensure that their stalls made the maximum
possible for charity. On the day the field was buzzing with
great activities and over £1000 was made for charity

Film making
We were challenged to make the best film that we could
that was short on dialogue and running time, but big on
impact. A premiere performance was held in the Hall and 
we marvelled at the group who were able to persuade 
and film Mrs Braithwaite with a bucket on her head. 
Star of the show was Felix Wilson who as Captain 
Australia saved the world with a cricket pad.
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The Hunnybell
Jamie Oliver…Gordon Ramsey…Angela
Hartnett... all have something to fear as top
chefs now that Year 8 have mastered the art
of pasta making since their visit to the
Hunworth Bell where they were instructed
in the intricacies of Italian cuisine. 

Fighting Fit
In one word: ouch.  Mrs Couch proved to be
the ultimate taskmaster putting Year 8
through a gruelling regime of pain and
sweat in a bodybuilding workout. Fearsome
but fun.

Meditation and Hypnotherapy
This was an opportunity to learn some
useful techniques to help aid relaxation and
meditation.
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SPORTS GIRLS’ HOCKEY

U13A 
Squad: Tilly Butterworth (Capt), Esther Payne, Charlotte Allen,
Eliza Allen, Charlotte Tipling, Mojubafoluwa Akinyeye, Evie
Bowden, Erin Lowe, Emily Morton. 

The U13A team had another great season on the hockey
pitch and really showed huge development both as
individuals and a team throughout the season.  Starting the
season as a very new team it took a little while for them to
grow into their roles and develop the skills needed to fulfil
these roles effectively. They trained hard from the offset and
consistently impressed with their positivity and
determination. Their early fixtures ‘yo-yoed’ through highs
(Beeston, Langley Prep and RHS Holbrook) to lows
(Framlingham and Norwich School) but the first half term
ended in glory after a fantastic trip to Nottingham for the
IAPS regional qualifiers. The girls really pulled all their efforts
together, led fabulously, as ever, by Tilly, to finish 3rd and
consequently qualify for the National Finals at Millfield. 

The second half of term followed a similar pattern of highs
and lows. The long trip to Millfield was made wholly
worthwhile after the girls performed brilliantly and finished
with another medal for 3rd place in the plate (11th overall
Nationally). After disappointment from marginal losses in
the County Championships, finishing 3rd overall, the girls
upped their game for the end of the season indoor
tournament at Langley Prep, finishing as runners up to a
strong Town Close side. Overall it was a thoroughly
enjoyable season with a fantastic group of girls. The end of
season tour to Cambridge was a lovely way to end the term
and we would like to thank the girls for all their hard work
and excellent company.

U13B 
Squad: Tatty Couch, Tamsin Schofield, Ruby Spiegel, Tonkao
Prasongsuksan, Maddi Woodcock, Inez Clarke, Katie Bragg,
Emily Morton

The U13B team certainly had a season of two halves. They
were a squad who made rapid progress and development
throughout the term and grew hugely in skill, confidence
and game knowledge. It was fantastic to work with a group
of girls so committed and determined to improve every
aspect of their game and rather than being despondent
after early defeats they worked harder, took on board advice
and consequently improved. 

They were on the winning side of several close matches for
which they should be really proud. In these games
particularly they showed fantastic team work and worked
together brilliantly to create chances and then defend as a
team. Their end of the season back to back wins against
King’s Ely and then Town Close were a real reflection of the
fantastic term that they had. They were a great group of
girls to work with and should be congratulated on a brilliant
term. 

U13C
This term the team played 10 matches, won 4, drew 1 and
lost 5. Early on they played Town Close losing 5-0 but played
them again six weeks later and won 4-2! This just
demonstrates how much their game improved and how
hard many of them worked to hone their skills.  As always
there were some easy games, some frustrating games,
some we should have won but played horribly, and others
that were a real battle and very exciting, so never a dull
moment!

This year’s Player of the Season went to our left mid, Alana
Lewis who always worked hard, was always cheerful, always
keen and a very solid, dependable player on pitch who
consistently carried the ball forward and into the circle
ready for shots at goal.
The Most Improved Player was awarded to Ellie Matthes.
Ellie was completely new to hockey so she started in the E
team, but made such rapid progress in her effort to learn
the game and master the skills that she finished as one of
the stronger players in the C team!
Congratulations to both of you and well done to all the girls,
who contributed to another fun hockey season.

U13E 
Squad: Georgie Bohn, Beatrice Carloss-Legge, Tara Gray,
Faith Royall, Hazel Simpson 

The U13E’s victory against Framlingham College Prep
School was the highlight of the season as it demonstrated
their hard work and commitment to improving their
hockey skills. Their participation and willingness in games
sessions have led to an improvement in their basic skills
and positioning on the pitch. Georgie Bohn thoroughly
deserved Player of the Season, her fearless attacking nature
in match play was an asset to the team and resulted in
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U11C
Squad: Erin O’Donnell, Yssy Delahaye, Isobel Coutanche,
Charlotte Fern, Cara Halsall, Poppy Isaac, Esther Olby,
Charlotte Randell, Mathilde Phillipps 

The U11C hockey team have had an outstanding season
this year remaining unbeaten throughout; what a super
achievement! They have had 10 games, scoring 55 goals
and conceding only 5; fantastic!   

Particular highlights are difficult to pinpoint as all members
of the team have played well together, resulting in a
formidable attack and a dominating defence. Cara Halsall
deserves a mention for being the biggest goal scorer in the
team and she has justifiably achieved the ‘Player of the
Season’ award. The ‘Most Improved’ player goes to Poppy
Isaac as she was totally new to the sport of hockey, but has
become a valuable member of the team; well done to both
of you. 

Finally, I would just like to thank the girls for their hard work
and enthusiasm throughout the term. They have fully
deserved to be unbeaten and have been a joy to coach! I
shall look forward to watching your hockey progress
throughout the school! 

U11D and E
D team squad: Lexie Cubitt, Alice Green, Charlotte Morton,
Mathilde Phillipps, Eloise Edwards, Evie Morris, Anna
Harrington

E team squad: Emilia Pinkstone, Emily Shine, Hermione Iles,
May Davies, Jorja Lillico, Isla Mousley, Arabella Carloss-
Legge, Mathilde Phillipps

The U11 D and E hockey sevens have had a phenomenal
season losing only one match (E’s 1-0).

The D’s have played five, won five and scored 17 goals and
only conceded one. The E’s have done extremely well this
term as well. They have played five, won five, drawn one and
only lost one. How unfortunate to lose by one goal in the
last match of the season! 

It really has been a fabulous season where the girls have
been so strong. Without fail, the opposition have always
commented on how strong our D and E team have been
this term. There has been a lot of fluidity between the two
teams with many of the girls getting chances to play in
both teams. A special mention should go to both Arabella
Carloss-Legge (E team) and Charlotte Morton (D team) for
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some brilliant tackles down the wing. We welcomed new
girls to the sport including Tara Gray, our Most Improved
Player, who quickly picked up the basic skills and was keen
to get stuck in. Our goalkeeper Hazel Simpson was a credit
to the team who won player of the match on more than
one occasion and even swapped her goalie kit for shin
pads to play in defence when needed. It has been great to
watch the girls improve across the season.

U11A
Hetty Holden, Amelie Horsley, Kitty Purslow, Phoebe Betts,
Chloe Kydd, Drew Wilson, Edie Curtis, Lottie Bowden,
Francis Rowe

The U11A team had a great season, which saw them
develop hugely in both skill and understanding of the
game. They were extremely keen to improve, always
working really hard in training. With a nice balance of Years
5 and 6 the season progressed well, not losing a game
until we played a strong and athletic Witham Hall team
where we lost 4-2.

Hetty had started the season in fine form, making crucial
saves in most matches and Amelie defending very
intelligently. The IAPS tournament was a big
disappointment as we played some super hockey. We
moved Drew from Midfield to forward and we soon
discovered we had found a great goal scorer. It was so
disappointing to lose to Bishop’s Stortford in the quarter
finals on strokes, having dominated the game. With all
these tournaments you need a little luck and sadly not on
this occasion. 

Our Midfield learnt from the IAPS experience; Kitty,
Phoebe and Chloe then started to drive the team 
forward. Chloe and Phoebe’s work rate was crucial to the
team. It was disappointing to lose to Langley, however 
we had wins against Wisbech, Town Close, NHS, Glebe; 
all before my game of the season against Norwich. It was 
a fantastic, competitive game in which we won 2-1.
Frances had a brilliant game and finally fulfilled her
potential.

Throughout the season it was lovely to see players such as
Lottie develop and Edie move from the B team up to the A
team. I would like to thank all the girls for being a joy to
coach. A special thank you to the wonderful Mrs Gill for all
her help on and off the field.

U11B
Squad: Charlotte Fern, Jemima Morgan-Evans, Bella Harrison,
Lila Davies, Mya Law, Tilly Brucki, Bronte Thorpe, Annabella
Rolfe, Lottie Bowden

The U11B have had an absolutely fantastic season! They
proved to be a strong seven, playing some impressive hockey
over the course of the term and were on track for an
unbeaten season right up until the final game against
Beeston, which they unfortunately lost! 

Jemima proved to be a strong and reliable sweeper, reading
the game and distributing the ball well. The midfield showed
great versatility; Lila was incredibly powerful in the middle,
with Tilly, Mya and Annabella all using their speed and
improving skills beside her. Bella’s drive to push forward from
the midfield and naturally get into goal scoring positions
resulted in some great goals scored and gave her a place on
the forward line. She worked well with Bronte who with good
positional awareness, finished off some great play with some
super goals. Lottie also played on the forward line in both the
A and B teams, covering the pitch well and as her confidence
grew so did the goal scoring opportunities. 

Highlights of the season included excellent performances
and wins against Town Close and Langley Prep. However, I
think the best performance was the draw against Witham
Hall, early on in the season, in which the girls played some
super hockey. They distributed the ball incredibly well and
worked so hard as a team when both attacking and
defending. Well done, Girls, you have had a great hockey
season and been an absolute pleasure to coach. 
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U9B
Squad: Jemima Atkinson, Megan Olby, Sophie Detnon,
Daisy Tomlinson, Katy Turner, Mimi Andrews, Imogen
Atkinson, Bryony Hiles, Morgana Mousley, Lyrico Higashi,
Emilia Law, Rosie Fern

The U9B team have had a great season, they have played
nine matches in total, winning six, drawing one and only
losing two. 

The first match against Langley at Taverham Hall was a
nervous first match, but the girls stepped up and played
some good hockey to see a great first win on the season.
They went on to win the next four matches in a row but the
highlight of the season was the match against Beeston. The
girls were determined from the start. The moved the ball
well up the pitch and defended brilliantly and with only
two minutes to go, finally got a well-deserved goal to
secure the win.

They have worked hard to continue to develop their skills
in training and match play and have really had to focus
hard on positioning, and staying in the correct side of the
pitch!  Their stick skills have become stronger and as a
team they worked well at moving the ball forward towards
the goal. Defensively, they have focused on clearing the
ball hard and wide when under attack, and this became
key when under pressure from an attacking team.

They have been a pleasure to coach this term and they have
been enthusiastic, they have listened well and
implemented many of the skills they have learnt during
training in matches. The left to right drag now being used
on a regular basis even when under pressure! Well done,
Girls for a fantastic term of hockey.

U9C
Squad: Abi Royall, Irene Tansley, Rosie Fern, Clementine
Todd, Claris Tansley, Mila Sweeney, Sofia Sweeney, Emilia
Law, Lyrico Higashi, Morgana Mousley, Katy Turner

The U9C team have had a great season. They have worked
incredibly hard during training and match play. The
improvement in their skills has been fantastic, considering
some of the girls were completely new to hockey this term. 

They have played in lots of mini matches throughout the
term which gave them a good opportunity to develop their
basic skills, passing the ball accurately with speed and
moving into a good position on the pitch. 

They played two full matches, the highlight being the final
match of the term which saw the girls playing a full seven-
a- side game against Wisbech. They moved well and
managed to stay in good positions on the pitch allowing
them to move the ball forward and score 1-0 - a wonderful
end to the season. Well done, Girls!
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Most Improved Players. Having done no hockey before this
term they really have applied themselves. Charlotte plays
very well on the left and Arabella has been integral in
defence. They are definite players to watch out for next year!
Player of the Season goes to Hermione Iles (E team) and
Alice Green (D team). Congratulations must go to Isla also,
for scoring a hat trick of goals in two consecutive games.
Overall it has been an outstanding season where the girls
have worked hard and thoroughly deserve their huge
achievement. 

U9 and U8A
The first match of the season, two weeks into the term was a
good indication of things to come. Our opponents were
Beeston and as usual it was a hard fought game with both
teams on a steep learning curve. The 1-0 win was well
deserved as the girls played with plenty of determination
and enthusiasm. The star of the match and goal scorer was
Lily who made a beeline for the goal every time she received
the ball.

In the following fortnight another three wins were achieved
against Langley, Town Close and N.H.S. and the girls were
beginning to showgreater understanding of positional play
and team work. In midfield Piera, Inka and Maja were linking
nicely with Genevieve and Lily at right and left forward and
back in the defending circle Daisy and Elsa were dominating
all the tackles. On numerous occasions Bryony joined the
squad from the B team and slotted in easily to any position in
defence. With these hard working girls in front of her Lucy had
very little to do in goal for a great percentage of the match
play, but once or twice she really did have to produce some
great saves. Three more wins were achieved before the record
was broken and this was by a single goal defeat away at
Wisbech. The girls were disappointed with this result but
reversed and doubled this score line two weeks later in the
home fixture. 

The final event of the term was the annual Beeston
tournament held this year at Gresham’s. The girls had a brilliant
afternoon winning all their matches and walking away with
medals dangling around their necks! A fitting end to a very
successful and enjoyable season of hockey. Well done! 
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SPORTS’ RUGBY

U13A
Team: G. Savory, J. Baker, F. Browne, B. Chu, S. Cook, T. Dyter, 
R. Ellis, J. Granville, L. Kemp, M. McEwen, B. Rankin, O. Rankin, 
T. Stoltz, A. Wilcox, M. Wilson, H. Yagi

Played 15, Won 15, Drew 0, Lost 0, Points for 615, Points
Against 110.

Vs Witham Hall Won 35-5

Vs Beeston Hall Won 55-0

Vs Orwell Park Won 45-15

Vs Wymondham High School Won 40-5

Vs St. John’s Northwood Won 30-0

Vs Woodbridge School Won 55-5

Vs Framlingham Festival Won

Vs Wymondham College Won 35-20

Vs St. Faith’s School 70-20

Vs Norwich School Won 40-10

Vs Bishop’s Stortford Won 50-10

Vs Wisbech GS 40-15

Vs King’s Ely Won 40-0

Vs RHS Holbrook Won 40-0

Vs Langley Prep Won 40-5

The 2018 1st team potentially looked a good side on paper.
There was some size and strength up front in the forwards
and some skilful and fast backs behind the scrum. The team
played some very good rugby, scored a huge number of
points, especially considering under the new rules of play
there were no conversions and they were a real pleasure to
coach. Their collective attitude in training and on match
days was excellent throughout the season. The highlights
were terrific wins against Bishop’s Stortford, St Faith’s,
Witham Hall and winning all the matches at the
Framlingham Festival and finishing the season unbeaten. 

The season got off to a promising start with the opening
match against an organised and well drilled Witham Hall.
After a tight start, the strength of the forwards eventually
proved too much and finished with a pleasing victory. 
This was followed by two convincing wins against Beeston
and Orwell Park. The first real test came in the next game
against Wymondham High School. They started particularly
quickly, and their very good number 8 and fly half put us
under huge pressure, and we were losing for much of the
first half. Gradually however, as their boys tired, the side got
on top and eventually wore them down. The final score was
rather flattering and the whole side stood up well in a very
stern test.

Another tough game followed against St. John’s School
who were on tour from London. In another very hard
fought match, the team again showed great character to
eventually overcome a strong opposition and notch up
another win. We finished the first half of term with the

annual tour to Suffolk. On the Friday we enjoyed the
excellent hospitality at Woodbridge and won a fairly one
sided affair. Saturday proved a much sterner test and was
the first time the coaches began to really rate the team
highly. On a very hot day at the Framlingham Festival, the
whole squad played some really excellent rugby winning all
their games against strong opposition who we would not
normally come up against. The fourth game against a very
athletic RGS Colchester side was a real highlight and
probably as good a performance as I have seen from an
U13 side.

The first game after half term proved another very stern test
of character. The away match against a huge Wymondham
side was very much in the balance well into the second half.
Some very brave defence, particularly from the forwards,
eventually wore Wymondham down and they lost their
discipline a little and we scored a couple of late tries. Two
one sided victories against St. Faith’s and Bishop’s Stortford
were then followed by good tests against Norwich and a
very large athletic Wisbech side. The whole team were now
full of confidence and playing a very good attacking brand
of fast flowing rugby.

Two more very pleasing victories against King’s Ely and RHS
Holbrook led nicely into the final game against Langley
Prep to try and secure an unbeaten season. In the Ely game,
the backs really played well and ran the ball from all areas of
the pitch scoring some fine tries. However the strength and
adaptability of the side was shown in the Langley game,
where the backs were well controlled by some aggressive
and solid defence and the team changed the way they had
been playing. Instead of throwing the ball around, which
was not working, the forwards started to pick and drive and
although it wasn’t as aesthetically pleasing on the eye, it
proved very effective and finished the season in convincing
fashion.

As always there are a few thanks to say at the end of a
season. Firstly, to the boys themselves. The U13A team of
2018 were a great group of boys to be associated with. They
had a superb attitude in training and played some
outstanding rugby in the matches and it was a terrific
season of rugby. Secondly to our parents who followed us
around East Anglia and always gave great support. I would
also like to thank Mr. Adams, for his help with the coaching
and also with refereeing pretty much all of our home
games and doing such a good job.

Finally, I must thank Mr Fields. It was always going to be a
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competitive No.8 who loved the battle and Guy never
backed down. He was tremendous at the breakdown and
ferocious in defence –led by example.

A massive thank you to the boys, their incredibly
supportive parents and also Mr Worrall who I learnt so
much from over season.

U13B 
What a great season. The boys quickly adapted to the
differences in laws and thrived in the increase in physicality
of the U13 game. The boys brought a great pace to the
game that most teams struggled to cope with, coupled
with excellent support play and a thirst to go forwards. Our
first defeat to Wymondham taught them the valuable
lesson of not underestimating the opposition and what
the team thought was going to be a squad of non- rugby
players turned out to be an opposition full of sportsmen
(not necessarily rugby players) who were quick strong
runners with great spatial awareness. By the time
Gresham’s got over the shock and started to make a
comeback it was too late. The rest of the season was a
success with some excellent and deserved wins over
Norwich, Ely, St Faith’s and RHS. The only other loss come
from Bishop’s Stortford; a tight away game. They effectively
prevented us from being able to play our flowing rugby
and with some powerful running, Gresham’s struggled to
halt their counter-attacks. All in all, a superb season of
which the boys should be very proud.

U12A
The U12A had an excellent season, they lost some games
to bigger teams but were very rarely beaten by more skilful
teams. The boys were a pleasure to coach, enthusiastic and
willing to learn they really were a coach’s dream! The main
highlight was coming third in the Finborough Tournament,
narrowly missing out on the final with a last minute try. 

Forwards: 
George Wilson – Brilliant team player, good ball carrier,
worked tirelessly in the loose and defended bravely. Will
enjoy the competition in scrums next year.

Jack Fields – Moved to Hooker from the centre and
performed really well over the season. Mobile in the loose
and good hands enabled Jack to play an influential role in
the side. 

Augustine Gedge – Very mobile forward, was first to most
rucks and he has a great body position to secure the ball.
Did lots of the hidden work for his team mates. A true team
player.

Arthur Janes – Powerful runner and good off loader, at
times held on to ball too long but created and scored a
number of tries over the season.

Edgar Alston – Destructive runner with ball in hand and
caused havoc to opposition defences. Gaining a better
understanding of when to run and when to secure ball will
ensure he becomes a player of real quality.

Backs
Robbie Fitsimmons – Played at scrum half and was an
effective attacking weapon. Developed a better
understanding of when the best time to break is and scored
a number of important tries. Good communicator and his
distribution improved too.

Alex Morrissey – excellent all round player, played at fly half
and played with control and vision. Kicking game
developed very well over the term and ended up being a
very good attacking option.

Rory Richardson – Played in the centre and developed into
a fine all-round player. Strong defensively and brave tackler
he saved a number of tries. In attack his distribution was
very good and he also was an excellent communicator to
the rest of the team.

Spencer Chaplow – Played at centre and sometimes in the
forwards. Excellent defensively, his tackling was ferocious
and opposition players actively tried to avoid him! Scored a
number of good tries in attack too. Will be a huge loss to
Gresham’s Rugby.

Sam Wong – New to Rugby in September, but showed great
determination to pick up the rules and his understanding of
the game. Played on the wing and scored some good tries,
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thankless task taking over the forwards and trying to follow
Mr Brearley. However, Steve got the best and more out of
his pack and they proved a huge strength of the side. I
know Mr Brearley would have approved, if he had seen how
well Steve had got them playing.

S. Worrall  

A few words from Mr Fields:
What a pleasure to be offered the chance to work with
these boys again after enjoying a superb season when they
were in Year 6 – it was too good an opportunity to turn
down and these are the 14 reasons why:

1:  Oliver Rankin – incredibly reliable squad player who
developed as a forward and did not look out of place when
called upon.

2:  Brandon Chu – the destroyer! Playing in the second row,
Brandon was a handful for all opponents due to his
aggression and love for contact. He scored crucial tries and
tackled like a warrior!

3:  Hiromichi Yagi – Hiro got better and better with every
game and became a super winger with an eye for a gap,
pace and the keenness to tackle.

4:  Trent Stoltz – Trent lacked in confidence early season but
found his role in the centre where his direct running and
super hands made him a crucial member of the team.

5:  Jamie Granville – Jamie changed gear after about four
weeks and suddenly became a winger with pace, skill and
tenacity – one of our most improved players!

6:  Teddy Dyter – fantastic in the set plays, a very strong,
coachable and amiable young man who battled through
injury bravely to be an impact player.

7:  Leo Kemp – converted to a hooker and with great
success. Leo was first to every breakdown, turned over so

much possession and was a super player with incredible
bravery in defence.

8:  Ralph Ellis – A skilful and very brave centre who had who
happily put down boys twice his size. Ralphy was one of
unsung heroes who never let us down.

9:  Ben Rankin – A fine front row forward with athleticism and
skill. Ben was excellent in both set and loose play.

10:  Max McEwen – A totally dependable and very skilful
centre who read the game well and timed his passing
beautifully and very reliable in defence – what a great player
to coach.

11:  Arthur Wilcox – A really classy No.10 with a fantastic pass
of both hands, vision and really strong in defence. An all-
round talent.

12:  Max Wilson – Our X-factor player and top try scorer. Max
had fantastic feet and found gaps that didn’t exist. He was
also superb in defence and made many try-saving tackles.

13:  Fred Browne – One of the players of the season. An
athletic and aggressive forward with a passion for crunching
tackles. Fred will make a fine open side flanker in the years to
come.

14:  Guy Savory –Captain Marvel – just a really tough,
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pleasure to see. Weir J and Caistor L assisted the team’s
development and their experience and know-how got the
team out of trouble on several occasions. Indeed, a flying
Weir running at full pace could only be bettered by the
most improved player of the season; one Tarkpessi D.
Whether player in the centres or in the pack, his powerful
running style enabled him to break tackle after tackle and
his try scoring kept the team competitive in many games. 

The matches unfolded slowly but an early win against
Orwell Park as a combined U13B and U12B side gave the
squad lots of hope. However, without the extra strength
and pace of the U13B players, the U12B found the going
hard losing the next six matches but always by only a try or
two. Then came the turning point, the game that saw Felke
V run from his own line, zig-zagging his way up the pitch to
score what surely be one of the best individual tries the
school has ever seen. Indeed Chung J also managed to
score his maiden try that game and the intensity of the
defence, notably Brownjohn’s last minute tackling and
Ringer’s never say die attitude meant they ran out easy
winners. Then on to the final game of the season, away at
Holbrook, a game that looked like a heavy defeat on paper.

However, this team had, over the course of the last three
months, developed some inner steel and fight that surprised
them and their adoring fans on the side-line. Battered and
bruised they left the field victorious. 

This group of boys were an absolute pleasure to coach. Their
development was superb and their comradery pushed all
their opposition to the last minute. Their second half
resurgences will live long in the memory and I hope they all
go on to enjoy their rugby in the future and challenge the A
team boys for their places next year.

U11A

Played 13 Won 5 Drawn 0  Lost 8

Opposition

Witham Hall (h) Lost 3-5

Wisbech GS (h) Won 13-0

Norwich (a) Lost 5-7

Beeston (a) Won 10-1

Orwell Park (a) Lost 0-7

Town Close (h) Won 7-2

Woodbridge (a) Won 25-0

St Faith’s School (a) Lost 0-15

Norwich School (a) Lost 6-5

Langley Prep (a) Lost 3-6

Norwich School (h) Lost 3-5

King’s Ely (h) Won 6-4

Langley Prep (h) Lost 4-6

Squad: S Chapple, P Dyter, C Eke, M Janes, I James, Z Kemp, 
C Reynolds, F Robb, O Robertson-Widdowson, S Woodhouse

This was a good season for the U11A Rugby. The results do
not quite match the excellent progress made by the team.
With quite a small squad, the boys took time to gel. There
were initial positive results against Wisbech and Beeston
with outstanding finishing skills from Charlie E and Fergus.
As the confidence grew within the group, the tackling
became stronger. The team were led well by Zach and Percy,
who were both tenacious in the contact areas. 

The team were brought down to earth with a
comprehensive defeat away to Orwell, but it was good to
see Sebastian leading the way with some powerful running.
The tour came next with another trip to Suffolk. The boys
produced one of their best performances against
Woodbridge. Charlie R and Isak managed to grab a hatful of
tries. Although the next group of games were defeats, the
team actually grew in confidence and produced some
abrasive performances. Sam was particularly noticeable with
his powerful charges and crucial tries. This period also saw
the emergence of new boy, Morris, with some hard-hitting
and strong ball carrying. Oliver was instrumental with his
passing skills as scrum-half in the victory over King’s Ely
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naturally quick and an elusive runner he caused a number
of problems for opposition defences.

Freddie Betts – Played on the wing and developed his
skills over the term. His defence got better and in attack
he very rarely lost the ball or went into touch. His ability to
keep the ball alive enabled the team to score a number of
good team tries.

Max Coubrough – Our main attacking threat, very quick
and elusive with ball in hand. Opposition teams were
often reluctant to kick the ball as they knew Max would
be returning the ball. Excellent defensively too, being the
last line of defence is difficult but he managed to save
many tries over the season.

U12B
Played 9, won 3, lost 6.

The U12 B team enjoyed a season of learning and
dramatic progress. A large number of the boys in the
squad had not played rugby before and many questions
were raised about the shape of the ball, what constituted
a ruck or a maul and the rules regarding offside were
ruminated on several times before the final whistle was

blown for the season. However, old-hands were at hand to
offer wise words of wisdom but, more importantly, to pass
on their love of the tackle and the contact area. Kooreman
J and Carrol L led from the front in these areas whilst ably
assisted by Williams B and Kingsbury A and these boys
formed that basis of the engine room of the pack. That
said, Kooreman J did see himself as a fly half on 2nd and
3rd phase ball, much to the confusion of regular stand-off
Ringer W. The three quarters of Rolfe M, Ringer W and
Sayer W demonstrated real quality with ball-in-hand
throughout the season and were able to attack any
openings in an opposition’s defence. Harrold S became a
significant ball carrying threat from the base of rucks and
mauls and was ably assisted by newcomers Chung J,
Wong R and Felke V. Out wide the grace of Brownjohn B
and the speed and trickery of Christophi J were always a
threat but perhaps the ball did not make its way out to
them as often as the team would have liked. Herathge M
was a splendid deputy to these boys and his ferocious
tackling towards the end of the season was always a
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U9A
The U9 rugby squad this year numbered 11 boys; 11
committed, hard-working boys who threw themselves into
life on the games field with real purpose. Some of them had
played ‘Tag’ as Year 3s and some of them were members of
a rugby club outside of school.  But then again, others were
new to the game. All were new to tackling. As I write this the
day after our last round of matches I do with a heavy heart
knowing that I won’t lead these boys into battle again, yet
also with an incredible feeling of pride at how much they
have achieved and the obstacles that some of them
overcame along the way. All of them improved and all of
them contributed to what was, if one overlooks the actual
win/loss result and focuses on the try count, a highly
pleasing season for them.

Archie Ashcroft and Isaac Brun were well deserved Players
of the Season. Both showed great bravery and resilience in
attack as well as defence and led very much by example.
Both could, possibly, be more direct in their running, but
both excelled with the heart and ‘never say die’ attitude
they showed each session. Xander Braithwaite is certainly
also in that mould.  Winning and fair play are very important
to him and he definitely did all he could to get a favourable
result for his team. If he learns to pass more before the
tackle, his upward progression curve will be even more
acute. Being first to the ball and having a quick and accurate
pass allowed Henry Rowe to evolve as our natural scrum
half. He is brave and direct and will grow to be a key player
in any team. He did really well for us this year. As did Wilfie
Dyter. What Wilfie lacks in pace, he more than makes up for
in intelligence. He reads the game better than anyone I’ve
coached at this level for a while and his quick passing
helped spread the play and put us in more favourable
positions on the field on countless occasions. George Janes
grew in confidence as the term went on. Quite tentative at
first, it was incredible what a bit of confidence and ego
boosting did as the season went on. His runs with ball in
hand were a feature of the last half term and he should
remember these, and the tries he scored as a result, as he
graduates up to the U10s. The heart and soul of the side was
Matthew Christophi. He played the game with a smile on
his face and a fire in his heart. For me, he typifies what U9
rugby means to me after 24 years doing it. Enjoyment,
commitment, belief.  Brilliant, Matthew. Thank you. Toby
Rodgerson was someone else who grew hugely in
confidence with every week. He made significant
contributions and really rubber stamped the adage that ‘a
team is the sum of all of its parts’ as he would make vital
tackles when others just could quite make them. Well done,
Toby. Harry Taylor is a ball of energy whose strong running
was a feature of the term. He grew in confidence
significantly and we missed him when he was off the
games field for a while. It was great to benefit from his skills
again in the final games of the term. Last, but by no means
least, there was Xan and Ollie Cholmondley.  Very different
and very similar at the same time. Xan tall and rangy, the ‘big
boy’ that one school’s team feared more than all our other
players and who, on his day, has the pace to smoke any

opposition. Ollie, more compact and more direct although
wonderfully twinkle-toed at the same time. No boy hit the
tackle pads harder in training this term than him. One can
only imagine what he would have been like with a whole
term’s rugby inside him.

My boys this term were superb company. There was a 
huge amount of laughter and only a few tears and I thank
them most whole-heartedly for their efforts. Thanks also to
Mr Bailey, my side-kick this term for his unerring 
enthusiasm and support for the boys and to the Matrons 
for kitting us out, sometimes with only a few days turn
around. This group of boys practised hard, played hard and
in my eyes gained both the glory and admiration of not only
me, but of all those who watched them play.

RESULTS

Played Won Drawn Lost      Tries For Tries Against

16 5 4 7        88 94

U8A
What a first term at Gresham’s Prep school for the Year 3
boys Tag Rugby team. Every boy in Year 3 played a 
minimum of two fixtures against other schools during the
campaign and remained unbeaten in all league fixtures. 
The team as a whole played 10 fixtures during the rugby
term, winning eight and drawing two. The squad managed 
a total of 70 tries throughout the season and conceding 40.

All of the team showed fantastic improvement as the 
term developed and a willingness to learn how to gain
more success. Massive plaudits must go to the more
experienced members of the team, who play regularly 
for Holt. They helped, encouraged and showed support to
the less experienced members of the squad. This success
will certainly give confidence to the boys to gain more
success as they progress up the Prep School.

Massive thanks must go to the parents for their continued
support, the team for their dedication, enthusiasm and
willingness to train, even when it was raining and cold. 
Also to Tom Burnett who came from the Senior School 
and passed on his knowledge and experience and to 
Simon Worrall for organising all of the fixtures for the team.
Well done, Boys, may this success continue throughout the
Prep School.
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before the team fell to a final defeat of the season. 

The group should be proud of the progress that they made.
They will develop into a strong outfit as they move up the
school. 

U11B 
Squad: Dan Lawrence, Luke MacIntyre, Cameron Ransom,
Freddy Rash, Dylan Royall, Harry Seldon*, Ben Weir, Alfie
Yousef, Henry Howland*, Corin Hiles, James Browne,
Alexander King, Alastair Simpson, Jack Whyatt* (* also
played at times for ‘A’ team).

We were delighted to be able to arrange eight matches for
a combined Year 5 and 6 team, for those boys who were less
experienced or confident with their rugby. They trained for
the majority of the season with their respective ‘A’ teams,
and although results generally did not necessarily go their
way, their handling skills and confidence in contact
improved significantly as the term went on, culminating in
a magnificent 6 tries to 3 win in their final match against a
Langley Prep team.  

U10A
U10 A Squad (from): Alec Alston, Will Bracey, Arthur
Butterworth, Henry Howland, Ted Kenyon, George Laidler,
Austin Lucas, Daniel Molife, Charlie Walton, Jack Whyatt.

In terms of results, there is no getting away from the fact
that this was a tough season; we were comprehensively
outplayed by more athletic and physical teams from
Witham Hall, Orwell Park, Town Close, St. Faith’s and Langley
Prep (twice), but on another day, we could well have come
out on top in narrow defeats against Norwich (twice), and
King’s Ely. In many of these games, we played excellent
rugby, and competed well in the contact situations, but
unfortunately, all too often, we were unable to sustain this
throughout a whole match; we were prone to switching off
for periods and consequently leaking too many ‘soft’ tries. 

Our most threatening runners with ball in hand were Alec,
Arthur and George, but Ted and Daniel also had their
moments. Will and Austin provided some valuable support,
showing good handling skills, and Henry, Charlie and Jack
all made some decent contributions. It was in defence,

however, where we encountered most of our problems –
we simply missed too many tackles, and this is certainly the
biggest area to work on for the majority of the boys next
year. It was frustrating that in many of the matches, we
enjoyed at least a 50% share of the possession, recycling
well at the rucks and passing the ball nicely at times, but
were not able to find a way through the opposition
defence. Conversely, when the other team had the ball, we
were generally able to make the first one or two tackles, but
then gaps would open up alarmingly as tackles were
missed further out. 

I was pleased, however, with the overall progress that the
boys made with their handling skills, support play, running
lines and contact skills, which all improved significantly as
the term went on, and I was generally impressed with the
boys’ attitude in training sessions. From time to time, we
trained with the U11A team, which really served to sharpen
the boys up and show them the sort of level they should be
aspiring to. 

My thanks go to Mr Baird and Mr Burnett for all their
assistance with the U10 rugby coaching this year, the
Matrons for turning the boys out so smartly, the Catering
team for providing the wonderful post-match teas, and to
the loyal band of parents who have been on the touchline
throughout the term.

Opposition Result Score (tries)

Witham Hall (h) L 1 – 11 

Wisbech GS (h) W 7 – 5 

Norwich (a) L 4 – 5 

Beeston Hall (a) W 10 – 3

Orwell Park (a) L 3 – 11

Town Close (h) L 0 – 11

St. Faith’s (a) L 2 – 10

Langley Prep 
@ Taverham (a) L 3 – 7 

Norwich (h) L 3 – 5 

King’s Ely (h) L 3 – 4

Langley Prep 
@ Taverham (h) L 0 – 5
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U13A
The netball term got underway with an early training focus of
re-visiting and sharpening up all our basic skills. The sessions
consisted of lots of passing drills focusing on a variety of
passes and being able to execute them with accuracy.
Footwork is also key in netball and although the A team are
generally good, at this it is essential to keep working on this
when passes are moving at a much faster speed and under
more pressure. The drills we worked on for these core skills
were also then adapted to add decision making to simulate a
match situation. 

With a busy fixture schedule ahead we started the season
with a friendly match against one of our Senior School sides
in early January. It was a chance to try some different
combinations and introduce a couple of players from the year
below into our squad. We had a good win to start the season.
Our next fixture was against a very talented Norwich High
School team who had lots of club players and players that are
involved in the county system so we had a tough challenge
ahead. The defensive ends in both sides were extremely
dominant and so the ball travelled end to end throughout the
game. Norwich High edged to victory winning by three goals.
Our girls really made Norwich High have to work for their
victory. Next, we had our local rivals Beeston. Unfortunately,
we weren’t playing at our best in this game and we needed to
be as Beeston had a very strong shooting combination and so
capitalized on any error that we made. Beeston took the win.
We knew we had a return fixture later in the term so our
target was to improve our score line in the second game. We
followed this fixture with an away win against Langley Prep in
a feisty battle. It unsettled our attacking play, but with lots of
turnovers in defence it provided our attack with lots of
opportunities to score. 

We had a strong Norwich School team who consisted of lots
of club players so we knew this would be a tough fixture. The
girls gave a good account of themselves in this game and

made Norwich work hard however the experience showed
and Norwich took the win. There were lots of positives in this
game so the team went into the next fixture full of
confidence. This really showed and the team took a big
victory against Wisbech. The return match against Beeston
was next. The girls were nervous but excited and very
determined to improve their score line from the first game.
Again, two very dominant defences kept turning the ball
over and the game went to the wire. We managed to steal
the win by one goal! We had an exciting 19 all draw against a
good King’s Ely side followed by two wins against Old
Buckenham and Bishop’s Stortford. A loss followed against a
very good Town Close team. We only lost by three but we
just made a few more errors than our opposition and they
capitalized towards the end of the final quarter so we had
no time to try and turn the game back into our favour. Our
final fixture was on a lovely warm sunny day at Reepham. We
rotated around our positions in this game to challenge
ourselves and to see who was able to provide versatility in
their game. This proved to be very interesting for some! It
was a really good game and we came away with the win.
This concluded our fixture schedule and a really good term
for the team.

During the term, we also competed in the IAPS tournament
where we travelled to Uppingham School. It is always a great
opportunity to compete against teams that we wouldn’t
meet in our fixtures during the term. Uppingham attracts
teams from as far as Yorkshire and across the Midlands.
Netball is played in many different styles across the country
so it really is a great experience to compete against these
sides. One thing that was really evident at the IAPS was that
the size of some of the players we played against really
challenged us to adapt our game. They were giants! The
games in this tournament are very short games so you have
to take every shooting opportunity and take every turnover
to goal in order to win. On the day we were not quite at our
best and we needed to be against such tough opposition.
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team changed regularly depending on whether Year 7 were
included or not but there was a hard core of Tippers
(Charlotte Tipling), Charliza (Charlotte and Eliza Allen who
thankfully I was able to tell apart on the court because of
the bibs!), Bevs (Phoebe Bevington), Haze (Hazel Simpson),
Lany (Alana Lewis) and Skylark (Skyla Manning) who played
in most matches. We played 13 matches and we won more
than we lost and we scored 10 more goals than were scored
against us – this was quite a good effort given we managed
to lose a match against one of our local competitors who
shall remain nameless 0 -18...  All of the girls gave their all
and aside from the odd tantrum (from players and coach
alike!) there were smiles all round. Thank you for another
awesome season!

U13C
Squad: Beatrice Carloss-Legge, Tara Gray, Benita Kirovska,
Anna Paynter, Tonkao Prasongsuksan, Faith Royall, Alice
Teesdale

The U13C team had a real season of ups and downs and
without doubt made huge improvement as the season
progressed. With some players who were new to netball
this term, the rest of the team supported brilliantly to
ensure that all were up to speed on their knowledge of
rules and basic tactics. The team all worked hard on their
movement around the court to offer each other passing
options and help get the ball into the circle. Tara proved to
be a great shooter and having tried several other options
Tonkao became our GA proving herself to be really
adaptable in her positional play. Our defensive team of
Alice, Beatrice and Anna used Alice’s height to make
interceptions, Anna’s fantastic movement to find an outlet
and Beatrice marked with ever increasing tenacity. In the
mid court Benita and Faith worked tirelessly to create space
and move the ball forward. The girls suffered a couple of
heavy losses but kept playing hard to the bitter end. On the

up side there were also fantastic wins against Beeston, OBH
and King’s Ely and a brilliant afternoon at the Norwich
School tournament which tied the season up in style. The
girls should be very proud of their effort and improvements
this term, and of all the progress that they made.

U12A
Squad: Emily Morton, Eva O’Donnell, Reva Spiegel, Bronwyn
Wagg, Matilda Rowe, Alice Majoram, Katie Bragg, Ellie
Matthes
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We had passages of really good play but also made too
many errors. It was still a great experience for the girls, but
we were not able to progress through to the finals. There
were some very strong sides competing and deserved
winners.

Our shooting combination during the term was a new
combination of Tatty and Maddi. Tatty’s confidence grew
throughout the term and she really led on the court

showing lots of very accurate shooting. Maddi was playing
up a year and really began to grow into her GS role. Their
understanding together developed really well as the term
progressed. Our speedy midcourt combination of Ruby and
Erin showed good versatility switching between the WA
and C roles. They both worked extremely hard to provide
the shooters with opportunities. Esther, Mojubafoluwa and
Tamsin were a very formidable combination in defence.
They worked tirelessly creating so many turnovers
defensively for the team. Tamsin had previously played in
the shooting circle but having watched her tenacity in
defensive practices we moved her into defence and she
was an absolute revelation in the defensive end. Tamsin had
a fantastic term getting better and better with every
performance. It resulted in her receiving the Player of the
Season award. Our captain for the netball term was Esther.
Esther is a very talented netballer and I moved her across
into the WD role this term. WD is a crucial position in netball
and if you have a good one you can really cause the
opposition problems as the WA is usually the main feeder to
the circle. Esther played throughout the term with such
intelligence on the court creating lots of interceptions for
herself and her team mates. Esther had a great term and led
by example and received the Player of the Season award.
Charlotte and Eliza both joined the squad a different points
in the term and both girls showed incredible improvement
from start to finish. This was all down to their excellent
attitudes, work rate and willingness to listen and learn.
Colours were awarded to Erin, Ruby, Esther, Tamsin and
Tatty. Congratulations to all the girls who were a pleasure to
coach. I look forward to seeing their netball journeys
continue at the Senior School.

U13B
What a season! Sometimes it was cold, sometimes it was
windy, sometimes it was wet, sometimes it was all three, but
it was always good fun with this lovely group of girls. The
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They had good wins against Reepham High School and
Town Close towards the end of the term and these results
really showed how they had gelled as a team and were able
to work hard for each other. If I were to give a nickname to
each of the girls to describe their season they would be;-

Georgina ‘space finder’ Bohn, Evie ‘the interceptor’ Bowden,
Fleur ‘can play anywhere’ Brooker, Inez ‘defensive wizard’
Clarke, Sophie ‘what a comeback’ Langton, Skye ‘super
shooter’ MacIntyre, Amelia ‘the dodger’ Parsons, Rose ‘the
keeper’ Taylor. Well done on a great season, Girls; I hope you
can carry your progress on successfully into Year 8.

U11A
Squad: Hetty Holden (C), Lila Davies, Phoebe Betts, Kitty
Purslow, Chloe Kydd, Frances Rowe, Lottie Bowden, Sub:
Bella Harrison

The U11A Team have been a fantastic group of girls to
coach. They have put great effort into training sessions and
worked hard to implement the coaching points, in order to
improve their play. 

The girls started off the season with disappointing defeats
against Langley Prep and Beeston Hall, followed by a
dramatic 3-3 draw against Norwich High School and an
epic 1-2 defeat against Norwich School. The team found it
difficult to feed the ball into the attacking circle which
made scoring goals a challenge! The girls thoroughly
enjoyed the Ipswich Tournament and learnt about short,
highly competitive games. The squad were joined by Mya
and Bella for the Netball IAPS tournament held at
Uppingham. It was great to play schools outside our circuit;
everyone quickly learnt about aggressive, fast paced
netball. The girls were rewarded with a draw against Laxton
and a narrow defeat with The Elms. Another end to end
school match against Town Close followed and resulted in a
7-7 draw. 
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The U12A have had a good term, they have worked hard
during training and their overall netball and match play has
hugely improved. The girls had seven fixtures in total - we 
had to cancel one due to serious wind, and they went on to
win three and lose three.

The shooters have scored a total of 64 goals in some
incredibly windy conditions which is impressive. The mid
court have worked at turning the ball over and moving it
down the court. They have also started to hold their position
well so the court becomes less congested and the ball
moves down more quickly. The defence players have
developed turning on the shot in the D and ensuring that
their distance is correct, not as easy as it sounds!

The highlight of the season for me was watching the girls
play against Town Close, a tight match which saw Town
Close become stronger as the game went on, but the girls
played brilliantly, kept their cool, move the ball quickly and
accurately towards the shooters and managed to keep the
lead.

It has been a pleasure to coach the U12A this term and see
them develop into fantastic netballers! - Well done, Girls!

U12B
Squad: Georgina Bohn, Evelyn Bowden, Fleur Brooker, Inez
Clarke, Sophie Langton, Skye MacIntyre, Amelia Parsons,
Rose Taylor

The U12B team had a mixed season and on reflection t
heir results did not really match their level of play
throughout the season. They took a while to find their best
line up and it was great to see many of the girls being
flexible with their positioning and being prepared to try
new roles within the team. They had a couple of very tough
matches against not so well-matched opposition, but they
battled on and often came back at teams in the later stages.
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experience playing netball before but become key
members of the teams. This includes Evie Morris who
quickly got stuck in and was not afraid to intercept the ball.
It has been lovely working with all the girls, and I wish them
luck for the next year! 

U9A
After only two weeks of practice sessions we were straight
in at the deep end with a very tough match against
Beeston. The result was a narrow 6-5 win to us but Beeston
had the lead on numerous occasions throughout the
match. Some excellent defending and intercepting by Daisy
and Piera helped us to achieve this opening victory. It was a
similar story a couple of weeks later with Langley putting us
under pressure in an exciting indoor match. It took the girls
a while to adjust to playing on a court with a multitude of
confusing coloured lines but both Maja and Elsa in mid
court adjusted well and dominated play in the centre court
resulting in a pleasing 5-3 win. 

Norwich School came to us the following week on the same
afternoon as half of our team went there for a cross-country
event so both sides were short of players. This however
enabled players from the B team to play up and they did an
excellent job even though we lost by 4 goals to 6. After half
term there was a marked improvement in the level of skill
and tactical awareness demonstrated by the girls and this
was especially so in the attacking third of the court. Lucy
had really improved her shooting technique and was
becoming a reliable goal scorer and she was brilliantly
supported by Bryony, Jemima, and Genevieve. In the match
against N.H.S the shooter combinations changed regularly
but the team still managed to pop in 10 goals and this
strong win was followed by two more against Town Close
and Beeston (6-0) and (11-3) respectively.

An excellent term of netball with five wins from six matches.
All the girls played with great enthusiasm throughout the

term and the progress made has been quite remarkable.
Piera, Lucy and Maja received special awards at the end of
term for outstanding play. Well done all of you.

U9B 
This year I was impressed by the quality of the Year 3
netballers, most of whom were completely new to the
game, and this meant that all the teams had a good mix of
both Year 3 and 4. We began the term brilliantly with a 14-
1 away win on a very cold day, and of course the girls were
super excited about this, as was I... scoring that many goals
was an astonishing start! Over the season the team won
four matches and lost three with 41 goals scored in total
and 20 against. All the girls developed so well and by the
time house matches took place at the end of the term
there was some lovely netball being played. Bryony Hiles
shaped up to be a fabulous Goal Attack with a brilliant
shooting arm. She also moved so well on court proving to
be a real asset to the team and for these reasons she was
awarded Player of the Season. Most Improved Player was
given to a little fireball, our small and mighty Sophie
Detnon, who was quite formidable at Centre, giving 100%
every match and training hard in lessons to hone her skills.

An extra award was given to Goal Shooter Claris Tansley,
who was quite new to netball and made such an effort to
improve which really began to pay off in the second half
of term. Congratulations to these girls and also well done
to all those who played for the B team. I thoroughly
enjoyed myself and I think they did too!

U9C
The U9 teams this year were quite fluid so several of the
girls played in the B, C and U8 teams. The U9C was a fun
little team with some girls showing real potential for the
future. Many of Year 4 demonstrated a sound
understanding of the game this year, and the Year 3 were a
bunch of girls with lots of natural flair for the game. They
often moved the ball up the court efficiently, looking for
space and passing well, and they became more confident
of their positions on court, which can actually be very
confusing for small people! By the end of the year during
House Netball matches there was some very sound
netball being played by all of the girls.
Megan Olby took Player of the Season for the team as she
was always cheerful, made a consistently good effort and
moved well on court. Most Improved Player was awarded
to Mimi Andrews who scored an increasing number of
fabulous goals and grew in skill and confidence so much.
Right at the end of term we took an U8 team to a brilliant
Netball Festival run by Norwich School. The girls scored
points here by passing the ball down to a team mate in a
restricted area at one end of the court. The girls played
seven matches and won every single one, which was just
excellent! They were totally exhausted by the end of the
day but we had a most enjoyable time. Congratulations to
our award winners and well done to all the girls who
played in this team. We had fun!
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The highlight of the season was the annual Norwich School
tournament. The team were extremely excited about this
and we travelled to Norwich in great spirits! The netball
started off looking a little bit rusty but improved game after
game, ending in the team being in the Plate Final. This was
definitely the match of the season, as we had already lost to
Norwich School in the group stages. However, pure grit,
energy and determination resulted in a brilliant victory and
Gresham’s winning the plate! Player of the Season: 
Hetty Holden.Most Improved Player: Lottie Bowden.Well
done, Girls!

U11B
Squad: Isobel Coutanche, Charlotte Randell, Yssy Delahaye,
Amelie Horsley, Edie Curtis, Jemima Morgan-Evans, Mathilde
Phillipps, Phoebe Betts

The U11B team have had a super netball season winning
seven matches and only losing one throughout. In total, not
including the tournament scores, they have scored 54 goals
and conceded only 24.

Particular highlights must include winning the Ipswich
tournament where the team remained unbeaten
throughout the day; well done, Girls! At the beginning of the
season, our scores in matches were quite low but, by the end,
our shooters were scoring many more, so well done to
Jemima Morgan-Evans, Charlotte Randell and Amelie
Horsley for all of their hard work in practice. Bella Harrison
fully deserves her award of ‘Player of the Season’ and she has
played a valuable role in both the A and B teams this term.
Congratulations also to Edie Curtis who got ‘Most Improved
Player’ and she has been a super little defence player.

All girls have worked very hard in training and in matches
and I shall look forward to watching their netball develop as
they move up the school. They have been a pleasure to
coach!

U11C
The U11C team have had a fantastic unbeaten season. 
A particular mention should go to Isla Mousley for being a
complete goal machine. She was consistent in getting
those goals in. Drew played very strongly in the centre,
feeding the ball to her Goal Attack and Shooter. Eloise was
given an award of merit for Most Improved Player. She
played very competitively with great jumping and
intercepting. It has been an absolute pleasure to coach the
U11C’s this season and I know that they will continue to
be successful in years to come.

U11D
The U11D’s stunning victories against Norwich School,
Town Close and Copthill is evidence of their hard work
and determination this season. They have progressed well
in working together as a team and driving the ball
towards the goal. Cerys Dentry thoroughly deserved to be
Player of the Season, her positive attitude and enthusiasm
made her a key player of the team. Arabella Carloss-Legge
was a force to be reckoned with on the court, she fitted in
nicely in defence and continually improved. It has been
fantastic working with all the girls, and I wish them luck for
the next year. 

U11E and F
The U11E’s victory against Bishop’s Stortford College is
credit of their hard work and determination to improve
across the season. They have focused on improving basic
ball skills and positioning on the court which has resulted
in pleasing progress and a sound understanding of the
game. Milly Pinkstone was awarded Player of the Season;
she continually impressed with her fantastic passes and
constantly drove for the ball. Some of our girls had little
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U13A and B
The Results

Played Won Lost Drew For Against

A’s      12 8  1 3 51 28

B’s      11 6 3 2 34 19

Opposition A’s B’s

V Ipswich 5-5 3-1

V Stamford 3-1 2-2

V RHS Holbrook 8-0 4-0

V Town Close 6-3 3-1

V St.Faith’s 3-3 0-0

V Bishop’s Stortford 6-4 12-3

V Norwich 2-5 1-2

V Perse 3-3 2-3

V Beeston 3-1

V Town Close 2-1 0-4

V Langley Taverham 3-0 2-1

V OBH 7-2 4-1

A Team Squad: M.Wilson (Capt), M.McEwen(Capt), G.Savory,
A.Wilcox, R.Ellis, J.Granville, T.Stoltz(Gk), L.Kemp, J.Beeson,
F.Browne

B Team Squad :J.Beeson(capt), F.Browne, L.Kemp, J.Baker,
R.Fitzsimmons, M.Coubrough, R.Richardson (GK)

Both teams trained together throughout the season and
were an absolute pleasure for Mr Horsley and me to coach.
They showed real enthusiasm and a desire to improve and
worked through every drill with a fun and determined
approach.

The B team were a talented group who played very good
simple hockey. With Rory solid in goal and Max marshalling
things from the back, they moved the ball well through a
skilful midfield of Joe, Leo and Fred, and when the ball got
to Robbie up front, he and Jack Beeson combined very well
and the net often bulged. The results indicate what a
successful season it was, with only one blemish away at the
Perse in a triangular and at home against Town Close. The

season highlights were fine wins and performances away
against Bishop’s Stortford

Three of the boys, Rory, Max and Robbie will be back with us
next year. Rory excites me as a goalkeeper and much of the
success of the A team next year will be down to Max, Rory
and Robbie so a big season lies ahead for them.

Jack was a flair player who showed great ability in front of
goal and was ably supported by the athleticism of Fred
Browne, the work rate of Leo Kemp and the skill of Joe
Baker. At times, either in tournament play or at the festival,
all of these boys played in the A team and on no occasion
did they look out of place.

The A team quite simply had a brilliant season and far
exceeded our expectations.  After good performances and
results against Ipswich and Stamford we underperformed
in the Norfolk Championships and only finished 2nd and
something wasn’t quite right. The following week, a few
positional changes saw the team really click into gear and
the success from this point on was amazing. Excellent
results against St. Faith’s and Bishop’s Stortford set us up
nicely for the East IAPS where we were looking for a top
four finish to qualify for Millfield – this would have been a
tremendous achievement but what actually happened was
incredible as the boys were quite brilliant in all five games,
winning them all without conceding a goal and therefore
crowning themselves as East Champions with an exciting
journey at Millfield to look forward to.

The Players That Got Us There
Trent Stoltz (GK): Superb shot-stopper with great reactions.
Trent was brilliant during the Easts helping us win without
conceding a goal.

Max McEwen (SW): The rock at the back. Max is an incredibly
composed player with super skills and great vision.
Switching him to sweeper was the moment the team
began to gel. A fine leader on the field.

Max Wilson (CM): Max is a fantastic hockey player, one of the
best I have ever coached. He has every attribute needed to
go a long way in the sport – watch this space.

Arthur Wilcox (RM): A very skilful and talented hockey
player who worked incredibly hard at his skills and
developed into a superb midfield player. 

Guy Savory (LM): The most improved player in the team.
Guy developed his skills enormously and grew in
confidence becoming a fine left midfielder.
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always cheered for both teams with great fairness.  To those
boys heading on to pastures new, I would like to say a big
well done and good luck and I will sneak down on
Saturdays in the years ahead to see what incredible players
you will become, and for those coming back to the Prep
School next year, let’s hope 2020 brings even more success!

U13C and D
This year, I’ll start as I usually finish; with some thank-yous.
Firstly, to the matrons and the catering staff for always
having clean shirts to wear and hot meals to enjoy come
match day. You are very much a part of our teams and we
are hugely appreciative of all you do. Secondly, to the
parents; those hardy (and potentially fool-hardy when the
temperature dips below about two degrees) amongst you
who followed us around the county and beyond. Your
support was, and is, very much valued by us as coaches and
the boys as players. Thirdly to Mr Baird who has been a loyal
and willing side-kick for the past three seasons. It was a
pleasure to work with you. Finally, and most importantly,
huge thanks go to the boys who represented the U13C and
D teams this year. The 2019 cohort of determined and
relentless warriors did so with both a great will to succeed
and a firm desire to learn in our training sessions; a
combination which allowed them the best chance of
becoming better players. Competition for places was
consequently incredibly strong which gave Mr Baird and I
the opportunity to fiddle with the make-up of the sides we
put out; sometimes teams comprised just boys from Year 7,
other situations leant themselves for uniquely Year 8
players. This cemented the feeling that we have tried to
establish over the last few years that the C and D teams are
one equal group from which specific sides for specific
matches can be selected. That can only happen if the boys
are broad-minded enough to take on board the idea of a
players’ collective; this they very much did as demonstrated
by the fact that 15 of the 19 represented the ‘C’ team at
some point during the season. 

The results for both sides were testament to the
commitment shown by everyone to each other. It is very
difficult to pick out individuals but a number of players this
year typified the spirit that existed in the squad from the
start. We always set ourselves the challenge of having one

of our number improve to the point that they become
irresistible to Messrs Fields and Horsley in the As and B
teams. That person this year was Monty Rolfe who expertly
plied his trade with us before being kidnapped by the B
team (and when Mr Horsley comes knocking at your door
you don’t say ‘No’!). Monty was far from the only one whose
circumstances changed during the term. Three games in,
and Alex Morrissey decided to cash in his goalkeeping pads
and helmet for an outfield stick. Starting off in the D team,
his progress was stratospheric, so impressive that we just
couldn’t ignore him and it was me who was door knocking
this time. Had he been with us from the start, he may well
have joined young Mr Rolfe. His talents will I’m sure, be very
much on show for the ‘A’s next year. The knock on was for us
to experiment with an array of goalkeepers who all did
really well in different situations; well done to Rory
Richardson, Ben Rankin, George Wilson and Jack Kooreman
for their heroics between the sticks. The team performances
that encapsulated what the C and D team are all about
were many, but the two that stood out were both the
victories over Bishop’s Stortford College. Each very different
but both hugely impressive and very hard-earned against a
school who are historically very strong with some
spectacular hockey being played in the process. Many
substitutions were made during both games and the
results were very much a squad effort. Freddie Bowden, I
felt, was superb on that day, an occasion that should have
confirmed to him that hockey is worth pursuing. However,
the person who embodied what it is to be a C/D man was
the captain, Felix Wilson. Felix was the squad captain,
leading the C team in their first and last games and several
times in between. But he also played for the D teams. He
played in a number of positions, regularly during the same
match. However, he always led his boys with poise,
enthusiasm and never a moan about the team or the
position he was playing in. Felix was brilliant to work with
and the epitome of what it means to play, and lead, at this
level.   

This was another highly enjoyable term of hockey, shared
with some fantastic young men. I wish them all every
success as their hockey adventures continue next year,
either at Gresham’s or elsewhere. They are a credit to the
sport, to the School, to their families and to themselves and
chaps, it was a great pleasure to have been a part of your
sporting story.
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Jamie Granville (RF): A very skilful right-forward who
happily tied defenders in knots. Jamie is an unselfish player
who provided many goals for other players in the team.

Ralph Ellis (LF): Moved to left-forward after three weeks
and transformed the team. Highly skilful with a good eye
for goal. Ralph was a super player.

Fred Browne: Very athletic player with natural power and
ball speed who never let the team down when he was
needed.

Leo Kemp: Incredibly industrious player who ran and ran
for the team and was a super squad player to be able to
rely on during tournaments.

Jack Beeson: Came into the team when Jamie got injured
and really stepped up scoring some crucial goals and
displaying great skill level.

At the Nationals
When you have a talented side who also happen to be one
of the nicest group of boys you could wish to meet, you are

always desperate to have the opportunity to take them
away on tour. Having the opportunity to jet off to Millfield
for two days was therefore a total pleasure for Mr H and me
– to have 20 wonderful parents driving six hours across the
country to join us for the trip just made it even more special
– but did add a little bit of pressure! After a 3-0 defeat in the
first game, the looks on our supporters’ faces suggested
that maybe they had made the wrong decision – but the
mood stayed positive, no harsh words were had, and it was
all about expressing themselves. What followed was a
sequence of games that produced some of the finest seen
for many a year. Although we were knocked out in the
quarter-finals by the eventual champions Dean Close, wins
against Framlingham and Town Close in subsequent play-
off games earned us 5th placed Prep School in the UK – a
fantastic achievement!

All in all the season of 2019 was one of our most enjoyable
and successful for some time and we would like to say a big
thank you to all those involved.  We were very well
supported by our lovely band of travelling parents who
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along with Caelan, Deeren, George Morton, Jacky, Sean and
Fernando. All improved and worked hard throughout the
term. Thank you to Mr Harding and Mr Smith for helping the
teams during the term, thanks also to the parents for
supporting the players and Garry and the catering staff for
match teas.

U11A
PLAYERS: Oliver Robertson-Widdowson, Fergus Robb,
Sebastian Chapple, Zach Kemp, Arthur Butterworth, Charlie
Eke, Charlie Reynolds, Percy Dyter, Sam Woodhouse

The U11A boys’ hockey season was ultimately a very
successful one, although the boys experienced the lows
and highs of sport in a busy first half of term. They were a
fantastic group to coach throughout the term, although the
success they ultimately achieved encouraged them to
practise their skills harder as the term progressed.

The season started with the Norfolk Schools’ hockey
tournament at Gresham’s. This proved to be a very difficult
afternoon for all involved! We were heavily beaten by
Norwich School (0-4), Langley Prep (0-4) and Beeston (0-2),
although we managed a goal and victory in our last match
against Town Close, with Arthur Butterworth scoring in a 1-
0 victory. We were 5th out of the five schools entered.
Fergus Robb also sustained an injury which required
stitches in his mouth and unable to play for two weeks!

During the next two weeks the team lost to Town Close 
(0-2), Ipswich (1-5) and Orwell Park (1-4), which was not idea
preparation for the IAPS qualifying round at Framlingham.
The tournament was two weeks after the Norfolk
tournament so hopes were not high! The day started with a
confidence boosting 3-0 victory against Elm Green, with
Charlie Reynolds scoring two well-taken goals. The Abbey
were beaten 2-0 in the next game with Arthur dominating

the midfield and Fergus Robb proving to be a very solid and
reliable defender. Confidence was beginning to build. We
drew against Langley 0-0 in the next game, which meant a
0-0 draw in our final game against Beeston and we had
qualified for the semi-finals! Mr Worrall was now frantically
arranging cover for his afternoon lessons as progress to the
next round was unexpected! 

Ipswich awaited in the semi-final. We had lost 1-5 to them
two days earlier. Fantastic defending from Fergus, Sebastian
Chapple and Percy Dyter, and good goalkeeping from
Oliver Robertson-Widdowson, initially kept Ipswich at bay,
before Zach Kemp scored from a short corner on the stroke
of half time. We continued to play well and won the match
1-0. NATIONAL QUALIFICATION SECURED! Langley Prep in
the final. Another very close match with Arthur hitting the
post in normal time before Zach scored the winning goal
on golden goal extra time to secure tournament victory!
The boys had played outstandingly well all day and won the
tournament without conceding a goal.

We played several school matches throughout the second
half of the term, with the highlight being a 6-1 victory over
Wisbech with Arthur scoring a hat-trick and Charlie Eke
showing great skill at right forward and scoring his first
goal. We also finished the term strongly, beating Langley
Prep 1-0, with Charlie Eke again scoring the winning goal,
and Beeston 3-2, with Charlie Reynolds scoring in a man-of-
the-match performance.

Ultimately, the highlight of the term was competing at the
National IAPS Finals at Rugby School. We won our first
match against Kings Hall 2-0, which was probably our best
result of the season. Oliver played really well in goal
throughout the day. We then drew our next three matches,
including a 0-0 draw with Millfield. We lost our last match 
0-1 against Bancroft’s, leaving us 4th in the group, which
meant playing Durlston Court in the quarter-final of the
Plate competition. This was a victory on flicks, with Zach and
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UI3C/D squad 2019
F. Wilson (capt),  F. Betts, W. Braithwaite, F. Bowden, S.
Chaplow,  B. Chu, S. Cook, J. Fields, A. Gedge, T. Halsall,  J.
Kooreman, A. Morrissey, G. Pinkstone, B. Rankin, O. Rankin, R.
Richardson, W. Sayer, G. Wilson, H. Yagi  

Results

U13C 

Opposition

Stamford Drew 2-2

Ipswich Lost 0-2

Orwell Park Won 5-2

RHS Won 4-1

Town Close Won 7-1

Gresham’s U14C Won 3-0

Wisbech GS U13A Lost 1-7

Bishop’s Stortford College Won 1-0 

Norwich School Drew 1-1

The Perse Lost 2-12

Langley Prep 
@Taverham Hall Drew 2-2

U13D

Opposition

Ipswich U12B Won 7-1

Stamford U12B Lost 0-2

Orwell Park                                              Won 7-0

RHS Won 4-1

Bishop’s Stortford College Won 12-1 

Norwich School U12B Won 5-2

The Perse U12B Lost 1-6

Town Close U13C Lost 2-3

Beeston Hall U13C Won 10-1

U13E & F
U13E hockey won three and lost five. It was a difficult start
to the season for the E team with three losses; although
there was some great individual skill on show, they
struggled to come together as a team. After a little bit of
time spent on team work and understanding the value
brought to the team by different player, they really started
to show what they were capable of by winning the next
three games, just losing out to Bishop’s Stortford by one
and losing to Langley towards the end of the season. I think
if the boys could have worked stronger as a team towards
the start of the season it could have been a winning season. 

U13F hockey won seven and lost one.  This was a great
season for the F team. After a slow start losing their first
game to Stamford, the boys quickly came together as a
team and learnt each other’s strengths and worked
together on their weaknesses as a team. They started to
play some expansive hockey and this showed resulting in
winning the remaining seven games of the season.  Well
done, Boys!

U13G & H
This was a good opportunity for the U13H team to learn
and understand the basics and technical play of hockey and
they managed to play ten fixtures during the term too. With
a big squad to choose from, the team managed to win five
games, lose three and draw two. 

The season did not start on the best form; losing 8-0 and 2-1
against Stamford and Ipswich and it certainly showed the
boys how fast paced hockey is and how quickly they
needed to improve their fitness if the squad were to get any
success. After lots of technical and fitness training sessions,
the team managed to win three of the next four games,
taking wins at Norwich, RHS and Langley and drawing at
Langley F team showed resilience and perseverance and a
willingness to get better. Two more wins in the last four
games topped off a good season for the U13H squad. 

Bruno Brownjohn, Valentin Felke and James Christophi had
a successful time in front of goal, getting the majority of the
goals. Sam Wong worked hard in the centre of the pack; he
had only picked up a hockey stick this term for the first time,

SPORTS BOYS’ HOCKEY
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member of the team, making lots of super saves in all our
matches.

Over the season we lost 2, won 3 and drew 4. There was a
definitely a big improvement with Corin Hiles proving a
very difficult defender to get past, with his long reach
and excellent timing of tackling. George Laidler scored
four goals in a great 4-2 win over Norwich School, while
Alec Alston’s work rate helped us in defence and attack.

It was very pleasing to see the boys improve individually,
particularly Luke MacIntyre, Freddy Rash and Jack
Whyatt. Well done, Boys.

U9A and B
Mr Hyatt and I have rarely enjoyed a season of hockey as
much as this one. The willingness of this group of boys to
listen and learn and apply themselves made them a
pleasure to coach and the future of Gresham’s Prep
School hockey is looking very bright as a result. There
were no superstars, no players who could be given the

ball and left to win games by scoring wonder-goals. It
was a squad made up of 16 ferociously keen and
competitive boys who wanted to learn, develop and
enhance their own personal skills base but more
importantly, were superb team players. The A and B
teams were changed regularly and no player had a set
position. Instead, all the boys had a chance to play in
attacking and defensive roles and begin to have a much
clearer idea of the game as a whole. 

The boys played in several U11 matches and more than
held their own against some rugged, larger sides. It is
impossible to pick out individuals for praise but the Year
4s showed good leadership when the team faced
adversity and the dogged determination and never-say-
die attitude of the Year 3s kept us competitive in tight
games. The C teams played a series of 4-a-side games
and tournaments. They were always competitive, scoring
lots of goals and playing the game with enthusiasm. They
all made huge progress and several stars of the future
could be identified. Well done to all the boys in year 3 and
4 and thank you for a most excellent season.
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Arthur scoring, and Oliver making some good saves, but we
went on to lose narrowly to Town Close in the semi-final,
and eventually finished 12th (out of 24)in the National
Finals, which was an incredible achievement. 

A big thank-you to all the boys for all their efforts. Arthur
Butterworth, Zach Kemp and Fergus Robb were the
outstanding players throughout the term, but the
improvement shown by Oliver Robertson-Widdowson,
Charlie Reynolds, Sebastian Chapple and Charlie Eke all
contributed to what was ultimately a very successful and
enjoyable season. A big thank-you also to Mr Worrall, who
remained very calm and positive with the boys at the
beginning of the season!

UIIB
Opposition Won/lost/draw Score

Town Close Won 3 - 0

Wisbech G.S. Won 3 - 0

Bishop’s Stortford Lost 1 - 3

Town Close Won 1 - 0

Norwich School Won 2 - 1

Beeston Hall Won 7 - 2

Langley Prep Drew 0 - 0

Overall this was a good season for the Colts B team. Apart
from an early loss in the third game of the season against a
more athletic Bishop’s Stortford, they were unbeaten during
the rest of the term and conceded only three goals. The
highlight of the season, was definitely the Beeston game,
were they passed the ball around very well and scored
seven goals. In goal, Oliver Robertson-Widdowson had a
quiet time for large parts of the games, but proved a very
reliable keeper when needed and pulled off some excellent
saves. Harry Seldon played at sweeper and had a very solid
season in defence. He reads the game well and has a habit
of timing his tackle at the right time, just when it looks like
he is going to be beaten. The midfield was made up of Percy
Dyter, Ted Kenyon, Ben Weir and Sam Woodhouse. Percy
Dyter proved a very solid defender and really improved his
stick skills when going forward. Ted Kenyon was tireless at
centre midfield as was Ben Weir at left midfield and they
both developed into versatile players contributing in both

attack and defence. Sam Woodhouse had a good strong
season at right midfield. His surging runs going forward
with the ball led to a number of good team attacks. Up
front the side had Will Bracey and Morris Janes. Will has
great stick skills and turned many defences inside out
and proved a dangerous attacking right forward
creating lots of chances for those around him. Morris
played at left forward and finished a number of
important goals. He is an enthusiastic and hard-working
player and he made huge progress in his first season of
the sport.

This was a very enjoyable group of boys to work with
and I look forward to seeing how their hockey
progresses as they move up the school.

U11C and D
The season started with a loss to Town Close and the
realisation the boys were going to have to work very
hard on their individual skills and understanding of the
game. Austin Lucas was to prove a hugely valuable

SPORTS BOYS’ HOCKEY
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U13A
Tilly Butterworth, Erin Lowe, Esther Payne, Charlotte
Tipling, Tatty Couch, Mojubafoluwa Akinyeye, Alice
Marjoram, Charlotte Allen, Eliza Allen, Katie Bragg, Maria
Sanchez

This was a very frustrating season; sadly the weather and
rain disrupted much of the term. Practices and matches
were cancelled and unfortunately the girls were not able
to play as much cricket as they would have liked. When
we were able to get outside the girls were a joy to coach,
always enthusiastic, attentive and willing to listen and
learn. They all have made progress this term and have
gained a better understanding of the game.

Our first match was away to Norwich school, batting 
first we scored 122, Tilly Butterworth scoring 52 with
support coming from Erin Lowe and Mojubafoluwa
Akinyeye. We managed to restrict them to 86 runs with
the wickets being shared around the team but Charlotte
Tipling and Katie Bragg were the pick of the bowlers. 
Our next fixture was against the Norfolk U11 team, we
batted well but bowled and fielded excellently to win
the game comfortably. The match against Taverham was
a thriller, we again batted first, but were less positive in
out stroke play and scored 86. Taverham won in the last
over after an excellent fielding display to keep us in the
match. The match away against Beeston was another
close game, after batting first we failed to take enough
singles and only made 88 runs. We thought that they
needed eight off the last over to win but after a
scoreboard mix up it turned out that they only needed
two, sadly they managed to get there, another exciting
finish!

The girls have been brilliant all term, we were unable to
practise as much as we would have liked but the girls
took advantage of the sessions we had and improved
with each practice. I was especially pleased to see how
supportive of each other they were and always pleased
with each other’s successes. Tilly captained the side very
well and could have an exciting future in the game, I
hope the other girls continue with their cricket at the
Senior School as there is a lot of potential amongst the
group.

U13B
The U13B team have been a fantastic group of girls to
coach! For many of them, it has been their first
experience of the hard ball game and this had brought
many challenges. They have all worked incredibly hard in
training; on both their catching and fielding skills and
their batting techniques in the nets. 

The team started the season off with a T20 hardball
match against Norwich school. This was quite a challenge,
firstly because the girls had never played a T20 before
and secondly they were facing very strong, talented
opposition with a hard ball! The girls lost by eight wickets
but learnt an enormous amount about the hardball game
that afternoon. The match against Kings Ely was
cancelled due to the appalling weather and the team
were then faced with the challenge of playing hardball
pairs against Glebe House. This was an amazing game of
cricket, fiercely competed with much improved batting
and more accurate bowling. The game was lost on the
last ball, so we were all slightly disappointed but
extremely pleased with our performance. Beeston Hall
were the next opposition and this match gave the girls
the challenge of playing with a soft ball again. The girls
won the toss and opted to field. They quickly adjusted to
the conditions, bowled the real accuracy and took several
wickets. This gave the team real confidence in the field
and after tea renewed energy in bat. The girls played
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some great defensive shots, protecting their wickets and
then took the opportunity to smash the easy ball around
the field, accumulating runs at a good rate. This resulted in
a great victory! Sadly the last match against Wisbech
Grammar was also cancelled due to torrential rain. What a
summer! Player of the Season: Tamsin Schofield. Most
Improved Player: Alana Lewis

This has been a fantastic learning curve for the girls and
for many of them an excellent introduction into the
hardball game that many of them will play next year. They
have all made significant progress over the course of the
season and are developing into all round cricketers. Well
done and remember....YES - NO – WAIT!!!

U13C
Due to bad weather and cancellations during the summer
term the girls only played two matches, winning one and
losing the other. Playing so few fixtures was such a shame
as they are really getting into cricket and polishing their
skills that bit more each year so it would have been fun to
put it all into practice a little more! The girls really got to
grips with some good bowling techniques and learned
some new batting strokes to bring their game on well

The C team started with Tilly Rowe but she improved so
much that she was promoted to the B team, which was
well deserved. Selecting just two players for awards was
quite tricky as so many of the girls made very marked
progress. So, after some deliberation Player of the Season
was given to Fleur Brooker for being a very competent all-
rounder (still with a lot more potential), and Most
Improved went to Bronwyn Wagg who was bowling and
batting so much better by the end of the term. Lovely job
girls! Well done to everyone who played for the U13C
team.....next year you’ll all be bigger...stronger...faster!

U13D
It has been a particularly rainy season and unfortunately,
the U13D matches were cancelled due to weather.
However, the girls demonstrated enthusiasm and passion
for the sport in their games lessons and have all improved
in their bowling and batting. Their understanding of the

different fielding positions has taken time, but they are
team players and have been continually encouraging
each other. 

U11A
Squad: Charlotte Bowden, Hetty Holden, Chloe Kydd,
Frances Rowe, Amelie Horsley, Drew Wilson, Jemima
Morgan-Evans, Isobel Coutanche, Bella Harrison, Mathilde
Phillipps

The U11A team started the term full of enthusiasm for
their first season of hard ball cricket. Most of the team had
no experience of this form of the game and there were
certainly lots of new skills to be learned and a few bad
habits to get out of! The first challenge for most was
getting kitted up and trying to run as normally as possible
down the wicket, however once this was achieved the
girls learnt quickly and rapid progress was made
particularly with their bowling. Their first match was
against Town Close and there were lots of nerves on
display. Thankfully the County cricket experience of Hetty,
Lottie and Amelie brought confidence to the rest of the
team and they put on a promising all round performance,
winning by 16 runs.

Sadly, the weather led to several enforced cancellations
and consequently the next match for the girls was at the
IAPS festival at Framlingham College. The girls were
frustrated to have to move back to softball and
consequently a quite different style of play. They had a
good day in a tough group, winning three matches
convincingly and losing two matches narrowly.

The final three matches of the season it was back to hard
ball and the girls really showed their ability to carve out a
result. Their bowling and fielding continued to progress
well, and the extras reduced as the wickets increased.
They learnt a lot about the different tactics required in
different situations, from trying to score lots of runs late in
the match to chase a win or holding on once a total was
reached to avoid wickets and the subsequent loss of 5
runs. They had very close wins against Beeston and
Norwich School where the fabulously accurate bowling of
Frances clawed back victory with several wickets late in
the game. In their final game against a strong Langley
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U11C
This season the U11C team played four cricket matches
with just one being cancelled due to poor weather
against King’s Ely. I am delighted to report that we won all
of our matches resulting in an unbeaten season…
Hooray!! They have developed their bowling skills very
well. Very few runs were given away for wide balls or no
balls. Particular mention should go to Isla Mousley who
has a very good eye for the ball and managed to get a
number of people out by throwing the ball in from the
field on to the wicket. She has a good strong hit scoring a
number of runs. However, Most Improved Player needs to
go to Yssy Delahaye who nearly gave up on her bowling
skills at the start of the season but persevered to become
a very competent team player. Player of the Season goes
to Lexie Cubitt whose bowling was absolutely fantastic.
She scored a hat-trick in the match against Norwich
School. Her bowling was definitely the most consistent in
all of the team. A special mention should also go to
Zinnia-Claire who has had a very positive attitude and is a
great team player. 

The girls have established a range of batting shots from
the defensive to the pull shot. I have been particularly
impressed with their reading of the game and knowledge
of the rules, which means that they are able to score runs
effectively and get the opposition out. They have had a
fantastic season and I have been very proud of their
efforts. Well done to all of you.

U9 
The short summer term made it essential to pack as much
possible action into all our cricket sessions and the girls
did so with great enthusiasm and energy. Time spent
improving batting and bowling techniques certainly paid
off in most of our matches later in the term and great
excitement all round when a boundary was hit or a player
bowled out! 

Unfortunately, our first fixture against Langley was rained
off and we had to wait a whole month for all the teams to
be in action again. For this we travelled to Norwich High
School and had a very enjoyable afternoon of cricket in

spite of being rather crowded together. The A team made
the most of having the boundary so close and with several
4’s being hit and numerous extra runs from wides and no
balls the girls ran away with a convincing win. The B and C
teams were not quite so adventurous with their batting in
part due to the quality of the bowling and both teams lost
by a few runs. This was the A team’s first win having
already had a really close match with Norwich School
losing by just six runs and then having an exciting draw
the very next day with Beeston. The return match with
them was just as nail biting, but this time we managed to
sneak a victory winning by just four runs. Fielding on Astro
was hard work and required plenty of running and
backing up, but luck was on our side when Daisy bowled
what appeared to be a wide delivery which suddenly
changed direction and hit the stumps! A little early in her
playing career to claim an excellent spin delivery but the
result was -5 runs for Beeston and victory for us! The B and
C teams finished the season with a trip to Hunstanton and
Glebe. They had a lovely afternoon playing a mini
tournament and came home with three wins out of four.

Lots of girls could have achieved end of term awards as
everybody had worked really hard to improve their skills
but the following girls were successful: A team Batting
Award- Daisy; Fielding Award-Sophie; Most Improved
Player- Genevieve; B team Player of the Season- Lucy; Most
Improved Player – Katie; C team Player of the Season-
Claris and Most Improved Player- Morgana. Well done to
everyone!
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Prep side they again took key wickets to limit their
score and then batted sensibly to win by 14 runs.

This left the girls undefeated in their main matches, a
fantastic achievement in their first season of hard ball.
Well done to all the girls on the progress they have
made. Awards of Merit went to all for this with mention
to Hetty as leading run scorer, Frances as leading
wicket taker and Amelie for the best bowling economy.

U11B
The U11B have had a great season, the improvement
over the course of the term has been awesome to see.
The girls started the term by getting back into their
bowling, which takes plenty of patience in getting the
basic technique right. As the season progressed, the

girls were taking wickets with some brilliant bowling.
They have also worked hard on their batting skills,
changing from a beach cricket approach to using the bat
to play a variety of shots, depending on the ball they
were facing.

They had eight fixtures to play, sadly the rain stopped
play on three, but they won four against Town Close by 7
runs, Glebe by 20 runs, Beeston by 45 runs and Langley
by 106 (a great achievement). The match against Norwich
School was incredibly tight, and the girls worked hard
throughout, sadly they lost by just five runs putting an
end to an unbeaten season.

They have been a pleasure to work with this term and
their enthusiasm for cricket is wonderful, although not an
unbeaten season, a season of fabulous cricket of which
they should all be proud.
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‘Good players practise ‘til they get it
right…great players practise ‘til they

never get it wrong.’

U13A
Probably more so than in previous years, the 2019 U13A
side were hampered by the weather.  Mr Hyatt would often
say that he could tell what day it was this summer just by
how much it had rained; rain on a
Tuesday/Wednesday/Saturday, sun for the rest of the week.
The frustrations were there for all to see; however, it didn’t
put the boys off. Training was undertaken with the usual
verve and enthusiasm by a group who had already made
their mark on the games field in the two previous terms.  

We knew what we were getting and in Arthur Wilcox, Trent
Stoltz, Max McEwen and Jamie Granville we were getting a
core of boys with a year’s experience of U13A team cricket
already under their belts. And important senior players they
certainly turned out to be. Arthur is a quality all-rounder’
effortless with bat, ball or in the field. He captained the side
and put in performances of customary importance. His
game winning 5 for 3 in the opening game at Norwich
School puts him 7th on the Best Bowling Table for the
records we have since the early 1980s. 

An equally impressive all-rounder, Trent is similarly talented,
but it’s all about temperament with him. When he feels it
and is calm, there are few better anywhere; he just has to
believe in himself more and realise that one below par
performance doesn’t make him a below par player. His 50*
against Beeston was a proper knock. The same can be said
of Jamie Granville, a spinner of genuine ability and
potential. He has a great action and will take important
wickets whenever he plays. Again, as a slow bowler,
batsmen are likely to get after him a bit, but he must look to
win the war even if a few battles are lost along the way.
Jamie’s batting also came on and he should feel buoyed by
his final few innings.  

Max McEwen plays as Max McEwen is; all in and from the
heart. He leaves nothing out there, he gives his all for his
team and it means everything to him. He’s a great individual
to have in any side. The X Factor inclusion this year was 

Ed Jay. He is a supremely powerful and graceful left hand
batsman and although I was sad not to have worked with
him for longer, I was delighted to have experienced his
talent for one year at least. A cracking young man, he was
central to much of what we did and has a sparkling career
ahead of him.

The only Year 7 in the team was Rory Richardson; wicket
keeper and middle order batsman. Another super young
man, he kept with assurance and great self-belief. The other
boys looked on him as one of their own and he was superb
throughout; a massive six in the final match being his
highlight I’m sure.  Guy Savory’s cricket gets better and
better. He capitalised and dug us out of a few holes when
others came a cropper; his measured 41* against
Wymondham was vital but his 20 off 2 balls in the final
‘super’ over at Ampleforth on tour will be Savory family
breakfast table conversation for many moons.

Of the bowlers, there was much improvement. Fred Browne
who missed all of last year through injury came back fitter,
stronger and faster. He has huge potential, got key wickets
at important times for us and needs to just keep bowling
fast. Joe Baker was probably our most improved bowler and
joined Jamie in the Spinners Guild. He can turn the ball
sharply both ways and is an exciting prospect looking
forward. If Joe was the most improved, Max Wilson was the
most direct. No frills. Quick run up. Wicket to wicket.
Threatens the stumps every ball. Easy peasy and very
effective as he got in amongst the wickets every game. He
just needs to realise how good he is. Freddy Temple, on his
day, was also very good. He joined us for the tour and all the

SPORTS BOYS’ CRICKET
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games thereafter and proved a key element to our attack.
He will grace any ‘A’ team in the future.Finally, our Team Man
of the Year. Leo Kemp, chatterbox, encourager
extraordinaire and the oil that made the whole team
machine work as smoothly as it did. Kempy did everything;
bit of batting, bit of bowling, bit of keeping, bit of fielding
but huge amounts of chat. Brilliant, just brilliant. Thanks, Leo.

Our annual tour was again fantastic and we left Yorkshire
unbeaten, hopefully being able to return at some point for
my 23rd time next summer. The weather proved a factor
throughout and stalled our momentum at crucial junctures.
It kept us from practising as often as we’d planned to and so
a good team somehow didn’t achieve the heights on the
field that we felt they could have, but there is no substitute
for talent and so this group have a bright, bright future
ahead of them. My thanks go to Chris Brown who helped
coach them, to Steve Adams who umpired the majority of
the home games and came with us on tour, and to the
matrons, caterers and parents for their support throughout.
They were a cracking group to work with, I’ll miss them
greatly and wish them all every success in their cricketing
futures.

Nick Thomas    

2ND XI
FINAL STATS:

Played 6  Won 5  Drawn 0  Lost 1

V Norwich U12 A – lost by 97 runs

V Town Close – won by 6 wickets

V Langley U12 A – won by 4 wickets

V Wymondham U12 A – won by 16 runs

V King’s Ely – won by 4 wickets

V Langley Taverham – won by 90 runs

The usual wet start to the season caused great frustration as
sessions and matches were regularly cancelled but happily we
did manage to squeeze in six matches. After a disappointing
defeat against a very strong Norwich side where we were
under-prepared and rusty, we regrouped, got in the nets,
worked on technique and transformed into a formidable side
that would go on to win their next five matches. The great
thing about this 2nd XI was that all the boys could bat and
bowl and were keen and mobile in the field. In addition they
were sensible in their approach, encouraging each other in a
way befitting of the game of cricket.

1st XI Results
NORWICH                                  Norwich 63 Wilcox 5 for 3) Gresham’s 64 for 1 WON by 9 wkts

TOWN CLOSE                            Gresham’s 112 for 5(A Wilcox 48) Town Close 113 for 5 LOST by 5 wkts

WYMONDHAM COLLEGE      Wymondham  127 for 4 Gresham’s 130 for 5(E Jay 60) WON by 5 wkts

KING’S ELY                                 Gresham’s 67 all out King’s Ely  68 for 9 LOST by 1 wkt

WORSLEY CUP                          beat  Ampleforth College by 98 runs, beat Pocklington by 9 wkts WINNERS

St OLAVE’S (Tour)                     Gresham’s 148 for 6 St Olave’s 68 for 7 WON by 80 runs

SPRATTON HALL(2 innings combined)
                                                     Gresham’s 221 for 7(E Jay 54*) Spratton Hall 141 for 19 WON by 80 runs

LANGLEY PREP @TH               LP @ TH 161 for 4 Gresham’s 143 all out LOST by 18 runs

BEESTON HALL                         Gresham’s 162 for 4(E Jay 50*, T Stoltz 50*) Beeston Hall 65 for 6 WON by 97 runs
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Colts A
Team: Will Bracey, Arthur Butterworth, Seb Chapple, Percy
Dyter, Charlie Eke, Zach Kemp, George Laidler, Charlie
Reynolds, Fergus Robb, Oliver Robertson-Widdowson, Sam
Woodhouse.

It is always a pleasure to see the development of the boys
across the season; many of them have only been exposed
to ‘incrediball’ cricket in Year 4 or U11B cricket in Year 5, and
the step-up to U11A cricket is huge, where batsmen will
invariably hit bad balls for four, and good bowlers will
quickly dismiss any batsman with poor technique. 

The sessions in the nets were therefore vital, particularly
early on, to practise batting technique and bowling
accuracy, and we did a lot of work with Chris Brown and
Alan Ponder, especially on the batting. Once the basics of
batting and bowling were a little more secure, we could
work on the fielding, and by the end of the season, in our
final match over at Taverham, we really did look like a
‘proper’ cricket team in the field: bowlers asking consistent
questions of the opposition batsmen, being backed up by
enthusiastic and lively fielding, with catches being held and
run-out chances being taken.

We did rely heavily on Fergus and Arthur for our runs (they
in fact scored two-thirds of all the runs we scored off the
bat!), but, particularly in the 8-a-side tournaments later on,

Colts A Results
Opposition                                   Format Result GPS Opponents

Glebe House (a)                          25 overs Won by 149 runs 167 for 418 all out

Town Close (h)                             20 overs Won by 1 wicket 90 for 9 89 for 7

King’s, Ely (h)                                 20 overs Won by 8 wickets 52 for 2 51 all out

Beeston Hall (a)                           20 overs Won by 6 wickets 108 for 1106 for 7

Various                                                 
Gresham’s 8-a-side Festival      P5  W4   D1
Wisbech GS (a)                            cancelled

Various
IAPS U11 8-a-sideFestival @Framlingham
Pool matches: P4  W3   L12nd in Group3rd/4th play-off: Won

Langley Prep (a)                          25 overs Lost by 20 runs 80 all out, 100 all out
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Meet the team:
Ralph Ellis – Very good left-arm swing bowler and solid
batsman. If Ralph wants to, he could easily be playing A
team cricket in the future. I rate him highly. 

Ben Rankin – Frustrated by injury but when he had the
opportunity he showed himself to be a correct and
powerful batsman and more than capable medium pace
bowler.

Freddie Bowden– Our front line bowler who generated
great pace from a short run up and was too good for
many opponents. Freddie is a keen student of the game
and was very good at marshalling others in the field.

Jack Beeson – Jack showed flashes of what he could
achieve, most notably during a fine innings against Ely.
He has a good eye and a natural talent for batting.

George Pinkstone- Wholehearted with both bat and
ball and a very keen fielder. George was a more than
useful player with a good technique and I expect him
to progress well in the future.

Max Coubrough –Max developed into a solid medium
pace bowler and a very straight batsmen and was
superb in the field. He will be one of Mr Thomas’ key
figures next year. 

Alex Morrissey – The most improved player, who
despite lacking confidence in himself, bowled and
batted with great technical ability and has super hands
in the field. Alex will be a good 1st team player in 2020.

Freddie Betts – Freddie surprised himself with how well
he developed with both bat and ball. He is incredibly
coachable and keen to learn and should be a key player
as a Year 8.

Hiromichi Yagi – Our rapid Japanese secret weapon
who terrorised batsmen with fast short pitch bowling.
Hiro also has a terrific arm in the field and the ability to
hit the ball very hard.

George Wilson – Moved up to the seconds halfway
through the season and often opened the bowling
with incredibly accurate and well-pitched-up medium
pace. A really sound cricketer.

Robbie Fitzsimmons- Robbie was our wicketkeeper
and happily threw himself about behind the stumps
rescuing many a wide delivery. A really enthusiastic tem
member with a very good eye for the ball.

Teddy Dyter – Our best batsmen, straight and powerful.
I really rate Teddy as a cricketer with both bat and ball
and expect him to be playing A team cricket in the
future.

The Season
What a special group of boys to coach and I am just sad
that much of the season was ruined by the weather.
Their enthusiasm and keenness to improve never
dwindled and it was a real pleasure to be out in the
middle umpiring for them. I hope they enjoyed their
season in the 2nds and I look forward to following their
progress next year.

Thank you boys!
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stronger boys and a few club player too. This did not
diminish the boys’ love of the game and they were always
incredibly supportive of each other. They can all be proud of
themselves for playing in the spirit of the game.

Colts C 
Won: 0    Drawn: 0    Lost: 5

Although on paper this was a poor season for the Colts C
the results do not reflect the determination, enthusiasm
and plain old fashioned fun the squad had during the term.
Every player worked hard to improve their game and
although the consistency of batting and bowling still has a
long way to go, I am sure there are players amongst this
squad who will be representing the School at B or even A
team level in due course. Our most successful match, a loss
by a mere 27 runs at Norwich school was kindly coached by
Mr Colman. Three other games, against Langley Prep, Town
Close and King’s Ely were lost by about 60 runs and our
heaviest defeat was by 90 runs against Beeston Hall B team.
Everyone made an effort to improve their game and one
player is worthy of a special mention: Cameron Ransom,
who was injured very early in the season but continued to
attend training and supported the team by manning the
score board and meeting and greeting the opposition. It
has been a pleasure to coach this group of lads who are all
keen cricketers. I am sure they will be bowling, batting and
fielding for all they are worth on the beach this summer!

The Squad (which was also occasionally  enhanced by
some Colts B team and U9 players):  James Browne, Lucas
Edwards, Corin Hiles (Most Improved Bowler), Henry
Howland (Most Improved Batsman), Daniel Lawrence,
Cameron Ransom, Toby Roper, Dylan Royall, Alastair
Simpson, Jack Whyatt (Most Improved Fielder), Alfie Yousef.

U9A and B
Year 3 had their first introduction to cricket at the Prep
School as the Year 4’s played their second summer of
cricket. It was such a shame that the weather played a big
part in them not being able to play many games. Having six
games postponed due to poor weather, that left five games
to play for the U9A and B teams and a fixture against the U9

girls. Everyone managed to represent the team for cricket
and five games were played and three were won, therefore
it was deemed a successful season.

Probably the highlight of the term was beating Beeston in
the last over and winning by four runs. Archie and Toby
Carter scored 23 on their first four overs and both bowled.
Wilf and Isaac had the one of the most successful bowling
pairs taking three wickets in their overs, but plaudits go to
Xander taking two wickets in his last over and with a few
wides and a strong batting pair of Nick and Isaac victory
was assured.

Glebe were another team the U9 team were victorious
against, winning by 50 runs. Harry Taylor and Matthew
Christophi gained 35 in their four paired overs and Ollie and
Teddy gained 23 in their overs which meant that the team
managed 97 runs with only two wickets lost. There was lots
of improvement throughout the term with the boys
understanding about different concepts of batting, bowling
and fielding techniques. This can only guide and support
them as they travel up the school and represent teams in
years to come. Thank you to Mr Brown, Mr Hyatt and Mr
Thacker for helping the teams during the term, thanks also
to the parents for supporting the players and Garry and the
catering staff for match teas.
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other boys chipped in with useful contributions. With our
bowling, the wickets were spread around more evenly, with
Seb ending up as leading wicket-taker in the school
matches. At this point, I must mention Oliver, who was very
tidy behind the stumps all term, pulling off some excellent
run-outs, together with lots of sharp stumpings.  

In our own 8-a-side Festival, with five local U11 club teams
taking part, we won all our first 4 matches before facing
Horsford CC in our final match, who had also won all of their
matches up to that point. A very exciting conclusion to the
game saw the scores finish level, making it a tie! 

This proved to be valuable practice for the IAPS East Anglia
U11 Festival at Framlingham College two weeks later, where
we came up against nine strong cricketing prep schools. In
the group stages we won our first three matches before
losing to a strong Town Close side, who went on to win the
whole competition. This meant we were second in the
group, resulting in a 3rd/4th play-off match against Langley
Prep, who were 2nd in the other group. We played really
well in this game, posting the highest score of the day, and
winning by 20 runs to finish 3rd overall – a great
achievement! 

This performance was certainly one of the highlights of the
season, together with the nail-biting victory over a strong

Town Close team in the 11-a-side match earlier in the term,
in which Fergus just led us home, with gutsy support first
from George, and then from Will, who survived a couple of
overs each against Norfolk U11 bowlers! I have already
mentioned the match against Langley Prep @ Taverham;
we really did bowl and field very well to bowl out a talented
side, packed full of ‘county’ players, for 100; unfortunately
they had four or five very decent bowlers and we finished
up 20 runs short.  

Notable individual performances in the school matches
were:

v Glebe:  Arthur (52*), Fergus (22), Charlie E (17*), Will (2-1-1-
3), Seb (2-1-1-3), Charlie R (2-2-0-1), Percy (2-0-3-1), Oliver (2
stumpings)

v Town Close:  Zach (4-0-21-3), Arthur (4-0-15-2), Fergus
(38*), Arthur (16)

v King’s Ely:  Zach (2-0-9-3), Seb (2-0-4-2), George (1-1-0-1),
Charlie E (1-0-2-1), Percy (1-0-5-1), Fergus (16*)

v Beeston Hall:  Arthur (28*), Oliver (19), Fergus (14*), Sam (3-
0-7-2)

v Langley Prep:  Seb (3-0-13-4), Arthur (4-0-15-3), Oliver (2
stumpings), Fergus (20), Seb (13)

Good luck to all the boys for next season and many thanks
to the parents, the wonderful matrons and catering teams,
and the grounds staff for their support throughout the
term. 

Colts B
The progress that the boys made this year was
phenomenal, especially in the bowling department. They
took to the task of developing their actions and perfecting
their line and length with dedication and enthusiasm. It was
great to see them competing in the house matches and
causing the A team players a few problems with their
consistency and accuracy. Catching and fielding improved
as the season went on and it was great to see their
confidence grow under a high ball! Batting technique
improved too with many of the boys able to guard their
wicket and play some nice defensive shots. However, the
attacking shots were the Achilles heel of the team and in all
the matches, they were short of runs against sides who had
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Gresham’s Prep 
Cross-Country
Championships
Once again, approximately 40
schools competed in this year’s
Championships, and it was
really good to see over 900
children taking part in the event held at the Senior School
and giving their all. The Gresham’s Prep athletes gave a very
good account of themselves; the individual results are listed
below, with the first six finishers in each team counting
towards the team competitions.

U9 GIRLS (215 runners):
Team result: WINNERS 

Name Position
P. Plater 1st
I. Plater 11th 
M. Edwards 42nd 
D. Tomlinson 43rd 
G. Horsley 49th 
M. Olby 56th 
J. Atkinson 66th 
R. Fern 67th 

U9 BOYS (193 runners):
Team result: 3rd place 

Name Position
X. Cholmondeley 15th 
I. Brun 18th 
T. Laidler 23rd  
N. King 29th  
O. Cholmondeley 49th 
H. Rowe 74th 
C. Clabon 83rd   
H. Taylor 128th   

U11 GIRLS (246 runners): 
Team result: Runners-up 

Name Position
D. Wilson 12th 
C. Fern 24th 
L. Davies 29th  
K. Purslow 34th  
E. O’Donnell 37th 
C. Bowden 49th 
P. Isaac 90th 

U11 BOYS (279 runners):
Team result: WINNERS

Name Position
Z. Kemp 4th 
T. Kenyon 7th 
A. Butterworth 9th  
O. R-Widdowson 24th  
C. Eke 29th 
C. Reynolds 30th 
B. Weir 35th 

Norwich Lower School Cross-Country event
Our Cross-country teams from Y3, Y4, Y5 and Y6 took part in
the annual event at Norwich School. Our U8 Boys, U9 Girls
and U10 Girls all performed extremely well to win their
team events, with the U8 Girls and U10 Boys finishing 2nd
and 3rd respectively.

The individual medallists were:

GOLD
Sophie Detnon: 1st in U8 Girls
Piera Plater: 1st in U9 Girls
Ted Kenyon: 1st in U10 Boys

BRONZE
Nicholas King: 3rd in U8 Boys
Genevieve Horsley: 3rd in U8 Girls
Drew Wilson: 3rd in U10 Girls

East Anglian Prep Schools’ Cross-Country
Championships
Eight pupils from Gresham’s Prep volunteered to represent
the school at this annual event, held on a Sunday in March
on the challenging, muddy and hilly course at Woodbridge
School, alongside athletes from Prep Schools all across the
region. All eight were all a credit to the school and should
be congratulated on their effort and determination.
Particular congratulations, though, must go to Ted Kenyon
and Arthur Butterworth, who finished 2nd (silver) and 3rd
(bronze) in a very exciting U10 Boys race, and to Piera Plater
who was 4th in the U9 Girls race. We will aim to enter a
larger team next year, as it was an excellent event.

Cross
Country
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U13 squad
Mojubafoluwa Akinyeye, Eliza Allen, Matilda Butterworth,
Tatty Couch, Tara Gray, Alana Lewis, Erin Lowe, Skyla
Manning, Esther Payne, Maria Sanchez Perez, Tamsin
Schofield, Charlotte Tipling

The U13 Tennis team have had a very pleasing term of
tennis with very closely fought matches against both the
Senior School and Beeston Prep.

Particular highlights must include the narrow 4-5 loss to the
U14A team, a match where we welcomed Daisy Waddison
to our team ahead of her joining Gresham’s in September;
she proved to be a very useful addition! Another highlight
was our superb internal tennis tournament and particularly
memorable was the semi-final match between Maria
Sanchez Perez and Tatty Couch with both girls playing
superbly but Tatty coming out as the eventual winner. Tatty
Couch then met Matilda Butterworth in the final and

Girls’ Tennis
Matilda played some very impressive tennis to come out
as the eventual champion. Thanks must go to Erin Lowe
who has been a fantastic captain this season and she fully
deserves her award of ‘Contributions to Tennis’ as does
Tatty Couch for her ‘Most Improved Player’ award.

U11 Squad
Zinnia-Claire Booty, Jemima Morgan-Evans, Charlotte
Morton, Frances Rowe

The U11 team have also played some impressive tennis
this year with Frances and Zinnia and Jemima and
Charlotte winning all of their matches against Beeston.
This win was followed by some mixed doubles wins with
the matches also being great fun!

Well done to all of the squad tennis players this term and I
shall look forward to watching your tennis progress as you
move upwards through the school.
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National Championships at
Birmingham.
Gold Medal – T. Butterworth - 
Triple Jump

Gold Medal – M. Akinyeye – Shot

Silver Medal – T. Butterworth – 100m

Bronze medal – M. Akinyeye - Discus

M. Coubrough 9th in the Long Jump,
M. Phillipps 12th in the Long Jump, 
A. Marjoram was not able to compete.

Tilly Butterworth jumped very well to
win gold in a very competitive Triple
Jump. She also ran brilliantly in the
100m to win silver. Mojubafoluwa
Akinyeye threw strongly to win the
shot and pulled out a good battling
throw to gain bronze in the discus.
Max Coubrough beat his personal
best by over 20cm and was leading
the competition for quite a long time
and Mathilde Phillipps acquitted

Athletics were in the field events,
where technical coaching is as, if not
more important than natural ability.
Thank you also to all the staff who
have helped out with sports day and
the 8 Schools Meeting.

herself extremely well in another high
quality event.

Thank you to all the staff who have
helped with the coaching this term. It
is no coincidence that the majority of
our qualifiers for the National
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The 2019 Athletics season will be
remembered for a number of things,
including excellent performances, hard
work, broken records and all this
despite what seemed like an awful lot
of rainy sessions.

Captains of Athletics
Tilly Butterworth and Max Wilson

Staff
Anna Horsley, Lucy Worrall, Kate Gill,
Heidi Witton, Helene Buckingham, Jane
Lister, Simon Worrall, Matt Watson,
Duncan Buckmaster, Henry
Chamberlain, Katie Walton, Nick
Harding, Will Thacker and Tiana
Schurmann.

Proctor Cup Boys’ Athletics – 
Fred Browne
Butterwick Cup Girls’ Athletics – 
Tilly Butterworth 

Records Broken
Drew Wilson U11 800m – 2.51
Mojubafoluwa Akinyeye U13 Discus –
23.60
Mojubafoluwa Akinyeye U13 Discus –
23.85
Tilly Butterworth U14 100m – 13.27
Tilly Butterworth U14 200m – 27.42
Tilly Butterworth U14 Triple Jump –
10.67

Matches
The 8 Schools Athletics match:
Gresham’s Prep finished in second
place.

Match vs Beeston finished with a
Gresham’s win.

East Area U11 and U10
Championships at Cambridge
Cancelled.

East Area U12, 13 and 14
Championships at Bedford.
Qualifiers for the Nationals.

1st Place T. Butterworth U14 100m
1st Place T. Butterworth U14 Triple
Jump
1st Place M. Akinyeye U13 Shot
1st Place M. Akinyeye U13 Discus
2nd Place M. Coubrough U13 
Long Jump
2nd Place A. Marjoram U13 200m
2nd Place M. Phillipps U12 Long Jump
We also finished in 3rd place in 7
events.

0            



Records Broken this year
U13 Girls’ 50m Front Crawl
Ruby Spiegel 32.79

U13 Girls’ 25m Butterfly
Ruby Spiegel 15.69

U13 Girls’ 50m Butterfly
Ruby Spiegel 37.73

U13 Girls’ 50m Breaststroke
Matilda Butterworth 43.49

U13 Girls’ 4 x 25m Ind Med
Ruby Spiegel 85.69

U13 Girls’ 4 x 25m Med Relay
Reva Spiegel, M Butterworth, Ruby Spiegel, T Schofield70.55

U13 Girls’ 4 x 25m Free Relay
Reva Spiegel, M Butterworth, Ruby Spiegel T Schofield 67.52

Next year our aims are: to continue to build our Prep School
swimming teams, to compete in more swimming
competitions, and to enter more pupils into the IAPS
competition. 
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for our swimmers, staff and parents to attend as it is a
massive event and the centre was buzzing with excitement.

Our girls swam brilliantly in the medley relay, knocking four
seconds off their qualifying time and smashing the existing
Prep School record. In the individual events, Ruby and Tilly
swam very well, both beating their PB’s and setting new
School records. We will start preparation and training for
this event in September so we welcome any keen
swimmers who would like to get involved in 2020.

We ended the year with our U13 swimmers joining the
Senior School teams in a fun gala with our OG Swimmers.
This a fantastic event where pupils get to meet and
compete against the names they see on the Senior School
record boards and to be inspired to continue their
swimming throughout their school life. After the gala, we
enjoyed a BBQ provided by the OG Club where the pupils
had the opportunity to chat to OG swimmers and hear
stories of their time in the team.
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Swimming
by over seventy boys’
schools and sixty girls’
schools from all over the
country. Our teams consist
of the fastest four boys and
girls in the school; this year
Ruby Spiegel (Year 8)
swam in the girls’ freestyle
team as she is the fourth
fastest female front crawl
swimmer in the whole
school. Ruby is the third
Prep School swimmer to
achieve this in recent years.

We entered fourteen
children for the qualifying round stages of the IAPS
swimming competition this year, travelling to Culford to take
part in the first round races. Children competed in their
chosen strokes, endeavouring to gain fast enough finishes to
qualify within the top twenty fastest times in the country. 
An incredible 4634 competitors and 285 schools from
around the country took part, so we were absolutely
delighted to get through to the finals in three categories.

U13 Girls 25m Butterfly - Ruby Spiegel

U13 Girls 50m Breaststroke - Matilda Butterworth

U13 Girls 4 x 25m Medley Relay - Reva Spiegel, Matilda
Butterworth, Ruby Spiegel, Tamsin Schofield 

The U13 Girls’ freestyle relay team broke the school record in
the trials, but they did not qualify in this event.

The National Finals were held on Saturday 8th June at the
National Aquatics Centre in London. It was a very exciting day

Prep School squad swimming has continued to grow over
the last academic year with many pupils attending the
various sessions available.

Monday evening sessions (by invitation only), challenge the
squad members to train for competitive events with other
schools, working on their personal best times and swimming
style. Keen, talented swimmers are also encouraged and
supported to reach the desired requirements to gain entry to
IAPS swimming trials. A few of our most dedicated senior
swimmers this year also trained with the Senior School on
Fridays and Saturdays.

Wednesday afternoon development squad provides training
for enthusiastic swimmers who want to work towards being
part of the elite swimming squad. This session offers stroke
development, sprinting and learning skills to allow pupils to
compete in competitions.

Thursday mornings offer pupils the opportunity to take part
in sprint and distance training before the School day begins.

The U9 and U13 teams attended an U9, U11 and U13 gala at
Langley school, where Town Close, Langley, Beeston and
Gresham’s enjoyed some great swimming races. We were
delighted to win the U9 and U13 events at this gala,
especially as this was the first swimming competition for
several of our pupils.

Our U13 Boys’ and Girls’ teams continue to train with the
Senior School U16 and U19 teams, often swimming as part of
our U16 squad when we compete in matches, both at home
and away. This gives Prep School swimmers the opportunity
to compete in the older age groups and to be inspired by our
older, more experienced teams. At the Senior School, we
really encourage our older swimmers to help with the
younger swimmers, providing support and inspiration. Prep
School swimmers have competed in galas against Culford,
Oundle, Oakham and King’s Ely this year and achieved very
pleasing results.

Each year, Gresham’s Senior School enters girls’ and boys’
teams at the U19 National Schools Relay Competition held at
the London Aquatics Centre. This is a major event attended

SPORTS SWIMMING
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Charlotte Allen

Eliza Allen

Larkin Armstrong

George Baker

Joseph Baker

Jack Beeson

Phoebe Bevington

Frederick Bowden

William Braithwaite

Frederick Browne

Matilda Butterworth

Milo Buxton

Luke Caistor

Brandon Chu

Spike Cook

Tatiana Couch

Sean Godden

Edward Dyter

Ralph Ellis

Luca Galnares

James Granville

Thomas Halsall

William He

Mario Hernández

Teresa Hernandez Parias

Louis Horsman Carpenter

Edward Jay

Leonides Kemp

Benita Kirovska

Alana Lewis

Erin Lowe

Skyla-Grace Manning

Max McEwen

George Morton

Esther Payne

Anna Paynter

George Pinkstone

Tonkao Prasongsuksan

Harry Purslow

Benjamin Rankin

Oliver Rankin

Fernando Rios

Maria Sanchez

Guy Savory

Sebastian Schofield

Tamsin Schofield

Hazel Simpson

Ruby Spiegel

Trent Stoltz

Alice Teesdale

Frederick Temple

Charlotte Tipling

Edward Todd

Luca Vittiglio

Samuel Wedgwood

Jonathan Weir

Alexander Westley-Warne

Arthur Wilcox

Felix Wilson

Max Wilson

Hiromichi Yagi

Soren Young

YEAR 7

Sacha Beraud

Spencer Chaplow

YEAR 6

Mathilde Phillipps

YEAR 5

Tilly Brucki

George Laidler

YEAR 4

Archie Ashcroft

Lucy Detnon 

Daisy Tomlinson

YEAR 3

Sophie Detnon

Toby Laidler

Albert Phillipps

2019 Leavers
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SPORTS  SKIING

The Prep School ski team had a fantastic few days on the
slopes in Italy. Over 300 skiers converged on the Italian
resort of Passo Tonale for a week of hard skiing and lots 
of fun. 

The week consisted of several training sessions with ski
coach Jake and our local ski instructor where the team
tuned their racing technique and tested their skills over a
practice course. On Tuesday all the skiers were required to
complete a qualifying run to decide on the teams and
entries for the main race on Wednesday. In the qualifying
race our boys fared well, with all of them qualifying
comfortably for the elite Championship race. Impressively
Freddy Temple qualified in 1st place and Percy Dyter in 4th;
things were looking good for race day!

On race day both U13 (Freddy T, Freddie B, Teddy and
George M) and U11 (Percy, Oliver and Wilf ) teams skied
brilliantly with all the boys recording two clear runs with
competitive times.  

Freddy Temple followed up his dominant qualifying ski with
two fantastic race runs, under tough competition, recording
the fastest time down the course on both of his runs,
claiming the prize for overall winner. A fantastic
achievement! In the team events our U13 boys took overall
bronze with the U11 boys narrowly missing out on the
medals in 4th. 

All the boys hugely enjoyed this fantastic event and hope
that we can build on this year’s great results with some new
team members next year. 

IAPS Ski Championships Passo Tonale, Italy 
10th-15th March 2019

           


